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Preface

A word of explanation is in order for the reader about
to embark upon pursuing the contents herein. The reader
will discover a loose collection of essays dealing with what
is commonly called Administrative Data Processing. The
collection has resulted from the oft expressed desire to
bring together the management of the College or University
to discuss the ways, means and idosyncracies of compOer-
aided institutional management.

When the opportunity presented itself to conduct a

series of professional development seminars dealing with the
computer and administration in higher education, we drew
upon a stock of previous articles and position papers to
construct the nucleus of this present work. We both are
products of the computer revolution. We have studied,
taught and managed educational computing for the entirety
of our- professional careers. Our viewpoints have been
shaped not only by our management experiences (primarily
in larger institutional settings) but also by our classroom
challenges.

We have not attempted to produce a -how to manual,
but rather to cast a host of technological questions in a

management perspective. Neither of us feels there is a

-r-rrht way- to conduct administrative data processing, only
tl there is -a way- that best compliments and enhances
the distinctive management style of a given institution at a
particular time in its development. Because institutional
administration is dynamic, it is useful, perhaps necessary,
to be aware of the range of hardware, development, organi-
zation, etc. options for administrative computing.
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Archimedes Lever

COMPUTING PERSPECTIVES'

-Give me a le /er long enough . . .

and I can move the wci'ld singlehanded."

Archimedes

There now exists a ',hole generation of adults who
have lived their lives with computer technology. It is

sometimes difficult to view computing in its proper perspec-
tive, at the same time taking into account its old recorded
history and today's new headlines. Society is just flow
beginning to come to grips with the impact of the digital
computer on our life styles. As with any nei,v technology it
has come from the phase of derided laboratory apparatus,
through oversold savior of mankind to potential oppressor
of human dignity. Like most new technologies it is viewed
somewhat ambivalently, indicating we still have far to go
before its total acceptance.

Within the shot span of 25 years, the digital computer
has gone thr'ougrr four technological generations from
large, expensive, hot, vacuum tube devices to portable,
inexpensive (less than the cost of a standard automobile),
virtual devices capable of being addressed in near natural
language. Ambivalence toward computers is recognized
when we reflect that without them we would not have put a

1 o



2 COMPUT ING PI W.;PEC-1 IVES

man ,an tha ni.ion, we could riot operate our current
f mammal ini-,titutions, near instantaneous airline reservations
v,a-aild be In1H)SSIi)10 and many if our newer structures could
net built or oper,ited. the same time they havebr-oglit us seemingb, irrtcc,nc11,,E,10 lulling ford ups, sys-
tepari vinc.ki do not work v, hen the power fails and potential
for firiv,cy ito..r:,14,11 en a heretofore undreamed of scale.
The positives can be ,ittributed to technology, the negatives
to man s ability to understand arid control that technology.
luny f ,ur perceived problems with computers probably

stem mom our attempt to use the new technology in old
a, flinch as voi installed buggy whips on automobiles at

the turn of the etitur

I he pr t.011t.1.11 -f the computer has been well expressed
ui term, rat multipliers by . J. NIclxeefery.

nun worked to make multipliers
impro% e his ousni strength and skill by factors of

ee, tive or ten. The hoe, the wheel, the bow and
ari ,w ceprosented 111,(:f'St urns. Then, with the
tridiritrial revolution, the multipliers became a hun-
,Ired to a thousand Gunpowder, steam power,
ossil fuels pit!,hed the horsepower per person into

raiife arid stretched his tray(' comprehension in
apprinately these measures. Even today, jet
tramsportatioa (lops not improve walking by more than

,dl this, there wines along occasionally a
multiplier in the range of a million to one These
lc,%,e been recent still relatively rare. The first
multiplier Lame earlier in this century by controlling
elect f gist in wires, arid then by wireless, the
speed .d trans11115';1,,f1 q.ilnOt! Is in the Order of a mil-
lion to oce. Later, through the multiplier of mass
production of radio and television sots, these swift
moving messages were placed In millions of Ironies
5;1111111t,1110,Itil

Another major multiplier in the million category is
nuclear energy, which began with shattering ex plo-
slims ur the iorm of bombs, but now, hopefully, will
he di-,Jdoped as controlled fusion for the major

W.J. t,lcKeefery, Where are We? A Top Management
Perspective, in Orr/cm/fin() for innovation: Towards the
Computer futility, ed. R. C. lieterick (Blacksburg: Virginia
I ech Computing Center, 19/31.



CONIPL-I ING PERSPECTIVES 3

energy source of the worlds population. Today,
nuclear' energy rin power plants and marine propulsion
Las reached the thousand-fold category. With fusion
it will roach a rnlllion fold and gradually change our
way of life.

Still another important multiplier is the comp', a .

It, too, has reached the million fold category. Its
combination of speed of calculation in ne,no-second,
and its storage capacity make its superiority over man
in the million fold category . We haven't exploited
this leverage fully yet, but with miniaturization,
portability and the deyolopment of symbolnc languages
unfair; with rietwor1.s, these combined resources will
produce adorn untie of the vast changes in mankind's
wry of doing business.

When we consider the potential of the computer in
rit.tw.,r1,s we begin to achieve a million multi-

pliumition -1 a mullion multiplier. The potential of such an
generation to make its true

cup,ict felt t.hrn wo ;,,111',P consider that commercial
iiyuatr tyyuu order, of magnitude impro,ue-
rilcurit cu.er walluded, and retie': rim tin', tremendous impact it
ha, f. id en air Into ,t,lrs and ilemiarehension of the world

Hit he awed in trying to r uam-

proherual Inc. impact u-t the couTiputer. In just the last 20

th" fu,uuIniuutrua ulennu'unnstrated tour to sly orders of
na !

staeri, printing
uu.iineuulut iuun.; no; eo:idle af.iu the C,--.St to p , r.c.S5 d rid

t

A Brief Loot Backward

Man benn citimplitinci tor tine thousands of years of
recorded history. tie started it all by learning to count.
Beginning with his fingers and toes as counters, he proba-
bly next used runaruf.s, pebbles and progressed to beads. As
his needs became more complex he developed symbolic 'nota-
tion for representing the things he had counted. Much
later, he developed mathematical systems for manipulating
his symbols. With one notable exception, the a:Dacus (a
counting frame developed about 3(100 B.C.), man made very
little progress toward the development of mechanical count-
ers until about 16'40, when Pascal developed a gear-driven
calculator. It was riot ont 1920 tin-:t the desk calculator
was given an electric driv
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Figure -1
Increases in
printing speed

;u re 3
Site effect of
technology on
storage space
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Citlt.11tH I It:r, iti Irtt Hltf I I I t.r;

t I IrJOIH ll
HirChoL: cards. 1 he Jacquard loom was

tilt of tabulating equipment pioneered
Hie the I; H. ( :,,uses Eitireiiu, In 1F,31),
, it It et. ten i'jirs to process the

,lata yowl, inn on the idea
l .tr ra, 'lace ai 'niter: 1 he staricard tabulating

d war, tlfl,t cut the of Engraving front
He f a Hitting the old ,:pteen'back dollar', hence

Si20 rt, mechanical devices, sort-
, liaturs, t ard ries, etc. were devel-
are! marl ' 1[1,1 ,:iirp,rration and comprised

ti,. ir Hi rintoicati OH, ii..11) the first half
.

he a irir, half of the 19th century, Charles
l'Hibhere rt the icirerunner of our modern electroniciputt 'with sunpiart irHf11 the British government and
latter it rn I r-fl daughter, Lady Lovelace, he devel-
oHd Bt., i terr,,terrt the ,difference engine and the analyti-

-rierr often primarily because
Jere -. parts could not be IFIOOU-

t.,, fora, -' iueingi 1 he analytical engine was built
crr 111n N/Oiifl-:, later and worked

he eiir. ! ve.itild.

inure numerous arid more complex,
twHrid H pro\ plod in definite iinpotus, man applied more

Hit rf.` ef tort ti ',ward the development of machine and
,,hctrical rind elr-ctronic devices which would assist him in
his problem salving efforts. T hose devices which calculate
ley coin, eq are called digital devices.

',Lin ler:rne .,mother way to compute. also. He discov-
eed that he Loold solve Sarne of his problems by measur-
ing. His first efforts at such computation were probably
diroct, r. e. , tne prof:iern was solved by actual measurement

the quantity being studied. Later he learned to repre-
sent in given system by another winch was similar (or anal
yousl n ,,,r10 or inure respects to the original (or

prototype) system. {hese devices he called analogs. Ana-
log devices include the slide rule, scale models, computing
pumps and calculating scales. Some of these devices are
direct analogs in that quantities being measured are of the
same type or have the same units as quantities in the sys-
tem being studied, Some are indirect analogs with mea-
sured quantities differing greatly from the desired
quantities.
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A reunal 160.), Galllro de% eloped a set of sciailes
analog device) for aiming artillery pieces. The scales
served to solve the second order equation of the motion of
a projectile. About the Siiffie tittle, Napier developed logar-
'thins . Scales ruled according to the logarithms of numbers
were seon used as analog computers and the slide rule
gained the prominence it was to hold until the 19bPs. The
cor.t of a hand-held elect Tonic calculator had dropped to
tinder by 1075. These calculators were capable of
nearly all the operations of a conventional slide rule at
no -third the price. The last major supplier of slide rules

cased production of that portion of their product line iu
1,1;c.

In 1876, Lord Kelvin and his brother, James Thomp-
von developed an analog computer for predicting tides.
I he tidal analyser required mechanical apparatus to compute
iris Ithe process of integration) and was further refined
to solve ordinary differential equations. Later versions of
the analyzer capable of harmonic analysis.

I n 1`1130, the brilliant English mathematician, A.M.
Turing, presented a landmark paper in which he described

,1 machine which could simulate any other automaton. The
Turing machine consisted only of the concept of an infi-
nitely long tape, three symbols and a place marker. He
demonstrated that this machine could simulate the behavior
of any other machine, no matter how large its symbol or
instruction repertoire. With this paper was born the field
of artificial intelligence and the concept of thinking
machines.

One other development of the mid-1940s was particu-
larly significant in the evolution of computers. The late
Dr. John von Neumann, a mathematician who served both
the Atomic Energy Commission and the Army Ordinance
Department as a consultant, was aware of the AEC s compu-
tational needs and the Army's interest in the ENIAC. He
proposed the idea of a digital computer which could store
both instructions and data internally in numeric form and
perform numerical operations upon both types of stored
information. Modification of instructions, he reasoned,
would make it possible to achieve conditional solutions; i.e. ,
solutions in which the path through the predefined instruc-
tion set could be dependent upon some previously computed
result. Dr. von Neumann's idea sparked several new
computer designs and the first computer utilizing this
internal storage of both data and instructions became oper-
ational in 1949. The machine which von Neumann proposed
was not completed until 1952, however. Today all general
purpose digital computers have this capability.
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The term *cybernetics- was coined by the eminent
mathematician is;c,rtiert Wiener from the Greek word for
steersman. V.-Hior put forth the bold proposition'

...that society can only be understood through a

study of the messages and the communications facili-
ties which belong to it; and that in the future devel-
opment of these messages and communication facilities,
messages between man and maciiiiies, between
machines and man, and between machine and machine,
are destined to play an r-,er-increasing part.

111,, E)r-o,id area of man-machine feedback. mechanisms is
subsumed in r,,bernetirsrs well as the more scientific dis-
ciplines of control and communications theory. Weiner's
proph,:i:y was recognized in less than cne generation from
th- time hi' made it. We think nothing of computers as a
constituent part of the family automobile, regulating fuel
consumption, exiic,i.:rt emission, etc. Few, if any, major
systems are designed which do not feature some aspect of
tilt' (11,111 111.1(.111M, t,,dh,H.h mecildnism.

Analog Applications

The general purpose analog computer industry has
grown rapidly but not nearly so rapidly as the digital
industry . There are several reasons for the different
growth rates. For one, the results obtained with the ana-
log computer are not as precise as those fiiom the digital.
This is not a matter of concern to engineers or scientists
because, generally speaking, the data in problems in their
areas are not exact. Second, even if the results of analog
computation were accurate enough for business operations
(bookkeeping, inventory control, etc.), the analog computer
does not have the data handling facilities for performing
counting type operations. Third, the use of the analog
computer requires a higher level of mathematical sophist.ca-
tion and competence at the introductory level than does the
digital computer.

The analog computer is an extremely valuable tool for
solving certain types of problems, particularly those which
are peculiar to engineering. With it, systems which mioht
cost large sums of money to build and test can be simulated
at relatively low cost. Systems which might endanger life

Norbert Weiner, The Human Use of Human Beings,
(New York: Avon Books, 1950), p. 25.

1
.A.
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car] de!,tctictical ci ors .perty if a t 0"; t prfd d fill
H' t,,ult for example, the ctonseguence of

failure of an re.iiermiental nuclear reactor) rail be siniulated
complitir iii perfect safety. l he analog

(Tin be p l'f r,unmrd try run in a scaled time triode
corripres!a-F, or e bards solution t1111(-, With

rdin d ",pdf- pi,,;,, ,} Hid tiv months duration may
be simulated ; fl en or' an expif \,'C type of action may
be offertR ely sIoi,ed down to permit detailed study.

cauputer users have generally belonged to one camp
or the other with respect to their computational needs.

hei joule ,-,orly that seine types of problems
ilEed t, the ,111.1L,y, and others to the digital

approach. More recently, engineers in particular- have
ha:rid that the best way of solving sonic of their problems

tif fl Hf 't h typos of computers. The assemblage of the
two typos of comp' 'ers and the necessary linkage is called

hybrid f

oaseri computru applicatrons are hecorninq
(..M111,[1p1,11- r Many of these applications utilize

computing features that might most appropriately be called
hybrA. At a minimum they 'eature analog to digital and

to anakig capabilities to sense arid control environ-
mental parameters, machine tool speeds, etc. Many modern
industrial processes would be impossible without sensor--
based, computer controlled, feedback mechanisms, It is
probably in the area of hybrid applications that the full
potential of the computer will be recognized. Administration
n restitutions of higher education will be extensively

impacted by the application of analog devices in the campus
computing environment, In addition to the obvious applica-
tion of wand reading in the library and bookstore, we can
expect more extensive use of the student identification card

machine read processes. Graphics, voice recognition and
other analog applications will become the norm during the
next ten years.

The Modern Computer

Work on two unique elect no-mechanical devices began
prior to World War II and they became operational in 1942
and 1943, respectively. The first, Dr. Vannevar Bush's
Differential Analyzer (Model II) was built at MIT and was
the first successful large scale analog computer capable of
sufficient accuracy for engineering and scientific calcula-
tions, -The Differential Analyzer could only solve those
problems which it was wired to solve it could not change
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the din-, Don ,rf information flow without a prior wirtrig
iTinge. I he second Dr. Howard Aik-
en Mart. I Ailti.i111,1tIC Calculator, built
.it ii.ir.irrl Dnive:-:-.ity with 7', ppllij from the International
Business Machines Dorporatton. Ibis 111,1(11111P used punched
Lard eguipment for data storage and telephone relays as
switching elements, arid received its instructions from

Hii.ier tape. It was the first successful large scale
(Hata' computer and was ,dirt ten times faster than rho

calculators of that day. It was at this time that the
wird computer took oil its present connotation. Both of
thes,- devices could accept data and instructions from a

%%iron; ,.et in the analog) arid f corn punched cards and
Hi per tape Du the digital) aiid proceed through a ;scab
Hill, from I.:-)eginninci to recorded solution, without assistance
Hy an opro-ator. 1 he ability to store significant amounts of
data and rristructhms and to work without human interven-
tion rs the (II ,tinguishirnj hallmark of the computer as
opposed hi the r ali.ulator or other cum; dting devices.

IH ir, lie- 1 kresper Tc.LOrt arid Dr. Jr.iiin W.
Maur on their Electronic Numerical Inte-
grator (.alculator (kNIAC) at the Moore School of Engi-
neering of the Dniversity of Pennsylvania. Their digital
computer, sponsored by the Ordinance Department of the
Army, was 012 first to utilize the vacuum tube in place of
the slow relay for switching. The local tabloids suggested
that the lights of Philadelphia would dim when the ENIAC
was turned on because of the ;rower consumption of the
lens of thousands of vacuum tubes. Several learned critics
suggested that the starting voltage transients would always
blow at least one tube and, as a consequence, the machine
could not work. While these fears proved to be not totally
correct, it is interestir g to note that early computers of the
ENIAC class were operated continuously and powered down
only for emergencies. Later machines in both the analog
and the digital fields used vacuum tube circuits, then tran-
sistor circuits and now integrated circuits in an effort to
gain computational speed. Today general purpose comput-
ers of both types are electronic; the electro-mechanical
types of the 1910s are obsolete.'

' Material in this and following sections has been
adopted from R. C. Heterick and J. H. Sword, An Intro-
duction to Computers and Elementary FORTRAN (Dubuque:
Kendall-Hunt Publishers, 1966.)

9
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II' hl .C71'11,1' --ilel of 11i, r omptihir Nor,

lely 0.111,1 1 ,111j,L1f1`, 11110 (0[101.,11 (..impoily in
previous

ti. th.it !ill Ilnlletl
.r ir wilt... digital eompul

I ''fi on, orpor.ition (\Vestiiii11)(itiso)
11)1; I I Ai ...pent more

h.ur Ili million in ono Lomputer renl,rl, research
i.ersiinnel. I he ccimp,my reported

.1 rot orti 111,,I, th,in ....2(f indium its invristiflent. Similar
the pi)r)fildrity of the

until Hit thy, \..1.11iiii; I the ompiiter inchif,try is a

Hwane,,s,
for over fl.,1f),(1t)f),(M(1,1)(10 worth of

,i111),ITIOIlt f11.1f I Ilt year.

bare ,ire, in operation it this tune, more than 500,000
Lemputors (exclusive of microcomputers) manufactured by
f r.,tatos manufacturers alone. Practically all of these

mpritors lub.0 been manufactured since 1964 and all of
aro fa,. t exporrsrve (In terms of the number of

c,Linpuldlii..ris per unit of cost) and have more storage
capacity than the first electronic computer. Fewer than ten
percent (If them rent for as little as S1000 per month and
rentals as high as 5500,000 per month are predicted for
systems currently under development. Computer rentals in
excess of ;50,0A10 per month are commonplace. The majority
1,1 the large scale computer systems are used by government
and private research laboratories and by the manufacturing
and process industries.

While we tend to think of computers as large complex
machines we fail to realize just how m-nv small (desk top .;o

chip size) computers are commonly in use Computers on a
chip for less than S100 are available. The instruction
repertoire and storage of these micro-processors compares
favorably to first generation equipment. The fastest gow-
ing segment of the computer industry is the mini- and
micro-processing field. Predictions have been made that
the annual sale of micro-processors in 1985 will exceed the
total production of computers for the previous 30 years.

Although the Hsited States is the world leader in the
manufacture of computers, there are computer industries in
England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia and
Sweden. Still the demand for computers rises.

Computer development was concentrated in university
research labs during the five-yea period between the com-
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ilorrii file building upon the Aiken. Concur
rem' et forts in 1.11.010,(..ile anal(00) devi«;, thr, Cy0.10ie not
the I \, were undertal,en l.y w(1w:try

tr,-,t instailation of the UNIVAC was nob 10 June,
"i was pr00.ed 3250,(100. 1 he first order for the

00uoit0;11. pla(.0001 P\ the Paireau
of the (.,r1-.1p.; I or nr.irly five years the UNIVAC essen-
tially had the electronic computer field to itself. As late as
19.1;--; the I bN1 Corporation had mdde the decision not to
111,11J H the Lomputer Pecanse they felt it would never be
rd Idhlo (.(opu,-,1 to effort to develop the 700 series

of 11(N) <0 anputers and the obvious success of that effort will
ranf r, nine of tire major business success stories In

Ibis first (lomordtfon of computers was characterized
by vacuum tuba menftwies tape storage and punched card
input output devices. 1 he mean time between component
failures was fre<piently no more than 30 minutes. These
first generation computers were generally programmed in
machine or assembly laiujuage. Control of the computer
system was vested in an operator who usually was the pro-
gm3f-11111er .

the second generation is usually marked by the switch
from tube to transitors and magnetic core memories.
Computer memories were increased from 2,000 to 30,000
words. A million operations per second was achieved in the
second generation, as contrasted with ten per second on
the MARK I, 0,000 per second on the EN1AC and 100,000
per second in the first generation. During the second
generation computers came to be viewed as something more
than a scientific tool and several computers were designed
specifically for commercial application:. The second gener-
ation boosted the number of operation code: from 30 to over
100 and ushered in the era of time sharing, albeit in a

rather jerrybuilt, crude fashion. Procedure languages such
as FORTRAN and COBOL became the primary programming
tools and more advanced problem-oriented languages such as
COGO and STRESS were developed. Rudimentary operating
systems were developed and multi-processor configurations
were implemented to overcome the speed differential between
the electro-mechanical I/O devices and the totally electronic
central processor.

2:3
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1 he third Hoilor,itt,ii morl.ed by tha intro
Hie tin of the ['Al ,tt10 line of computers. I hital generation
oretoiters typically tqliployeal monolithic integrated circuits

1.01,er than transistors and \yore chine terized by system
.ntral programs called operating sx -terns. I he third t.-_1--

',ration marled the general act eptance of Hine sharing, first
in of 1'111 t 1'0,1(101' 1),It(111 C01111.IPX('S ,
end Liter ri`, `:1.1; speed ( ten -character-per -second) interar.-
tixe s -terns taannuinnalting over standard telephone hires

teletype-like devices. Significant experimentation took
place W1111 (1,1l,1 bases featuring online inquiry and
update. I hind generation technology led to attempts to
ors ,Inkite computing at- tix 'ties, generally expressed as the
or, of the cost per unit of storage

and cost per instruction cycle time were considerably less
for the !artier machines, Dr. Herbert Grc -ch was one of
the first to observe this phenomena and suggested that a
diiltling of the price of a computer tended to quadruple its
speed. file third generation marked the transition from
hardware centered computing to our current software devel-
,pment focus. Tire impact of this transition on organize
t structure, tware development and operations
maridgement has been major arid is pursued in detail in sub-
sequent sections. This transition has riot been fully
absorbed by many computing organizations and continues to
be the source of a myriad of development and management
problems.

The depersonalization of computing in the third gener-
ation, accompanied by significant advances in large scale
circuit integration and telecommunications technology, ush-
ered in what will probably become known as the fourth (and
last?) generation. For our purpose, we will mark the
fourth generation by the proliferation and acceptance of the
mini- and micro-computers and significant efforts toward
distributed computing in networks. The mini-computers of
the 1971)s have roughly the same power and storage capacity
of first generation computers at a tenth or less of the cost.
In fact, some of the pocket size calculators compare favora-
bly with the capabilities of first generation computers.
Hierarchical networks of computers featuring widespread use
of cathode ray tube input devices are probably the hallmark
of fourth generation systems. Sensor based applications,
wand readers, environmental automation, electronic fund
transfer, etc. , are becoming commonplace. The computer
has probably reached the level of the ultimate ub.quitous
machine.

9 ,1
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Architecture o= Compu'xing Systems

digital computer is. by definition, a counting
is n-a,ner of counting is not the same as that of

he:woven. :\tter first building computers using
HiSO ) system, early computer

un:ea', Clio dal\ antages inherent in the binary
rwrnt.,pr system. So many of the devices used to

er transmit data and numerical instructions are of the
state er hu-stable type it was inevitable that computer

rs w.a, id turn to the binary system. A switch, for
chide, is either un or off; a card either has a hole

t)n, dies not ; the flux lines
,ad a aignotac core are either clockwise or counter-

and so on. If we use the numerals 0 and 1 to
nr the two possible states of a binary device and

mean. ! nee in rows such that the presence of a ft in any
itioh /ore in the decimal sense and the presence

'\"1! here n is the position number in a given
wc wax represer t decimal numbers in terms of their

Such graelpings of symbols, or assemblages of two-
tle, are iced as registers in the computer and

the rontonts suck registers ma. be combined to perform
meitath ri s.

the various arithmetic opecations
tun bienry number systems just as they do for other

averdge computer user is spared the task of
Harr ing these rules, however, because he communicates
with the aempute using his own language. He may, for
example. submit his original instructions and data using the
,lphapt. standard punctuation symbols and the familiar

moral system for numerical values. The translation to
birarx ferm is node by machine. Results or other infoma-
ti Honig from the computer to the user are translated
them binary and returned to the user in a form which he is
aaanstemed to rearing.

The Academic administrator will most likely use the
cemputer as a tool for solving problems related to his spe-
cial field of interest. He really does not need a detailed
I now ledge of the design or operation of the various parts
which ma ke up a computer system. The user should, how-
ever. have some general understanding of the flow of infor-
mation through the computer. The block diagram or
five-part black box representation! has been widely used to
explain the operation of the compuLer. User attention has
been focused, and rightly so, on the input/output proc-
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iiisses ail the model. Hi ivies: er, tech re-Logical developrilleis ira

r.Cf.c,SOr d,'S1,;11 SIThiricant impact on the economics
the input output operations. A subsequent section will

ao. era! tnese n y. teahnelogies so that a basis
ritt`r coniumics may He PStdb-

11

r_1 I Hit

he centre) unit is the dispatcher of the system. All
1!1.-;tr,1C1.1, rind OPerft1011 E0111rfla rids are routed
through this desire arid it controls the operation of all
IFic`r:;o1 ud -\ tCrf i-1110,It dittiCIVj to the system.

he iiperation aornmands for all such equipment are numeric
in nature and are triansmittcd and received as electrical

The control unit is n ut directly accessible to the
;irogrammer and he or she generally has no special interest

it se mg it functions properly.

Aritirnr-tir, and Logic Lint

1 he capability of the machine is, in effect,
Invited to addition, subtraction, multiplication and division

new scientific computers have square root capability
and other unique operators). The logical capacity is that
of distinguishing between zero and non -zero and between
plus and units which. when coupled with the subtraction
operation . gives the added ability of determining whether
one number is different from.another arid, if so, which is
larger. The arithmetic unit also has the capability of shift-
ing numfiers to the right or left in its registers.

Both instructions and data are numeri,: in form and the
arithmetic unit may modify either or both of them upon
command. Also, since alphabetic quantities must be repre-
sented in numeric fashion, they, too, may he manipulated
by the arithmetic unit. Such operations are binary in
nature and they can be accomplished in times measured in
microseconds (millionths) ) or less in modern computers.

The smallest unique unit in a computer is called a bit
( Binary digiT). For addressing purposes, bits are usually
grouped into bytes (typically eight bits) or words (typically
lb to 6.1 bits ) . If an eight-bit byte is used for character
representation, 256 unique characters (2*8) can be i.--=!e-

sented. This easily provides for upper and lower case
alphabets, the decimal numerals, special characters such as

S, etc. arid other special characters such as those
used in APL (A Programming Language). National and
mternational standards groups e;f ist to bring some order
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out of the confusion of many different code representations.
These differing code representations are one of the first
pr,,Herns which !mist be overcome in creating a network of
dissimilar computers.

(Storage Unit)

Basic working storage in all modern computers is of
the magnetic type and usually consists of a three-dimen-
',I.Alill array of small ferrite rings called cores or some form
of mcmolithic integrated circuitry. In the core type each
ring has a unique address and can be magnetized by the
p,c,sage of a current along each of two wires which go
through the center of the ring. By appropriate selection of
wires and by control of the direction of current flow, any
given core element may be addressed and set with a binary
I or O. Vhe individual cores (or basic storage units for the
rvql -core types) is a binary bit. In some machines the com-
putational unit is a word; other machines permit words to
contain a variable number of Pits. In either case, the word
may be located by means of a specific and unique numeric
address which is analogous to a street address or post
office box number. Still nth- types of computers use an
addressable basic unit of the te; words in these machines
are generally made up of twc to eight bytes. Access times
are extremely fast for modern computers; for some of them,
times are measured in nanoseconds (billionths), for others
rucro,pc.-Thf s.

Both data and instructions are stored in a binary form
in memory. Storage in memory is considered permanent in
that a word stored in a given address will remain there
until it is actively replaced by another store operation.
Interrogation of a storage address or the print-out of
information from it will not destroy the contents. The
read-in of information or the redefining of a value already
in storage always destroys the previous contents of a stor-
ago address.

Auxiliary storage may exist in magnetic tape units,
magnetic drums, magnetic disks, punched tape or punched
cards. Units equipped with optical scanning devices may, in
addition, utilize printed storage. Access time for such units
is generally measured in milliseconds (thousandths) or
slower. With the magnetic devices, however, once the
machine has found a piece of data, the transfer rate from
auxiliary storage to working storage is quite rapid. These
devices may be large enough to store practically limitless
amounts of information (the real constraint is financial
which, of course, must be based upon need and frequency
of use).

2J t-
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Much research effort is Heing placed on developing
larger and faster computer- storages. There are currently
storages available which will store a trillion bits (terabit
stores) but ),+.ith rather slow access times. Thin film and
bubble technology is I)e, orning quite advanced. The laser
holds perhaps the grea!ast potential for extremely large,
fast computer ston, s

Input Unit

The o;rarnmer- communicates with the computer
through the input unit. This unit usually is a typewriter
or punched tape reader on very small computers (or a tele-
type like unit in remote terminals) are-i a punched card
reader on medium and large scale systems. There may be
intermediate input devices, also. Larger systems usually
permit programmer access only through magnetic tape or
disk. 1 he programmer has this punched card information
read by a small computer and stored on magnetic tape or
disk for transmittal to the large computer in such systems.
There is at present a growing market for .-ecently intro-
duced keyboard-to-computer systems which bypass the
punched card operation altogether.

Regardless of the type of input, the input unit senses
coded information of some type, translates it, and sends it
to the computer as a string of timed electric pulses. It
should be rioted that most input devices do not have control
functions independent of the computer except for operator
controlled START and STOP. Punched cards, in particu-
la, cannot be recalled for reading again within a given
problem solution or program.

Operating speeds vary greatly for the various types of
input devices, The slowest is of course, the type which
depends upon manual operation the typewriter or the tel-
etype unit. The fastest of the types mentioned above are
the magnetic disk and drum.

The primary characteristics of both input and output
units is their speed differential as compared to the Central
Processing Unit. While the CPU is capable of billions of
operations per- second, typical I/O units operate at ten
characters per second, 300 cards per minute or 1000 lines
per minute. So long as these devices are elect ro-mechanical
or actuated by humans, this speed differential will continue
to exist.

3[)_
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Output Unit

he computer transmits information and results to the
gramme,- by means of magnetic tape, punched paper tape

or ca rds, or the output may go directly to a printer, a

plotter, a CRT or some other device. Regardless of the
U, pa of output device, information will ultimately go to the

.;er in one of the languages with which he is familiar. For
academic administrator this will usually be in numeric,

alphabetic and/or graphical terms. Again, speeds are quite
\. nable.

Computer Languages

Each computer is designed to accept certain combina-
tions of electrical pulses which can be interpreted as
numerical characters. The computer is essentially a symbol
m a n i p u l a t i n g machine. I t does not matter at all to the
computer what the binary digits represent so long as man
can develop the necessary systems of unambiguous symbols.
The code for a machine, consisting of symbols recognizable
to the programmer and which, when read from punched
cards or transmitted from a terminal, create the necessary
electrical pulse chains, is called a language. Languages
exist at four levels and are classified as follows.

Lich' lie Language

The basic combination of codes accepted by a given
machine is unique. This combination, written by the pro-
grammer in numeric form, is called machine language. Pro-
gramming in machine language is very exacting and
time-consuming. Such programs require a separate step for'
each computer operation and programming steps must be in
the order of execution. The orogrammer must specify exact
locations in memory for each separate piece of information
and must take care not to use the same location for two
separate values.

As an example of machine language programming, con-
sider the following system (used with a popular machine of
several years ago). instructions to the machine were of
the form:

OPERATION
CODE

DATA
ADDRESS

ADDRESS OF NEXT
INSTRUCTION

Solving such a simple problem as X,A4B-C required a
sequence of steps as follows (where GO is the code for
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Cledrl 11,j a register Mid adding to It , G5 ITIQatIS add without
clodrA tic), 70 means sAbtract without clearing, 8(1 means
store u1 memory and the four-digit groups are addresses of
storage lor.ations 1:

LOCATION INSTRUCTION
(4100 GO 2050 0500
0;00 65 1201;0 0510
0510 7(1 2070 0520
11520 30 2030 0530

etc.

Hire the program c:ould be executed, the programmer
had to store the pi-ur-din steps and data in the assigned
addresses ( the second operation in storage location 0500,
the third in location 0510, etc. ) and send the machine to
the airs( stop ( location (1300) by means of switch settings on
tiro IlLiChIlle console. ( Note that the small program segment
does hot Lontarn instructions for obtaining the result of the
(iicwiatioris , this would require additional instructions. )

Needless to say, such programming techniques did not
prove to be popular with problem solvers. Today, this
type of programming is the province of the professional
progrdminer who is involved in computer development or in
development of languages.

A s f!Ill[)1 y I .1 r t. Liqj C

Because of the difficulty which programmers had with
bookkeeping operations, assembly languages which accepted
symbolic addresses and operation commands were developed.
Machine language prop rams called assemblers, written by
professional programmers, cause the computer to accept
symbolic names for numerical addresses, convert those
names to addresses and to build an index of locations used.
The assembler is also designed to accept mnemonic operation
commands . The programs have to be translated to machine
language for execution. I he program submitted by the
programmer is called a source program; the instructions
generated by the computer constitute an object prog ram.
Such programs still require one instruction per computer
operation. Although not as time-consuming to the program-
mer as machine language, such programming is tedious and
generally less efficient in its exercise of machine resources.

Using an assembly language the example problem above
rr ;ht be written (where CLA means clear and add, etc. ):

3'
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C: LA A
ADD B
`.-,1 lP, C

I X

Note that the asseinhly language has the same basic
structure as the [oar lune language which it replaces and is
th,refore machine dependent. I his, too, is unpopular with
prLLulem solvers because they are not accustomed to break-
ing their problems into such minute operations.

There is one procedure which has been popular with
V.110 must program in assembly languages. Certain

qr.ups of operations Which frequently occur together can
be grouped and the entire group called to step-by-step
execution by a single command. Such an instruction is
rolled a macro- assembly instruction. The use of such com-
mands was the forerunner of the procedure language.

Procedure Language

There ha c been many attempts to make programming
easier- by permitting the programmer to write in a language
related to some method or procedure with which he was
al ready familiar'. The FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation)
language is perhaps the most successful of those attempts;
certainly it is the most widely used. The programmer
writes a source program in the FORTRAN language and
submits to the computer first a machine language program
called a compiler and then the sou rce program. The
machine, under the direction of the compiler, will either
translate (or compile) the source program into a machine
language program (called an object program) or into an
assembly language which is then translated. The program
is then executable.

The advantage of this approach is that one FORTRAN
statement can represent many machine language steps. Our
previous example would appear in a FORTRAN program as
X=A'B-C There is a penalty in increased computer time
required but that penalty is more than offset by the sav-
ings of programmer time and the ease with which the lan-
guage can be learned. It is generally agreed that the
procedure language is best for beginning programmers;
indeed, it is adequate for the needs of most professional
programmers.

Procedure languages offer the added advantage of
being machine independent. The compiler which translates
the sou rce program is mach ine dependent, of course, but
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the ..onrLe language limy he used to write Prligr.111V; for the
111,11 P1111" different manufacturers. Mirror'

,« iir hut, generally speaking, FORTRAN type pro-
gram., cr. a given level are compatible between niachines
v Heil operate rit that level

Phildf,111 I arliphino

In certain spot:tallied areas where everyone working on
particular type of problem is likely to use the same stan-

dard approach, languages have been written in which a
particular symbolic name may call forth a complete sequence
of oriel-Alums trinalnitous to solving a group of equations or
FOR I RAN type statements) and deliver results in some pre-
defined format. l he structure and terminology of such
languages is dictated by the type of problem being solved.
I hey aro r ailed problem oriented languages and are usually
written using a procedure type language such as
I (1B 1 RAN.

,irnplo,; of such languages may be found in many
diitorent problem areas. 1 here are, for example, a

S J RUctu r;11 Design Language called STRUDL; an Electronic
Circuit Analysis Program called [CAP; a COordinate GeOme-
try program called COCO; a discrete system simulation pro-
gram called Cr SS and many others.

Modes of Computing

Three principal modes of computer usage are usually
identified. They are batch, interactive and real time
Batch systems were the rule during the first three genera-
tions but are rapidly being supplanted by interactive and
real time applications in the fourth. Most procedure lan-
guages were developed for execution on batch systems, APL
and BASIC being the two dominant exceptions.

In a batch system the programmer prepares the source
program and data, typically on punched cards, and deposits
them at a pickup station. The cards are read into a

computer system and temporarily stored on disk or tape, a

process sometimes termed spooling. A job processing
scheduling algorithm, part of the computer's operating sys-
tem, reviews the spool queue and selects jobs for process-
ing.

3
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\Viler' the 1,fi has bet i . clei teal and proi.e, sed it is
ain plat cif oil ili .l to avolit Si !winding for output to a

printer, plotter. and I,inich .ir other output media. A job
output algorithm arr.hes, the, queue and

selei t the job's output for priii.essing. I ypic.,11
turn times tor a lob rimy he from three to twelve
her!, I he L.it( h 1.; a four-step

hile tlits iont .11It1 ,11,11,11' rotFro f

prl linii jr,11s it tel lu he (-mite inefficient of
the progrommer s time when new Lode is being written and
tosici 1, partliallarl,' when the Job aborts dries to a key
pulli.litrei or tri '1."'H',1111111111!) error Mid the pro<rjranirnei-
miv.t thl helih. P di-, .,h C.,hhet.t the

In order to overcome those delays di: in() the program
devidoprniuit phase, time snaring was developed. Time
-.11,1ririq allows the user an interactive mode of computer

permitting many simultaneous users to feel as though
they tai h had control of the computer. -1his effect is pos-
sible you consider the speed differential between the
Lompriter s proi,essuig ability and the reaction time of the
programmer typing at a keyboard. Well designed interac-
tive languages will scdri input lines for syntax err ins,
allowing immediate correction of typing and trivial prog 'am-
ming mistakes. A well designed interactive language will
also facilitate a desk calculator rnode, permitting many ooer-
at len-, v,.itheilt the necessity of coding a multi-step progi .1r11
In an interactive system a dispatching algorithm looks
through the queue of terminals connected to see which is
ready for service and gives some small quantum of time to
each in a round robin fashion. Several hundred terminals
could be connected, each having the appearance of controll-
ing the computer. Typical response times for an interactive
system would be in the one-to-five second range. While riot
as efficient in utilization of machine resources as bat,.h,
programmer productivity is greatly increased (probably at
least ten-to-one) over batch systems. The interactive
environment leads immediately to thoughts of electronic mes-
sage switching and office automation. A subsequent section
will discuss text editing and transmission in greater detail.

Real time systems were developed for military command
and control applications, the SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground
Environment) system for ballistic missile warning being
implemented in the 1950s. The space program made heavy
use of real time systems. Among the many applications was
vehicle guidance, which required the results of over 15,000
serial computations to calculate and make flight path correc-
tions. Obviously some form of round robin computer shar-

3 7
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ing sin 11 mtor,i(,t1\ stems lust would not do. I he
/ hal at torr;tir of real time appin athons IS that they S(1

1111H11.111, that t111,\,' nor- ;t t,11.1 all other
.pf the oinpu ter tris of proaess automation

ly rely iipori real trine 1,1111,11t1'1. systenri. Most
Holed iscild transit .y:t('111', rerluire !;()III0

IpJ1 hilly I ,1[11Ilter

t.111plItifl. were (ILIA,Irt0(.1 plHif tr,itod, it was
hgical that attempts would he made to link them into

networks. I he examples of currently existing power grids
111,1 telephone Sy!,terlIS VY(.I'e a persuasive impetus. Partici]
lack. in resear( h and fduaation, programming .% as somewhat
ot a 'atage industry. How to use the code written by
someone at another computer site has been a problem for
computer users since the days of UNIVAC I . Additionally,

ale form of networking would allow local specialization and
the advantages of a market economy in computer services.
I he development of time sharing provided the majority of
the teloca,mmun 'cation s technology necessary to create net-
works (,( (.omputers above networks of terminals. Some
techniques needed to be developed to overcome the error
rate in conventional telephone service, about two errors in
every 10*5 bits transmitted. The currently favored
approach is packet switching where data is sent between
computers in small packets of about 1000 bits. These pack-
ets may be sent between computers by several different
routes, each intermediate computer storing, checking, then
forwarding the packet on through the network, with erro-
neous packets simply being re-transmitted. Upon arrival at
the final destination the packets are re-assembled, placed in
proper sequential order and presented to the target
computer system. All of this network activity requires
Ionic which is provided by small computers acting as front
ends to the major computer systems in the network.

Most research in computer networks has been concen-
trated in communications technology. In order to get
higher transmission speeds at reduced costs digital commu-
nications companies have been chartered in competition with
the Bell System's analog network. In response to these
initiatives the Bell System is implementing Data Under Voice
(DUV) service utilizing under-loaded voice lines to pass
digital information. Typical transmission rates vary from
2000 bits/second (ordinary telephone service) to 50,000
bits /second, Computer data has been sent by laser, micro-
wave, and increasingly by satellite. Several large suppliers
of computer services currently have their own satellites in
orbit. Even more exotic technology such as millimeter wave

3S
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1011.1t11.; .11111 1111111,11 wave guide 111

11U111111111111',It1rn, C.11.111111`1', (1,111 he .;11,11'u(1 Or 11111It1

1111nXnd 11`.;01', by t11110 ,11V1!11111 (much as the
111H(` o11 1,11,01111ln', are ',,hired) tIr f reglioluN .1ivisiu 2(100
hp., lino lIkly 1,1, ! hy .111, t `,1 ,()()

I he potential of (i,)iiiptiter network.; has led to spectila
lion II11111t 1,11:,11 111d 11,1tO11.11 LuMplIttnr drOl 1111,/1111.1tkill 11t111'

ties. OM, 111,111W C01111,11trr outwork, the AftPA (Advanced
Itesear.:11 Projects ~Agency of the Department of Deferf':,e),
direddy links over 10 major universities and research labo-
ratories on the mainlaii(1 via telephone circdits an(1
via the Al (fflA sdtellite. 1Ve can oxpect to see contimittiq
growth of f_t)UNC. 1 and the further development of local and
rmilorml resource sharing networks in higher education.
t he development arid widespread use of networking technol-
ogy should mal.e the use of computers in academic adruinis
t rat loll ex ( rolllf.ly Of fOCtIvu.

" For an ima)inative look at the future see James Mar-
tin, Future Developments in Telecommunications (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1971).
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Cost of Computing

TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS

"Every problem contains within itself
the seeds to its own solution."

The purpose of this chapter is to examine some of the
economic and technological influences under which computing
centers of the 80s will have to operate.' The Fall 1979
EDUCOM Bulletin contains an article that projects the cost
of computing in the next de- ode under the following simple
assumptions:

Hardware costs will continue to decrease at
the rate of a year

Software and personnel costs will continue to
increase at K, a year

Under these assumptions we may conclude that for no
growth computing, by 1989 the cost of hardware will be
approximately of the total cost of computing. This

5 This chapter appeared almost in its entirety in
CAUSE IEFFECT , November 1981, pp. 12-19.
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means that approximately 95', of total computing costs will
be attributed to software and personnel. Projected costs
for software and personnel show an even more dramatic
increase and consume a greater percentage of the budget if

15'' annual growth is assumed (see Figures 14 and 15).

i he purpose of this section is twofold: first to deter-
mine if the above assumptions and conclusions are valid;

st,cond to outline management strategies that should be
nod to cope with and to take advantage of the changing
situation

Hardware Costs

The previous chapter discussed the major components
t 11,1 t I- tire computer system. A large portion of the

it., i!f computer ha rdware can be a ttributea to two
omponents : the central processor unit (CPU) and the

memory. I including main memory and secondary storage).
inns it rnimputers are to continue to drop in prices, these

;-,1-IrC' drops must come from lower costs for CPU and
nrieini-nry. Lower costs can be achieved either through
Impr ved performance of the component or through reduced
unit rihinufiictu ring costs.

Let us examine the CPU per i,,Hria nce issue One mea-
sure ,,f the speed of the computer is the machine cycle
time Cycle time is the time interval in which a computer
n.in perform a given number of operations A large com-
mercial computer today has a cycle time varying between 12
,,rid FM nanoseconds (a nanosecond is 1,000,000,000th frAc-
Imui of a second) . The fastest computer today has a cycle
(line of approximately five nanoseconds. A 20°0 price drop
user the next decade will require a 50 fold improvement in
performance; i e . computers with a cycle time of 1/10 nano-
sen.orid would be required. Is it possible to produce such a
11,,iC Him(' or have we reached the limits of the technology?

Douglas E. Van Houweling, "Meeting the Challenge of
Diversity and Change: Cornell Computing Services,"

DLICOM Bulletin, Fall 1979, p. 5.
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wis Branscomb examines this question from the
per specti \.,e of physics. He argues that the speed of light
is such that it travels about three centimeters in 1/10 of a
nanosecond. Thus computers with a cycle time of 1/10
nanosecond cannot be Larger than say a one-inch cube.
I his is eiii_oo raging in the sense that the smaller the pack-
age the lower its requirements for power and the cheaper
its production costs. If the computer has 300,000 circuits
then it will generate about one kilowatt of heat. Today's
technology will not permit us to extract one kilowatt of heat
from one inch cube space without damage. Thus it is likely
that semiconductor technology will not be the answer- to the
requirements that we might have towards the end of the
decade. However, a new technology, called Josephson
Junction technology ( named after Nobel Prize winner Brian
Josephson ) holds a lot of promise. Josephson junctions use
rich) .111(ys cooled in liquid helium to 4.2 degrees above
absolute le 1.0 . At this temperature the metals become
superconducting and lose their resistance to electricity.
Circ,Ints built with this technology have switching speeds in
excess of 20 trillionths of a second. Thus Josephson junc-
tion technology, presently in the research labs, holds
promise for the future, but much needs to be done before
the functions become a viable commercial product.

The silicon -based technology that we are using today
is by no means dead, as substantial improvements are still
possible. Todays technology allows around 30,000 transis-
tors on a chip. It is estimated that half a million transis-
tors can be put on a chip by 1985 and about ten million by
1990.8 Full computers on a chip should be a reality by the
mid- 1980s.

Another cost-saving approach in the manufacture of
computers is the use of gate arrays. Large-scale inte-
grated circuits are made on silicon waferi:. The circuitry is
fabricated on the wafers by a multiple step process called
masking (typically a completed wafer has seven or eight
masks). The gate array is a partially complete wafer that
awaits the customer's logic requirements. The user simply
provides the logic information for the last two masks. This
process -educes the overall cost of the wafer and also has-
tens the design of the chip. Extensive use of gate arrays

Lewis Ni. Branscomb, "Information: the Ultimate
Frontier-," SCIENCE 203 (12 January 1979) : 144.

Edward K. Yasaki, "Markets," Datamation (Special
Edition) , December 1980, p. 10.
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possibly cut the cost of the system by a factor of four.
It is , therefore, not unreasonable to expect that silicon
based technology will continue to provide substantial cost
riltiLtions for at least five years, perhaps longer-.

'' Hot (.1't.%!; irl CMTIpllterS are very
taiit with L)Lle times as low as five nanoseconds and getting
taster. iLlat is riot widely 1 110Wri Is that they are very
consistent with reciard to error rate, already as low as one
in one trillion. If Josephson junction technology becomes
widiy used, it will be sate to say that the computers Of
tomorrow vial! be Sony cold indeed. Thus computers may he

beini; fast, consistent. cold and dumb. On
the other hand humans are slow, inconsistent, warm and
brilliant. hhe real challenge is to get the two working
together using the optimal mix of the capabilities of the

and the talents of the human.

nry system,: are knpire:i; pace with tile develop-
Morats in t he (:PI area. Nlain memory prices have shown
ci war t drop with the introduction of -1K, then 16K
hips. I he rererit [rice drops m the 16K chip market

indiLate that perhaps chips are ready for use, withh
r 31.`r7li H;_. t nit too distant future.

this i t t I fl of prniecLed time
frames. i he larger density chips (ire both less expensive
arid rnnr. tt1,11)10,

1 he developments in the area of secondary stor-age
hio. e Honm trvrt, dramatic. The first magnetic recorder
dates back to the year- 1900 when Danish engineer Valdernar-
l'auHen demonstrated a device in the Paris Exposition.' The
inreition of the dm, um tub,- amplifier in 19211 gave a big
boost to the weak signals from the magnetic recorders, and
in 1(J23, Thomas Edison built the phonograph. Whereas the
male memory of the computer is based on semiconductor

the secondary memory, so far, is based primar-
ily on magnetic disks. In magnetic disks, the reading and
writing of data is accomplished by a read/write head which
is an electromagnetic device that resembles the head of a

home tape recorder. The head positions itself on a specific
position on I rotating disk made of magnetic material. Each
head position corresponds to a concentric circle on the disk
called a track. Data are read from and written on tracks.

' Robert Ni. White, -Disk Storage Technology," Scien-
tific American, August 1980, pp. 138-148.
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The most commonly used technology for disk drives is called
the Winchester technology, introduced by IBM in 1973 for
their 3310 disk drives. In this technology the read 'write
herd consists of three rails. Idle outer two rails govern
the flov, of and allow the head to float 17 microinches

,:urf ace ot the disk. by comparison a smoke
part,Lle is 10(1 min:rowdies in diameter and a human hair is
-t:,00 nut r unc.he s. I he tail end of the .center rail has the
read Write head built on it.

I he amount of data that can he stored on a disk is
detarmined number of tracks per inch of radius of the

tht, date that can be stored per inch
alp rig the track fire Winchester head allcoNs for 10110
tracks per inch with a recording density of 10,000 bits per
inch along the track. A Winchester disk is between eight
and 1,1 inahos in diameter and is contained in a sealed unit
to I. pep duct HirtideS.

1 material un the surface of the magnetic disks is
iron osig i gists t;itot.t.' that it metallic cobalt were used
instead c,f iron mode, greater storage densities could be
ac hie\ ed. Another area of improvement is the read/write
head itself. -1 he new. 331'0 disk drives introduced by IBM
use a thin film head. ] his head is made of permailoy, a
mi ',tit re of ruc..I-T1 and iron. Unlike the Winchester head it
has no coil of wire in its electromagnet; it uses a spiral film
of electrical conductor to form the electromagnet. Compared
to the 10,000 bits per inch for the Winchester technology,
the filar head, can record at a density of 15,000 bits per
inch today and has a potential of going up to 25,0011 bits
per inch in the future.

There is yet another possibility of improving the
rec,-,rding density on the disk driver,. At present, data are
recorded along the surface of the disk. It has been sug-
gested that data could be stored on end, perpendicular to
the surface of the disk. The technology to do this is yet
to he discovered. Both a suitable magnetic medium and a
read/write head capable of doing this will have to be devel-
oped. If this can be done, improvements in recording den-
sity are possible by a factor of ten.

Optical Disks

A relatively new medium for computer data storage is
the optical system. Conceptually, optical systems are very
similar to magnetic systems in that both require disk med-
mm for storing data and read/write heads for storing and
retrieving data. Both systems require similar mechanisms

43
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ps!s!tion the herds on trat.l.s and the necessary logic to
ro,h and decode data suitab!e for storage and error recov-
ery. Apart from the fact that one uses electromagnetism
and t he other uses laser optics. the important difference
Tet!...--ri the two systems is that in optical systems the

iised to detect the preserua or absence of a bit is
'sternal to the stcoage medium. 1- he storage medium the
disk simply acts as flus allows for much greater
storage densities. The simplest form of optical disk is one

which data is stored on the surface of the disk by a

I rser beam burning miniscule holes on the surface. The
storage density is extremely high about 100,00) bits

. A stan.tari! 1.1 inr h ,list is capable of storing
approx imately Iallum bits of information. Clearly,
thoinz;1), the storage of data using this technique is non-

Optir.al disk devices are rapidly becoming a mass con-
sumer pc-cfuct. Because of the high volume that is possible
In t.orisninr products, the costs of optical disks for data
storage tan have all improvement of a factor of 10, 000 over
(ouyentional magnetic media. Further, the entire recording
modern is removable allowing for the flexibility of removable
disks or tapes.

Efforts to ,HVf`lop an erasable optical medium that can
be reused (ist., updatablej have, so far, been unsuccess-
ful. Optical disks hold the potential of improving price
performance by a factor much greater than 100 and are
thus well within the 2(Y;) a year (for the whole decade)
criteria we are examining. The magnetic medium is not
dead by any means. The projected improvements in the
conventional magnetic disk technology will continue to sus-
tain, for several years, the price performance figures that
we are seeking.

Bubble Memory

Bubble memory will play an important role in the stor-
age and retrieval of computer data. What exactly are mag-
netic bubbles? For our purposes, it will suffice to say that
magnetic bubbles are very small and cylindrical magnetic
regions about 1/25,000th inch in diameter. These so called
bubbles- are found to have a stable existence in certain

materials like orthoferrite or garnet. Further, the bubbles
can be made to move along the surface of material by the
application of a proper magnetic field. The stability of the
bubble and its controlled movement along the surface of the
storage material forms the basis of bubble memory. (An
excellent exposition of magnetic bubbles can be found in the
August 1980 edition of Scientific American).
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he great advantage of bubble memory over disk
memory is that it has no moving parts. Hills, unlike
ineLharural devices, it requires no maintenance. It is esti-
mated that bubble memory has a capacity of retaining data

er MO years. 1 his long term stability of data compares
very favorably with the estimated life of data on magnetic
tapes. 1 he error rate for magnetic bubble memory is about
nne in WO trillion bin ; thus bubble memory has an error
rate two orders of maHnitude better than CPUs. Compared
to disk drives bubble memory has much higher data densi-
ties and also has superior access times. The only disad-
\, anbige of bubble memory is a slower data transfer- rates.

1 he price performance of bubble memory is very
attractive; 10U bits of data can be stored for about one
cent. Figure 16 shows the location of bubble memory in the
price performance graph. Clearly, bubble memorys fill a

rather large gap between main memory and disk memory.
The two very important features of bubble memories low
maintenance and long term stability will make them
extremely popular. The initial manufacturing probiems with
bubble memories have been overcome. According to Ven-
ture Development Corporation, bubble memories will be a

226 million dollar busubrss by 1085. 10

Because (rubble memory is priced nigher then disk
systems (includirg floppy disk systems) and because it has
poorer access times compared to main memory, the initial
apr: hcations of bubble memory have been in the areas where
moving disk memories are not suitable, like factory floors,
or where resistance to shock is required, for example, in
automobiles and portable terminals. As the cost of bubble
memory decreases, it will surely be used as a substitute for
semiconductor and disk memory systems.

Hardware Strategies

What does all this men? First, it is imperative that
directors of university computing facilities maintain a very
flexible position with respect to installed equipment.
Equipment should be leased, and leases should be short
term. Purchase of equipment should be avoided whenever
possible.

" See Computer Business News, 22 September 1980,
21.
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.\11I1j,lo H an r valuatean i.riii,edure t.. PV,1111,1t(' the
It'A;t` \ f`I',11`; W11'111,15;1.. (10,:1!;1,11 is presented in [111.11'0

1 `,11,\ '; the Lest of 010.1.1,111t. purchase. I he HAI.'
11,1';(` tirit.e of the iniiiipment is a little over 52 million. If

:,11,111',.'d, tilt` ;111r1110flt 1.,II10`, with a year's warranty arid
nerve there are H1,1110.011,111( f. Iltr!,ts (i111111() the first ymir.
I he planning horizon is taken to He five years for a total

.,2.1)(12 . Curve 2 shows a five-year
toast. pure Hse agreement using a third-party lease. Curve

shows a straight lease cost over a five-year period.
Notme that the lease cost includes maintenance. The

area 3.A corresponds to the accruals which are
hewn t,,r oar period. If we make the very conser-

\ itiVe that prices a re gong to drop I' 301:, over
a two-year period, then the purchase price of the equip-
ment at that time will be approximately 51.4 million. The
a«.ruals are 5936,000 during that period, making the net
purchase price less than half a million. If this sum is
financed o\, er the next three years, we will see a reduction
u. cash flow shown in curve 4b. On the other hand, if we
maintain the same cash flow the machine becomes fully paid
for at the mid of Om third year. Years four and five sim-
ply hove the maintenance costs, as shown in curve 4a.
This analysis was done for an actual procurement during
the summer of 1979. The recommendation, based on the
analysis, was to lease, with the strategy carat if within two
years the price dropped at least 39, to go ahead and buy
the machine unless new evidence dictated a different
strategy.

Second, tin? useful life of computer equipment should
never be taken to be more than five years, with four years
more reasonable, and three years perhaps more accurate.
Depreciation allowances, where permitted, should be based
on 36- or 48-month schedules. Replacement allowances
should also be based on similar schedules. If local, state
or federal regulations prohibit these schedules, efforts
should be directed at changing these regulation's.

Third, charging schemes for computer usage that are
based on a usage charge of 6 2/3", per year should be
abandoned and replaced by more suitable and realistic fig-
ures. A 6 2/3°o rate inherently 2. ssurnes a 15-year equip-
ment life. No computer is expected to have such a life.
Even though computers are theoretically built to last
forever, factor's like technological obsolescence, increased
maintenance and operational costs preclude a long useful
life. For instance, the power requirements of an IBM
370/158 are five times as much (22.8 KVA) as the IBM 4341
(4.4 KVA). It also generates five times the amount of heat
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the ;ire Hip c four tunfs (..prupiltor. (.111.1'010k",
tiir 0,1111.'01,w computer power. smaller computers no
ci ire (\ ' I than lacier computers_ Is it better to buy

large smaller c.omptiters, or a small number of
kit ger r answer to this inufston is not so
.tral ;lir it Sider! ;IS it Ilsed to be.

f i. ii :Pole or -anal: ritrinher of large computers
111 III' icp-ficy of rnar.hine and per

ok pfe and shirred sof Pii re. ,Arnongst the
of larger riv -.toms are ,;r,if overhead, Lir

;red t f,r impm-lt of ripnprnont
1,1 i; ;1,1 (WO t'd

dro. As will fw seen later, the cost of
(--mfortifer will Ho governed not by liarciv..arr costs but

atloir peciaiririol. software and ccrnrminication costs.
W-tred-. thi-rl' Is Ili) cli.far -cut recommendation for a general
case, if r an fie shown that minir:rimputors arre, extremely cost

ffei tier' if thov in be dedicated to single application
I ximples in administrative proressinr] might be

library iutrrtnotlerr. food Si'; vice mana(aerrierit or medical
r,r.ondy, Nitric that florie of these applications requires
any deg ref, of data sharing with other institutional ?ipplica-
ticins lit e roll, student records, etc.

th, as dusk memory systems become cheaper the
f unction of tape systems for storing user data will be
greatly reduced. Tape systems will be used primarily for
backup and archival purposes. All operational systems will
run from disk. Therefore, existing user jobs that heavily
depend on tape drives should be re-examined with a view to
moving them to disk systems. The argument against a tape
system for anything other than backup and archival is two-
fold: it requires operator intervention thereby slowing
down system operation; and, most of all, it requires addi-
tional personnel resources to manage the tape library, to
verify the quality and readibility of the tape and to assign

5 1
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tind .11Inc.ito tapes 1 he )prrtillini system resides
ui irtiral memory the riser program resides in virtual
nu ; perhaps the tine' is s nn corning when we should
Ire Hammer for data to roside ur v irtual memory.

Personno I Problems

-irr far we ha e. iiscusr.ed the drop in hardware prices
aml its impact on the management of computing. The other'
halt figure 1.1 deals with software and personnel costs.
I hese aosts are profected to increase at an annual rate of

I et us examine the H'i'N,-,1111P1 situation first.

A report entitled, Science and F nqineering Education
for the I and Beyond. released by the Office of

mai 1 ethnology on October 14, 11180 paints a very
bleak peAure on the availability of computer professionals.
1 he shortages, the report predicts, will continue through
the i

1 he very obvious solution to the problem is to train
computer professionals in our institutions of higher

learning and therein lies the biggest problem. There are
hi Ph.D. ,;ranting computer science departments in the

S. and According to the Snowbird report, in
1980 there were 1300 fobs advertised for only 200 graduates
with Ph .0. degrees. To .make matters worse for higher
education, of the 200 Ph.D. graduates, 100 were lured away
to industry with potentially better research facilities and
certainly better salaries. This has resulted in a very acute
shortage of teachers and researchers to teach computer sci-
ence.

1here is another significant and alarming trend. In
1975 there were 256 Ph.D. graduates in computer science.
By 1080 this number had dropped to 200. It is extremely
difficult for computer science departments to attract stu-
dents to the Masters and Ph.D. programs. Also according
to the Snowbird Report, bachelor degree holders get start-
ing industrial salaries averagi ig S20,000, Masters 526.000
arid Ph.D.'s 532,000. '1 With the very tempting salaries for
H.S. degree holders- it is increasingly difficult to attract
students to the graduate programs. The lack of graduate
students ultimately is reducing the number of individuals

" Peter J. Denning, ed., "The Snowbird report: A
Discipline in Crisis,- Communications of the ACM, June
1981, pp. 370 -374.
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capable of teaching computer si ifii(.1!, thereby cord ril)tit ing
t() the inability to train mare undergraduate!: to meet market
demands.

It .1Pi'0,11-. that itc;titlitipie; f Itiylter education (ire
not iiii.i1(11( U pr.a lin 1. the requisite number of grade
ate.: to (fleet tire demands, but there is also some question
of whether the graduates who do ('titer the job market have
the proper hackgrourid arid sl<ills. The mission of the
( .onbilt(r science departments iccording to Peter J. Den-
ning (president of A(..11 arid head of the Computer Science
Department at Purdue Univesity ) , is to educate computer-
s( (enlist';, not to train students for their first job s

computer programmers in blisiness data processing organi-
zations.

In (,), amining statistics published by IBM we find that
before 19(.0 only 1H, of the employees working in the infor-
mation sys t(Tin area come with a computer science back-
ground; the remaining 8-1`:, came from business, finance,

arid other (hscipiines (with over 25`(, from
inath . of the employees came from
( arid from other disciplines

( awe from rnath 1. statistics, though riot
fat!). c the itehintry as a whole. do poiat to a

;ion. !('F'n(1. ((old to information systems is
H'C,',1f1111,/ complex that it is increw:ingly important to hire
on-115, idu Is specialized training. The pool of graduates

choca:o t rcq11 is therefore smaller than it used to be,
rth0-,171(4 this yet another fautar that contributes to the
!--,hortag, pr. Pc,sl000ls

his a(1(0,: .(r.hort,-(qe of personnel is projected to con-
tiue far several years at least through the mid-eighties.
The shortage is already pushing salaries higher. Studies
how that salaries are expected to increase between 2(1 to

f rem 19/9 80 to 1981 :82.'" This leaves no doubt that

Philip J. Gill, "University Shortcomings called fac-
tor in Personnel Shortage," Information Systems News, 26
January 1931.

" William R. Bradshaw, Jr., "IBM Examines its Per-
sonnel Planning," Information Systems News, 26 January
1981, p 45.

" Dunhill Personnel System, "Career Outlook '81,-
Information Systems News, 26 Jauary 1981, p. 40.
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v cask. I here is
iiiitatile (.5 we find t hat application software for

ei relatively inexpensiy(-. 1 his is true
the Idr(ie Fir.itetiti,11 soles cif softvore

for nii(:ro(.(i(npilters ,end because d 1,1r(:te portion of the
orriputer (,(itt\vdre is develriped by holdiyists in their'

!itidre time. It is a cottiirt(- industry.

Since ,,ottvare costs ire linked very closely to person-
nel co-ds, it Is expected that its rite of increase will follow

petdarnel (.(,ts at least until ;11110 advanced
software development tools become available.

Impact of Software and Personnel

What then will be the impact of increasing software and
personnel costs on the management of computing in higher
education? What strategies should be developed to cope
with the changing situation?

First, and perhaps foremost, lies the need to make the
salaries available to computer professionals in higher educa-
tion more competitive. This problem is particularly acute in
state supported institutions. Several states are re-examin-
ing their compensation programs with a view to bringing
them more in line with the realities of the business world.
Failure to do this will simply make our institutions the
training grounds for those able to offer more attractive
compensation packages. The salary issue has yet another
dimension. The salary commanded by a systems analyst
may easily exceed that of a tenured associate professor or,
say, the director of personnel. Data processing directors
command even higher salaries sometimes as high as the
president of a small institution. These higher salaries can

51
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dir,- sonous discontent amongst the ranks of other
in the institution. Salary structures in some

ar upable to deal with these differences. These
Or some institutions

Ht 'Ifl,3 for the mananernent of their computer facilities.
,c.tor receives a insulting fee and hires the

to, 'duals to provide the services. The mstitu-
ther-,-foce, does not have ti i,arry these disproportion

,tak, higher -,aid individuals on its payroll.

we must re-examine the jobs (not the job
Wpb I) of cur computer professionals to determine what

;,resent assignments does not require any
k.1-- cola trqf talents. these unrelated assignments/
tkiould '-)e reassigned to other individuals. Basically

cdtc of computer professionals to other staff in the
I din- niter will, of necessity, decline. Plans should
indk, pperoto with this changed mix.

din training and retention programs should be
,,ciiprH ienitutmais Gin offer- special eciucatonal oppor-

ies to its ,_,nrol,yi-=, at marginal costs. keeping an
orrni, der ;eid and trained reduces the possibility of

ourth, efforts should be made to reduce or eliminate
,k ,r uiiensi, e tasks. Labor- intensive tasks should be dis-
anciged te, first providing alternate services and then

.r-iclrH the ',bort intensive services artificially high. Thus
pi, nching should be discouraged by providing develop-

im'nt terminals to programmers , by the design of better
ftv.ure systems, by captii ring H online, and through

the use of optical scan Lans. i'nLak of operator inter-
erition requi rements. . 'e use of tap, fc- application pro-

grains should be His race ' -nounting special
terms. bursting mill-. ,H f,rit 'he use of the
;.rinti-r itself should

f- ifth , it is br . ming nadwa-e vendors will
e all efforts to -'duce stem software

support oasts and c, pr . ..:meat in that
nftw. a re. Thus be a ii'intiing -.rend for ven-

dors fief soft. ne support ",taff at user sites but
r,it11,.n pr,vido the sery through a response

fun, might be tempter' to argue that -keypunching-
h; not a productive use id the programmer's time but actual
experience indicates that online programming is indeed more
productive.
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center. Further, new releases of software will come with
greater frequency than before. Both these factct s will
m.iH it rnore difficult arid more expensive to maintain user
inn Hid mods 1 to vendor supplied operating sys-
tm s-r Hence a system-,tic plan must be developed

ry all local needs ssith a y low of eliminating them.
I he user tw,Hifwatioris slated for elmundtion should be
staged for rernosal frnm the system with the installation of
each new release so as to reduce the user impact. In any
rxise-is rnore arid more operating system functions get built
Int,' the hardware or micro ode, the luxury of making local
mods, may cease to exist.

in alb, in ehvironm-n should be created in which
users can do more and more of their own computer-related
,..ork, This would apply both to the operation of informa-
tion s' sterns and to the development of software.

In summary. the economics of computing promises to
Huge arid change significantly. A larger and larger por-
tion of total crests of computing will come not from hardware
Hit from software and personnel. Energies are therefore
better expended in arresting the growth of these latter
Losts. Lower hardware costs will necessarily result in the
;in' aiteratiLin i,f c-r1;;.,11tors. this, in itself, is not bad, for
computers are not known to pollute the environment, use
any significant amounts of scarce resources (the world has
an abundant supply of silicon) or cause any exotic ailments.
On the other hand they do hold a promise a promise of
r;reatei- productivity and lower costs both essential ingre-
dients in restoring faith in our economy.
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Combined vs. Separate

ORGANIZING FOR COMPUTING

...some minds are stronger and apter
to mark the differences of things,

others to mark their resembiances."

Francis Bacon

Ever since we discovered we could use the same
computer for keeping student records and teaching high
energy physics we have been locked on the dilemma of
whether we should attempt to do both tasks on the same
machine. The proponents of combined computer operations
point to Grosch's Law to support their point of view on the
basis of economies of scale. The proponents of separate
operations point to the difference in machine resource
requirements for compute bound and input/output bound
tasks to support the position that a machine that does one
task well must, perforce, do a poor job at the other. The
argument is exacerbated by security issues. The impact of
data integrity, security and privacy on administrative oper-
ations is keenly felt and generally talked about if not actu-
ally monitored. While security issues are every bit as
important in the academic community, too few faculty recog-
nize just how significant an impact a security breach (or
lax security provisions in general) could have on their
instructional or research efforts.
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i are new
1111,,1 is, 4h ll,74l.1%ilre and hardware, is constantly,

lidionioi pararn-tor t, of the argument. The general
..c. eSs cnu;l has brow, erred

,tr,turn-Ht See the 111,-0-111ile as a data!,, in
\de It (.,,illi/Illdt1011,11 device, corn

HIP! !Hi! pr. ttr,tinine(i in I (_)k 1- RAN; arid those
iew th rnac hure as Oh automatic cent rol des ice,

-tt stt t,)11rid and programmed in assembler. A new;lir,illeil of (i)tilplIler users wearied on graphics, interac-
e 1,11)4;itftgtts AtL or very high level, interpretod

dmining sttit. prolmlily sees it as all three.
Iill of view, the chlt:

rtrihtirts \:etv,,c,arking, once viewed as the solution,
lodrly has only moved the domain of the problem frorrr

;iittware.

I he of combined vs. separate has historically
f to.,:tr of combined, until such time as a

capacity has been developed.
At that point, the prnm.pect of migrating to a new system
with dittirent control kiniptage, access methods, language

1.rP1:.,!; an inertia agaiwit chantio. On the
Cher hand. t-rit ragi rig change is the prospect of more

powerful compilers-, special purpose peripherals, or what-
ever. If a 13(1- year history is any indication, most organi-
zations can look forward to a continuing debate, first
resoly),,d in favor of one concept, and then the other.

I he first three generations of computers brought us
f rom slow, heads -on, small storage, limited peripheral
illVICe systems to fast, interactive, mass storage systems.
In the process of this transition the computer system began
to be seen in depersonalized, assembly line terms. This
transition predictably left the user feeling disenfranchised
and estranged from the whole process of computing. The
mystique of the compute Cfrlii n developed and was accompa-
nied by an increasing anxiety on the Part of those people
who depended on the results of data processing but were
not computer literate. With increasing numbers of business
people trained in computing as part of their university edu-
cation we can expect to see an amplifs_ation of the pressure
for using computers as we use the telephone an increase
in the support for distributed (networked) computational
capacity.

Coming hand- in diand with the question of combined
vs. separate is the issue of where to settle in the central-
ized "decentralized spectrum. This is riot a hardware issue
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but rather a question of how most effectively to develop
and tthlize software. At this stage of computer technology
this is probably the more important question. Many of the

on-ms. ale, transferability of data,
.,ten of ttenipherak impact the decision on

tit' thlatittn. ['att. c,t (a.orriding importance ,ire manage-
ment e.:aiia. \%11110 it is useful to speak of the effect on
the bottorll ling (q1

ont malita t ion
t he
is

ate Htioll(_,0 sheet,
seldom ever translatable

in
to

fact, the
such SIM-

Ilflit711,Mp101is terms (and it is not clear that many um-
11,0.'1' tom lure expressed 'n dollar terms). To

v. hat ex tent to decontralize is more typically a question of
in t ,t`, pity. In administratively,

' Jnahz -rdanizati,,ns one 0:11Id expect to see a corn-
Hatteetary tleLentralized software development structure and
just the optsite for highly centrahzed organizations.

Imre la not an optimal level of software development
ntrahlation for all organizations, but rather an appropri-

ate le,at 1.tr any given organization which best suits its
managerial structure. Top management

personalities .r.itta tv,,,Ilich is a Ric aside), the university
tr.o, he vitte,t-d in several perspectives. Functionally it may

tear !tii-; (.1!'n;,11..; !;ollinc; a product
enterprise of diversified

'ties ai;.,eratireJ over a wide geographic region. It may
also be seen as a high technology, research and develop-
ment enterprise with supporting manufacturing and informa-
tion dissemination arms. And so on, for a number of other
part,eptioris of the university, all held by different people
at the same tune. These viewpoints might lead to any num-
ber of configurations for software development and program
support.

In many universities, data processing has ended up in
accounting or the controller's orfice because of the histori-
cal accident that the first data processing efforts began
there. Whatever she ultimate choice, for whatever reasons,

t Mt. int,reasingly likely hat there will be some university
data processing staff with at least oversight responsibility.
This seems not only unavoidable, but justified, in the light
of CC,171;cutin9 expenditures which commonly amount to five
percent or more of the operating budget.

Management Techniques

TOn /141,1y data processing t,ystems are counted as fail-
ures. -fins statement applies equally to the hardware com-
plex as well as specific software development projects.
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,inure is !Treasured u. 111,1 Hy way, s, budr.jet overruns,
hdille slippage, poor responsE_- time, inadequate system
mss, ex( hardv.are down time, and so on. The

;men .tatinil IISP1' 131 SSat1Si aCt1011 with the
din.t ered. I d,e, note,ork renvironnient only

dr, babe; the perception or failure. If it is frustrating
,111 t,,1[. to a fniovvleclgeirble

111111;111P 11..1.. 111111 Ii 111,11.1. .1.1./ when you are at the
ether end or 111110 teleph,-me line and all you can get is
.1 lei.,

I or imiloh,g rue', well he at the root of many, if not
11: \51.. ha\ 1. 1,a11-; ,trice graduated

data to a \ world of information
s stems. It is 0 dangerous anachronism to refer to what
takes place in the university computing complex as data

ni re.suig I he processing of data in the historical con
tr t or the phrase makes up a very small subset of the lar-

er preblem of managing information systems. To many
tie- /computer- complex is totally transparent (even

in\ and ',Peri only as a high speed printer, or only
as 0 text editor, ,r rrnly as an archive, or only as a cash
re raster, nr- oril as a switching device, or only as ...

;.r /./1/1, ;et t %lama-remold must learn to see
tho r in;.Otl'r network ill the S,11111. light as it is viewed by a
nV reed of disparate users as an information system, not
gist something \-duch processes data. We feel so strongly
about this point that we shall hereafter refer to the totality
if hardware, software and people as an information system
and attempt to deal with the question of information systems
management .

one of the frustrations of managing inforrnation sys-
tems is the user-s seeming intolerance for, and lack of
understanding of hardware problems. The fact that 9n of
the system is /T17,erdtlflg perfectly hardly placates those
users who need to use the that is down. If one is a

believer in \lurphys Laws, then the which is down will
'Herd at 11.,11;t 1r, of the population. Any well designed

stem should provide some level of hardware redundancy
commensurate %,,ith the probability of failure and mean time
to repair of hardware components. This is particularly
critical in a teleprocessing environment where a dozen
five t,er.ond failures are significantly more disastrous than a
srrigi'' ?I1 -minute outage. The terminal user who sees the
system go down twice a week during his connection will
understandably view the entire system a failure.

\\Thin the number of hardware systems perceived as
flops is a well kept secret, software failures are a constant

Gr)
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coffee tulle gossip. Software failures are
iortandy easniti to identify and more pervasive in their
ymibl manifestations. One reason for this may be our

ai plan. if', ao l ,et pi-irtormance standards
ei minions detail for a ftwarip systems. klyir failure

Timid criteria (11'0 In many cases, performance
criteria t the Hardware iiimplex have never been

and tailure Judged tively rather than objec-
t!" ely

betore dn.-wising formal organizational structure it is
iinly bur to riitlect en the structure that actually dominates

`i"ei haye all heard that it is really the
run the Army and the secretaries who ruin

the iitticeind there is more than a little truth to both
obsoryations.

I be analogies tc the business organization are
itravin frorn biology. The organization is like a living

i-irininism. Simi, of the cells are dying and being replen-
,i,i.d, tiler tom-Am/is are atrophying from lack of exercise,
snie cell, are out of control and must eventually be excised
for the good of the v.'hole organism. So it is with business

Irrespective of a person's slot in the organization
chart, his or her influence and capabilities are seldom dis-
cernible by measuring the number of levels removed from
the top of the chart. Personalities, 'politics and persuasion
all contribute to getting the project approved, funded and
properly completed. The discerning manager finds ways to
use all three_ in concert with the formal organizational
structure, to accomplish the task at hand.

One of the hallmarks of the successful information sys-
tems manager is the ability to identify the underlying infor-
mal organization and to bring it to bear on the problem at
hand. It seems that large organizations are destined to
hecorne ciimplei, and bureaucratic, The capability of utiliz-
ing the informa' organization is sometimes referred to as
"cutting red tape" or bypassing the bureaucracy.- In any
case, the larger the organization the more critical it
becomes to understand the informal organization and to be
able to mobilize it

Most contemporary management structures are hier-
archical, that is the reporting structure is a pyramid.
Complementary, compatible or coextensive functions are
grouped together in so far as the top of any sub-portion of
the pyramid is able to coordinate and administer' the activi-

6
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figs. I his. lithith,r1 is generally ref erred to as span of
which is t measured in terms of the n umber

if -,jr,,rdinara.; a -,,iporvisor- L.111 control. Optimally this is
eight or rlo-,c.rritoi,) the ripper limit

of eft,- tix e con tr ol. I his pro, ess repeated vertically
ir.Til ..trigle tIp ro,i, e l here the pyramid.

freipiently in nurture and
titigs ipologists postulate that it rs the natural organizational

re for man. People join in families, families in
(.1,1ris in nati urs, etc. -I he prevalence of hierarchical

manager'', structures has led to the terminology of top,
are! inciTi mil management, .liere we distinguish top

mariariemerit its long r.ange viewpoint; functional
mdria,jemont by its local, short term view; and middle man
agemeni as information filters and facilitators passing infor
illation Ice and forth between the other two providing a
fr.ed!,10. r.oritrol The operations (console opera-
tors, tape librarian, printer operator-s, etc. ) section of a
C.,,m;oiter (.enter is an area within the Information Systems
l)epar tmerit where hierarchical organization has worked well.

The difficulty with hierarchical organizations is the
la/T,. It ir, ,,n1,1111/rit 1,Il wide the fr,agmentary
nature of information possessed by its employees, particu-
larly those at lower levels in the pyramid. This is one of
the factor's contributing to the lack of understanding of
information sterns in the organization at large.

One of the hallmarks of software development has been
its inability to deliver a successful product under normal
hierarchn al Ina nagernent structures. Most major software
development projects currently feature some form of devel-
opment team. Employees may be members of several con-
currently active teams, leading to a management structure
in which the organization chart is more like a table or
matrix than it is like a pyramid.

I he structure probably developed as a consequence of
the early, extreme specialization of people in the computer
field. Scientific and commercial programmers quickly parted
company over the issues of programming language and stor-
age requirements. The control software programmers are
quickly parted from them both. The rise of data base man-
agement systems, teleprocessing systems, networks of tele-
processing hardware, etc. have all contributed to
fragmentation through specialization.

6
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ditt,, inoior nif
11,1r 1,,%ar,- ri.,,,,.1-;rrieJrit of for t that

iipr i -quire the j.J1, sirermiliJ,tJ, drawn
F

ire .i a ;kir t inn,. ! hilt over. a ri!,J.ttairi
il in I Ile' 111(..11 mariagnirierit

11 1 t" 11,111'H'. cur In lrnipiirai y,
11 t .1! f I .1 s.,11'1.111t if

111.1 ;'111-rit, 1; jI'..V11,.flt
',!!'.11t t

IS:prartanr; t tune:.

I he seem t- twit Ii em. methrals for- deterriiiiiin!)
the 10,r-illation Systems Depart

leen t ron r. some Jinni rtatilo vice president who is
;err! au ai5l to put up with the headaches, the

th.. rational reporting point
sod thus, One observes

,,f t.,rnir in the latter. Certainly Infiarm,ttiori Sys-
tems n i!eitinire, to the total orgailizatinn can be stifled
It !Joss who is ra,it her re it,vledriodble nor syrilliatIletIC.

;,,f the ,fr:t1%.

1., 1', tai to 1.111del'I;torld
the prolderris ,rrint i,irry HtPlithil SaltVillS on up the maim

Loudly apparent are the disadvantages of
reporting to a boss caught in o backwater of the university
%%Ito uria!ilr t i !firing to Hear the concerns of his peers
for I ritorrnabrai Sys terns problems, no matter- how syrripa-
thotin. he may !tr. to Information Systems related problems.

niirmI. I....I. at to whom and where the computing
triter r prk, rop,,,rts mill soy a lot about how much Information
Systems can, on- should attempt to, accomplish. While
Information Systems are the backbone of many universities,
there are as many more whe,'e its role is less fundamental.
Ambitious projects require strong Mil (1.19ernent backing,
some! lung which may ra-A be possible to procure in situa-
tions where Information Systems has a weak reporting
structure or is not perceived in the mainstream of the uni-
versity enterprise.

he mformation processing function can generally he
identified as existing within one of three typical organiza-
tion structures. Most large organizations are already over-
burdened with staff reporting directly to the chief
ex l:l1 tiVe officers. Newly established data processing oper-
ations .ire rornli.ntly placed in the staff role, however. As
the ,7)per,ItHrl grows arid rnatures it is generally spun off to
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or, or more of the line (.t;etrating divisions tlfere is a

trend to revive this relationship for the organizational
I ',formation Coordinator (arid perhaps a small staff )

Hi programming, systems analysis, Ind operations report-
ing to establedied line managers. In those organizations
and iii st ries w here Information Systems is ex tremely
um, ortant , there is an irc.reasing tendency toward the

-,tablir.:hment of a Vice Presidency for Information Systems
Y11(..11 title. the more typical environment is one in

luch the I n formation Systems organization ex ists at the
partment level. Extreme managerial liaison and under-

lie necessary to pursue a service center role
III till'. tronincui t

One of the contributing sources of lack of good com-
munication boty.oao Information Systems and users is the
tru, into if the information Systems Deparment . A glance
t the organ' ri chart of the Information Systems

Department will generally be sufficient to predict the status
ot lufnrntatlon Systems/user relationships. Surprisingly,
111.110,. information Systems Departments have no formal user
aontact point anywhere in their structure. This situation
,,,'ems roughly equivalent to a computer vendor having

,;II, engineering and manufacturing divisions but nary a
trace of a sales force. (Come to thin k of it, we believe we
have dealt with a few like that. )

The ultimate, if not usually immediate, consumer of
nformation Systems services is located external to the

Information Systems Department. Some provision for formal
contact must be made in the structure of the Information
Systems Department, the higher in the structure the bet-
ter. In general, we could argue that a -sales" or "con-
sumer affairs' position should exist at the level immediately
below top Information Systems management. As this posi-
tion becomes further removed from top management, the
user correctly perceives his influence degraded and senses
that his opinions and needs count for little.

One of the real sadnesses of many computer organiza-
tions is their almost total introsPection. They operate as
though in a vacuum, totally div ed from the needs, aspi-
rations and expectations of the rest of the university.
T his estrangement frequently surfaces when machine utiliza-
tion records are reviewed. The introspective computer
department frequently accounts for 50'), of all computer
resource utilization, While this may be evidence of poor
management in many cases, it is always evidence of an
internally focused operating philosophy.

63
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I lw; 1.0nd ,t an operational philosophy acts a lusik.t
Ili \ ,111\, C,111pIltOr applications and foils to exploit the

ilt
i if the flood fostered

the In tarruation stems of gam/at:on that sees itself as a
of resources and o fokilitator or catalyst in tk!

111,01 111,11 111111' .0,Ilt.f,i1'.111 I ht. 1 t.W111,101' tO SW;11 an open
plilliiciphy I., that we should soon "lac. , the inmates (-mi-
nim) the Institut cai . 1 he t:tarnpede 011 some organizations

flip personal nncrc0 111110 IS lit tlo More tl0,rn the user xokt
with lug, fort, Pre!--,sing his feelings i-ecjiimlirici poor

,,.wire It'0111 t 11V 11110C111,1t1011 Systems Deportment,

Job Shop vs. Utility Operation

\todospread acceptance of networking will likely render
111.Pot t111 1`-.`,111 of Job shop vs. cost center operations. Our
111111,11 (11, f (70111p1ItOr usage V;i1S probably most akin to
that of a library. -k he emergence of the microcomputer will
prolcild,. engender a resurgence of demand for this
nand, on use of computers. However, where economics of
scale has e indicated the need for a la-ge scale system, the
ikilkate over %Ole then to opPrAtis it for hardware or people
"ma lanky will continue. 1 11" manufacturing industry has
rather conclusively demonstrated that where the machine is
the critical resource, job shop scheduling techniques can
p, °duce significant economies in production. For those of
is 1n computing the critical question revolves around the

assumption that the machine (in our case, the computer
hardware) is the critical resource. All recent industry sta-
tistics show quite clearly that software and software devel-
opment costs are increasing significantly, while hardware
costs as a percentage of total operating costs are decreas-
ing. In fact, many industry observers suggest that soft-
ware costs already exceed hardware costs and should
shortly represent something on the order of 751:, of total
operating costs, If this be the case, job shop operation
with scheduled run times, pre-specified resource require-
ments and predetermined priorities make less and less of an
impact on cost reduction efforts.

To significantly reduce the costs (or improve efficiency
of the total operation), we need to first attack those areas
where the expanditures are largest software development.
Hus suggests that rather than optimizing hardware we
should be optimizing the efforts of the people who write the
software. Such a point of view permits a less optimal use
of the hardware resource if that consequently permits
improved efficiency in software development. Such a mode
of operation is commonly termed a cost center priorities

87
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ifeterniiiiiiil by burl hic.iiiii In 1,0111,101w; rmuurf 1", Id
t.. the ',oiliest so to speak more on
this va"-.11, e WI he e-ff,ii not to

,,ith the idea of I oiying hardware
kite ma oagemer t p ro! dem. I imt ntOr 1/1,1'rif

11011 h, if II,)f 111 111.111..111,11t a ,Mtr,,l t11,111

liiiii operation'

A :11111,11.,t1n. t \newpw; ti)(. I,ruhlenr niiifht het (AIL( a deCi',1)11 !Ht III win Ii ni the of operotion is
red ogoire;t aomptiter system regui reumnts . Such a

matrix r.ould a oniiler the importaime (weight) of the
ri.ipiiremerit to iierall resiifiri.es as well as tyllich
m''! of operation lrahartes most to the stisfoctior, of any
particular system re iiiireinmit. I he results of ..iich an

analysts v..111 invariahly favor the cost center or utility
approac.li .

Perhaps the most difficult problem faced by Information
`.-,ysterns iinagment is preparation and defense of budgets.

Iris I 10(1,,eritiy happens because top management sees
Information Systems to he somehow outside the normal rrian-
aimment ctrur to re . rertinly for' computer intensive organ-
iiacions it is hard' es iir possible to sell support Hvein at
anywhere near the expectations of Information Systems
users. This f rust ration frequently leaves Information Sys-
te. management in the precarious position of viewing their'
users as the "enemy, Ouite the opposite should be the
case.

This pent -up demand on the part of the users should
he the strongest weapon in the budgetary arsenal of the
Information Systems manager. Those operations run as cost
centers should additionally be able to harness user c:ompeti-
tine for priority of service as an additional selling point for
expanded Information Systems operations.

To ensure equitable Information Systems budgets, it is
probably appropriate for the Information Systems cr.eager
to see that computing needs are viewed in the con of
total university operations at budget time. Being a part of
the usual push and shove of budget making has many
advantages, but perhaps the greatest is the latent demand
of users which ran be used to create a strong case for bet-
ter budgetary consideration. Information Systems manage-
ment should exercise some restraint in dealing with the
issue sure to rise: "Why can't we spend our money err out-
side services, or for paper clips?". Unless the computer
operation can bank profit ( not normally recommended in
most intra-university operations), it has no way to adjust

6 a?
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arid planning
,ties nen its normally captive CnStOrnerS are

t',,,.a!,f11 In r,y7,,arci.i to spending their I n for-
Ian:gets r.,-msistent with the

ilaroiderr-rit pioloi.opti, of the university, computing
hndabli, for other dollars and v ice

tor iir,viiiing Information Systems se ices
nno. re Many Enid varied. It is becoming

I\, rnr, n n to purchase both spcif is purpose sort-
. 1, c.en. ices. The 'not invented here- ss Ti-

t., pr:, to the realities of
f b, t p,:icliges are

companies riot in the indult mine business.
ci.nt tvire Is frequently contracted for f rem

ns isfiich SpeCillie In specific sectrnerits of the
ns Mari otplac.e. Less typical is the use of

inn bureaus in lieu of in-house data
,f II 1 IN., rminagement contracts for the operation

n Llitr, i-na,veVer, the national time sharing
111 of the fastest growing segments

Iii, Mari et; P. Hi fact, m.-my tine
tit in int('.r,,ctive or online

II thr time sh,ii -iii netw-rIcs.

It ely that the cost conscious
\!-.toms rrwin,,ptr v.Ili In ,k to the speciality sup-

v harTv. are and software services that he lacks
f' (A.it H,11 mass of user to support. It is curi-

the number of Information Systems managers
in, interactive services to their users on the

th,,t t hey Lads the hardware or control software to
a't n. s,stmte, Many such managers will see their

mt iost to a plot kora of micros and minis if they do not
me way to satisfy the user's increasingly voracious

tit,' for ",mine systems.

i.onvnti,,nl batch Information Systems mode of
Was trodin,ed with the first generation machines

In tilld 195US, to complement this node of operation,
c.h processing languages such as COBOL and FORTRAN

ih,v eloped and well established by 1960. It rapidly
en apparent that the full potential of tke computer

not begin to be realized sers were
on personal access to the system with ,atural, or
least more interactive, programming Hr By 1970

the teleby pe root- and CRT had become reliabie I/O devices
in a time sharing 'node on most larger systems. About

the tune. interactive languages such as JOSS, BASIC

GJ
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and API. were de \ eloped to facilitate the man- rnachine

i)ur,tHj the; t1111" rICA , siqrur want advances in
tie. use .if the computer as i time- monitor and control

r, ,c, fiCe thin, exceptional advances have
mdde in /Mi.)rovinnj the one real weakness of the

ciimputf'r It S input output capabilities. Plotters, wand
, computer- output aucroforms, digitizers, mark

reader;, remote ser,sors and even voice recognition equip-
rmrit are on the market which are reliable and cost effec-
tn.e_ iinforrunatiy, particularly among the smaller

I tms , we ;till see the philosophy
to;:hm,-,ues t,o PI::(1.-; being applied to the problems

of the 19SUs.

Security and Disaster Planning

Information Systems Departments lack a specifi-
,,iiiy long range planning function. This is

frequently attributable to the small size of the Depart-
ruit, but f reguPntly is the L,-r, because everyone assumes
someone else is doing the planning. While we could not
overemphasize the importance of '3 uch a designated position
in the organization, we must nevertheless recognize that
such a position probably does not exist.

Information Systems software exhibits one of the
extreme forms of technological obsolescence. Most major
software efforts require from two to sEx years to complete
and their time to technological obsolescence is about the
same. While this does not seem to have inhibited many
software development projects it certainly creates severe
problems in the planning area. Even if software develop-
ment efforts are amortized over a five-year period (which
may be good bookkeeping practice) we are hardly ever
ready to begin major system re-design in so short a period
of time.

li. fact, many good software projects will attempt to
anticipate the state of the art several years hence so as to
prolong the useful (or economical) life of the project. Even
so, we are dealing with hundreds of thousands, if not mil-
lions. of dollars of development effort. The optimum payoff
to the university will riot occur if these software develop-
ments are not married to the enterprise's long range plans.
One could not emphasize too strongly the desirability (if not
necessity) of having the Information Systems staff repre-
sented at university planning sessions.
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-f1H. th tr;ir eritrtirin provides
r ;ruin ,r) _;,stones staff the .o; rtuniity to l't2,1Ct. t4)
,. ii111, `; Hetor.- tko, base frozen in the

; r . eirit ;kiri the ritl.).-- end, the posi-
t; onti. r., t., the be at halal f1'0111 11110

:11 r, 1, d,!,,,! ho phrIS :111(1
t .;, ni 111.1.1,111,tlt ,1Fi(1 (911Hitily so

it 1,,111.;,t

ot the .Leaning proUlems which typically is not
he'a.ed has ; voth disasters. 1 he definition of
Her r, wh, is ItIll,ihte(i and may range from a

the .Hiss .Iri \.-s to the total destruc-
Th. barHo..t f e. Lither end of the

His ,stet .;pec,trilie \%itli it the potential of driving
ii1J1\,Pr'SltV ,.)11t of lousiness, or at least creating

Hf,!,1:,is..lt dislocation in its scheduled operations.

t par( of planning responses to disasters is
,1). that fatal problems do not require cata-
,o or hardware. The probability of serious loss

dissath-died `o,r111,1 Low upon revenge, poor physical
and improper k, sliperr. itiril arid planned systems or

op. Lliangs Ingner. Consequently, disaster
planning should attempt to assess not only the magnitude of
the loss rand the cost of consequent recovery) but the
probability that such a loss might occur. One of the iro-
nies. of 1,110 pr,.,fe.ssi,r) is the Information Systems operation
that l,acl.s its critical files in at least three impregnable
\ dolts es arid has backup provisions to use any one
UT three other installation's hardware in the event of a

catastrophe w lole allowing unknown visitors to roam the
irm.aementing no software security levels

d s stain chich rain be accessed by anyone who happens
to hie, o L. Less to the public phone system.

r.liceild also reco5n 17e that exposure may be equally
atal as destruction. Security and privacy are concerns

t h a t go hand i n hand. I t is still considerably easier to
acLess sensitive information in some users trash can than it
is to tap the data links or Loon horse your way into the
computer system.

Development vs. Maintenance

One of the most frequently heard complaints of Infor-
mdt ion S-s toms Departments is that they can riot get any-
thing done because they are always -fighting fires. One
could o!,serve that the fires probably represent the work of
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e.; o ,ben. treptirf if it ',41}
t , ee,,o 1 11e t Ire f n;i1t rfe: 1-1,1:11

ter. o'pett,-! 1.-ft. the I riforino
the ff , r. hd I I) h ,1.111,1t 1C,11

Chdle;t, lie
fe. it ri I Jt, 1 ri .11 ere. elope of
the 1 ini; Iriddii plate system

-blew .e the lef,et.!:,
.t rt ft rather than d.11,1f110, I :rtreolts

,P11.e'r from ,Litd entry to
f-rt the pr ess a Iny555'ry to the

0 o l c o r i t r f P f i t o s to t h e p cob

on lilt flute regress,
. fi fir, 0, do not have time to

tt l'1 1111t1, v. 11 leods more fires,
it ',ft tuff,. t.r. system desi gn, which
or H. to. 011. haust-tim. An organization

1 f deeply mired in,
nr:I ,1111. 1175 .1 iortri term project if it is

1 he tire I tittuf ft syndromrt con he pre
rfo !tar fiV.or" 1, , 1,I

,It1 H .,11H,J011 ate; unexpected
1,-1.,11t: (ton% orsion from

In,,t,lbalitlk-s and lust plain

.1- the principal reasons for f ire
de% el-pun-tit of syoterns that ,ire intention

II. ,tryl run by computer pro-
Depdrtmon t interface with the system

1 anitail to a formatted sheet for hand entered
ririE ..'q110 conglomerate output sheet that yield:,\Ible status of the system. This design

fir tly fostered by the let us do it for
dt'i 0 dtt bide S,74110 riitionale in the 1050s

ff Ins`-rtnothfn `.,, stems wos trynu:} to prove Itself, but
t Hon el" p11,.,0 de for th"

f -0. these and many other reasons, the computer oper-
ation 1-.)17.C,-",rne'S totally immersed in mainterience (and opera-

its incident run books, etc. ) to the almost total
f day elopment

. Such obsolete, patched- ui.) sys
breed Son9f, Mentc1hty en the part of the

I1. 1, ,1-111,1t1, r S stems SUlf. f One non- solution frequentlyfferld that viP v.111 undertake no new development
,r,t1l w.ft fn-t (air t ftrront shop frt good order." Referring to

Htele,11(.,11 d system which is riot discarding its
Li, and (n,,l1nrii (ha, in,) cells .and concomitantly generating

flex rt.ide replocernents, will soon perish.
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I I I , '-t;111', )n11 stif f er from .1

I !leg Int.rtare i.ith their (He, teiner!--. What inter
e. userI -Hni ternial lines -1

;;:T.iIi!1 I.; ri i If I '.if k h, 111ide Ill the
,1 tr r Ip,r.itlI,11 \

t11, 01,1,11111,1t1IIII
t11,,

it t 11,1M,I tf,r, the Information
Der Iart be educating them it the cipt1

i,. i ; ,1 hrr:

',III`, IlptIlt. 1),1`.'0
p.i ting at .1 high les el, which

the 1 .f1t, ,nn! (;,'\'-1.,Hnenif vvith the Inforind-
n I iepartment. ! (location and consulting should
t. he hallmark,. et this group. Perhaps the Hest model we

. I re! be the time sharimii companies. In -house
.,,rrm on .1 c.,,(.11c schedule, should provide

,f :I, if71..t \ 1110;irls opernnyj COMIT1HrlIci-Ition
nate.. ii ,,,rra 5'. sti.....11 Id be short. an hour or two

.thor r!.1, for a week. 1 hp topic
t 11111i1,,11,itIdy I f I Of the

c, the target departments. I he clIc-ace of
tens c rib( ,,heitid not necessarily fall to the

noyldg,,,hlr, in tile ; ,,irt r topic. The
-.11,,uld c,,rcflrlly chosen with an eye for

ocindlit.,, eili.ourage open discussion and f rank
in .1 f morellx ,itinosphi.?re.

I he I ser !,rvir es Division should also maintain a con-
nor station (.ue! phone number) .here knowledgeable

membors of the Inf.-a-m0.ton Systems Department sc)end their
toil tune. pceb,rod to answer questions provide consulta-
ti on (..n ';\,storn problems experienced, and generally

rate the Department's desire to be as helpful as
p-,ssible to its customers. Again, the most knowledgeable;,fHlt neLessdrily the best consultants tdct and
-nr-te,-.y tn.ty be even more important than raw knowledge.

A cortsult,,nt or consulting group will frequently Iden-
tify ,r'-blerns before they bec,orne disasters. They should
be in an excellent position to suggest modifications to the
operating system or procedure libraries based on their con
tin antact with user problems.

Surnmar-y information on system performance ought to
be made available to users as well as top management. This
might take the form of a well conceived annual report or
some simple monthly or bim:)nthly newsletter. In either
case. -news or successful applications may do a lot



Gtt ()too\ HI/ Irrr, I ()It ( ()Mitt/ I INC,

ri t E fIr ; Ill thii ifi ref the
.!; Ho: tht have holding up Inf,wm,itHon sy"-.2,>(r)

Il I'. rrEir .11 thit the I-o, Stein', I)optirlrnent
iril'Err IHIEr ire the ;r1r,r, rr,,rri its iferforini-ince,

.rrit rttr r iii tle,se situate:al; where top manacjerrlent will
nl it Liitiliff!tfirit to. In outside evaluation

r,arduepl at least once every three years and
i-or omen Ieruig .,t x ten

, iHorti; I he iiiitsidri
An he r rrie of Ehr. rn,rsE prrEirrIE \VE'rlpr,I1S the 11110111ItIOE1 sys-

tm.; manager earl if.,Id al bilf_liet time as well as helping
rirr.rr Jr.! I Hi) tlfrilOrst,mdtrrq nil the part of top

1111,flt if' 11r,orr bopnts.

r ;rr'iriti tr riltrriErirr nr evaluation team could be
Yr II rI HirE by the Inforniiitiun Systems

I tr.., r management `,,i,veral of the big eight
nel.g hit (I., thy,

b.1,[ ,irIV ilirtiHrr ot consultants or firms
,rlr an out...tareling ek,. It Lonipiititivf_f pressures

p,emut Irr rr rr., r,tr,rr, tir,rE1,1,;irr'S of universities of
the :.aine g,neral r liaeactere.tn wile ore responsible for
nail -rr operatoms roristrtute on excellent source. The

rompr,ohensive outside evaluation is
Loriiiiiir oil brwifits it will likely produce.

I ho shi university goals, performance
standard,. ,Ind sys: and operational procedures. The
.,editors ,uld He encouraged to identify operational
tren:;ths as .II as weaknesses. Such an evaluation

:Ho ak! also onc-n its-tlf with budget, reporting structure
and cake!' management concerns. We are always amazed at
how the o!itsnler catch the attention of the

air ,;(.1 [urn vidsioi! in a problem which we have been
him alyait for years. A good audit will generally

investigate security and backup provisions, compensation
lexels and staff and user satisfaction. While one never
oNpects to escape unscathed from this kind of searching
'11,11111'y operation will be perceived as just
that Anil rt rfiy he a plus to identify areas that need
rilr,rre rnini:),;erfiont Atention.

Is well as encouraging external review of Information
ofiorittifins ,,mute; case can be made for continu-

ing internal ovonaght. Unlike external audit, this function
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.t r Hit r ril ')Ic( h
hal group., err,, t ,1111111tit,f,,,,

.1 ;11,it 111.; t;1 rather than per

mutat I t 1,. r.ly t,
and bad d H, t .`,11,111 tilt.

.t1.111 , 11..t11.01.'r 1 i.H1 t It, membership
old be 111,111 nr,ru,rgr nu nt rrii mile '1,11110 or. Ilic.;lier

!he Int( ....at !-,,...,tems Manager.. f reguenc.y of
\.,111 rl. .of` (.)1'ridtt.(1 with the le,,,e1 of new

"If` C,f 11; Ilt,r f.por-,ttioii. 1110 01,m-iliac)
ihmit tee not de,.{ ()rid t., time

I el. Hit rather ( (oia.erfr; lt,;(11
r-,itir;).. and ;,erf.,rrnanc.c, standards.

71...wager H the I lif 1,,r1 \,,Tht111111. [)(11),-Irt.111ellt should
,i; rn.iny Heard,; of directors are tired

1..1 titbit. ex parisi.(ri to delineate priorities
.(Id the p(,rf,rmatic-). ..;tari.bircis cspected of the

,r:i irt.r 1 ,ir

Ii 1 rt .H.:1111 1,1' .111 1,1t, 1'1,11() force 1 11 Opt-111111gf ir.ri..i .t Io tri,r tri
.tr...i t,l; . in this com-

mit ...e r (a(!eri the Irntornlati in Systems Manag-
er ;WI h_rHi,r1 of tin' organization, as well as

111.-\,-, I1111'1' 111,111,-Hjel'S. perceptions of the
nn; r.rt,rnce and ribut vitt if Information Systems to the

the committee could consider
i1<1111: .1', the impact of a new teleprocessing system

'H ;,,,tfrIthil fir t-gati,,,r, impact oil existing systems and
strruiri vr-oc,e for the necessity of hards......e

t.-. a,.,(1(-) degradation of current systems. ;le
( ,mmiltee (-add help (),-,1 Inc per fro-mance standards (a

11111i1111,11 <IC.1,opt.11..11, r.,SH.11'..1 times, etc ) and become a
str,nc; ist with to,, rri.iridisr.-rrirwt for 1-)ur_lc..etar-.. changes

e these St.11-1,1,irrk

Kenneth Kolence, developer of the [PE and CUE soft-
wire muniturs, has characterized the field of computer per-
formance measurement as "a set of numbers in desperate

unif imp principles, -1' We find ourselves not only
,adaindd by how to measure but also, unfortunately,

what f, 1111.,1/FP. vin given some intuitive sense of what

Kenneth Kolorice. "Software Physics and Computer
Pc,rf ormance !Measurement, Pocec,,dings of the ACM 25th
Votonul Conference, August 1912.

7 7
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I,Irr Ir II 'vv, 1 Iirr nu .r.III

i.! t ti;' 11.irdv,..are or r.rrn
f tl, nl IrX trr the

r,r1r, .111,1 sys
I Irrtrl l II, r LrrIllpr rulfflt
(H III( (. Hrrr IHr H,;. I- rN..1111Ittr the perfor

r/Hrhatra 1111ShafIdliMi
II r; IS III 1.1.1h11 dIrr.rCt prodrui.t of

r,r .I;ii 0,Iial cauistatutes rued (r.,(1111r),
rrr tr r'l utlon, sparing use of stor'-

II at ail Ho)) of tic-sr- related to
f f !..Mt ,,1100t7

ii f !I-v. trait the irstairlii:hriiiint of r,riter will impli-
It rjr,ds I11 Hill. personnel. If we

rod, produced per week, we will
hr r trr 'Orr (hat the output of our programmers
tip tf ;rtIrir week) begins to increase. At

roe ...rime not He rairphIS(rd to see our run time
r Irrs,H1frrlIS begin to increase corn-

, (Ira alirtIrHirS in the 11,u-d-
ont rol f.f0 .ttwari aigrerts of the computer

rfl r.riri.pStr-; that we should exercise more
af, Ii(H Ir.. in mat ing the if, decision on measure-

[refit r riter I,r oioi! to avoid measuring -things" because
ti/ are rrar.r, tI IllrrarrIII.1rf.r every bit as much as we need to
.e.-e! it reira ie.. things- because they are difficult to
iroiairoie

liirrasrlrolilrht 1110) In itself he a science, the use
%%he h tie intini) to pot the measurements is hardly so

r. 'r.'1' will engage in many subjective
irioartir. ire what the economist would call util-
need to be established in a framework of

ir rot, we wir.h to optimize arid this infers subjective
11;. f.;emen t \,`,r' L.,mtwtoafsly Heed to differentiate

hetire-in doing the thing right and "doing the right

larger computer systems have some interface to
tire r darer system to permit capture of data at the dis-

Ir Lino ler.el of the system. IBM's SMIT is typical of what
Iti i.roi..)-r! by the vendor. In general, these interfaces

.'re to access raw counts of basic soft-
ware -per .dons, but provide little or no analysis. Since
the iarialwarr itself Is normally not monitored, conclusions
about the betray ha of the hardware need to be drawn infer-
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inn Itl,1x1111111I IPIP;th fir a s ['Hie time, anHr eti
I le, ,,f ,.-;tand11rd5 readily

nodding ii(:,itiairitance oflitor we'll rlITIirPSPIlt. '911,11',Ifitf 5s to
whi(Ji aro supported tiy dist rihuted

.71,1s; sopli t1.:11O', If not al;,.(11 imply.it in the do.;ii-in of the var
appin `,1.1(.11 standards should riot beHit rat her i1r,COrit,11,10 perforIt. U1, rpit ex;".c.t any applause for k...irtt.,,ring

...Flom., !Hit tip sure thilt a failure tr, Inert them will focus aditto:Mt of unfriendly criticism or; you Rerriciriber thatthre (.,-,rri;,-,riprits, 0,1(.11 with a PIP, probability of hempi-/,itHrod for the successful c.ompletiorl of at., th.re bp less th11n ( . ...ix .9 ) chance ofrdeting

sot if niacro standards one can
t111.(', 'irl rip)ro specif lc, internal goals.(ireso ,Ijh1 ti(1,(tod us goals Or standards
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wily id 1111 their interaatiiiii with ntlifn-
ar ili1C110,.111i moil',

1101, lt 1,1,1 MI' ;Ili 1;11 I Ili i, ilx(1,11'1,.., I Ii ici-or-s nn tape and
1 , err, .111 Sri tr,rntirrn'',;r( In Imes, arm/, printer peforriiiince, etc.

aile t rad 11' (.111l,,tvt, p:mirE1111

At1H pr,,,;I (ie\
r t etc.

All thi, [mai. o measurements will be established to
intetimiteei for pertairmance improvement which ron

t r 1. , nip Alin; the nr,n ro perforirmiice standards. We

c-t te ele. ate the desire of minimizing
,rm on the disk drives to the

lex el of 0 riertormaince standard. It is, after 011, a problem
optimization that has a rather unclear impact on the

optimization ;,robleira We need to see the total sys-
t'in .1 and people in much the same
ter a.1 ill ti ..dein, i.e. , only as strong as Its weakest
aompon-i.

ihr job shot, mode is probaI-aly best
handled H. unit L01.11,r-. 1,11 tr.'r iew of the output
ales t r.rittr'rr, rns,,ices ;,ranted, ledger items posted, etc.
It h chdrililc; methodology were rigorously adhered to
i,se surmise that much of the internecine warfare between
the I nt oremtion Systems Department and its customers could

1iit iiided. It needs to be clear to both parties in an

implied contra,: inst what the conditions of the contract
,100. ill' ,:om Systems Department cannot guarantee
or be held r-esp He for the accuracy of outpirt reports.
1Mo,, (..trl, and dild be, held responsible for the accurate

and timely pri,essing of data, Late submissions cannot be
ex pocted to be corrected by the Information Systems

Department, Poor management practices in user depart-
ments cannot be corrected by good (even excellent) man-
agement of the Information Systems Department any more
thin the reverse. 1 he dismal history of the data process-
ing FA, Shcp leaves us wondering if it is a mode of opera-
tion that will ever work smoothly in any but the smallest of
romouter centers.



The Data Base Approach

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

"Man's mind stretched by a new
idea never goes back to its

original dimensions."

Oliver Wendell Holmes

Bata base concepts are relatively new. They were
first introduced in the late sixties. It was not until the
inic:-seventies that data bases started being widely used.
Today hardly anybody would consider the development of a
management information system withcut the use of the data
base approach. Since information systems so heavily
(Hprid upon the data base approach we will begin by
defining cndatrntal concepts about data and data
bases. his information is presented primarily as back-
ground fa.-- the discussion toward the end of this chapter.

A data base is nothing more than a collection of data
that can be accessed by a set of computer programs. This
is a very basic definition of a data base which we will
refine somewhat later in this chapter. The smallest identi-
fiable unit of data is called a data item. A data item is also
called a field or a data element however the term data item
is the one that is becoming more widely accepted. A data
item might be an employee name or student grade. Gener-
ally data items are grouped together to form a record. It

81
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nli'l11t tor I', hi.. 11,,J1(.11 lu !MM.,' together student
'-tudent imm, owe-0 number, uoillea (.1 edits and

di .01,e to form a roi.ord to be used in the reporting
.tem A rained ro data itene, lull the record is
erl .I irtiont In t he dhos 0 e, tuay wish to

11111111)0C 'at alH11 ,irado hmde seg-
rmud is a part It tie ;ttith'Ilt .1 'whorl of

,rri and a SI,Jinelit will ha, ip,pri -plain the data
model and siihmodm.

I,.11,I base inna),ernent Is a systematic approach to
iro;, ,naiating and Hata rontained in a data

Imsi, he dot.) I)st, approach consists (-11 two, co-existing
arts: approach to the development of information
ti stems and the use of a special set of tools in the devel-

opment i,rco,r.s. The data base approach emphasizes the
nr eels:

/rite.qot,d ;/,terus: The data base approach insists that
integrated systems should be built for maximum ef fi-

1enc,, I hi, wr ',I1,011,1 not have all accounting system
that IS lith0,10 to rp ,fats and controls with the pay-
roll, personnel and purchasing systems. Integrated
system implies that each system has full knowledge of the
existence of the other systems. Systems are not built in
isolation. Systems that do not share data, like cafeteria
rnarnigement and student records, need not be integrated.

Data redundancy he controlled and reduced: This means
that, whenever possible, a data item is stored only once.
for instance, if employee name is kept in the personnel
system, it should not be repeated in the payroll system.
Each time the payroll system needs the employee name it
fetches it from the personnel system. This method of
non-redundant storage avoids inconsistencies in the data
Lase. Corrections are easier as they have to be made in

location only and automatically become available
to all users.

The data base be' treated as a resource: The handling
and treatment of the data in a data base should be simi-
lar to ether important resources like space ar.d money.
I artier the data base should be treated as a shared
resource. The individual assigned to manage the
resource is called a Data Base Administrator. Treating
the data as a resource emphasizes the point that the data
captured within any given system (like the payroll
system) has value to the organization that goes far bey-
ond the confines of that particular system.

C )
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r, it is r).-us--,ible to
,nci,ards

of data,
th,! duta, with

1 ,b h 1,,
. i1
in lie do% t-loped
\ cry 11117,1,1 t illt

n;;17 Ilt

F, int,

hsted aro very
appr fl.-)%vever,

a.,-.,prc,acli Is
t I. ,Lita Independence?

in such a way that it
trip .:atu that is stored,

iff1(..7 of
.t- (!0..1(..C the!, It

17,.11

'..17,1 C.-, l.H,ifl<7C`d C)C the
t pr, has to He

thA no changes are
,ucHtt'cis of new

I! .1/,:t1on of data
In the

I the increasing
1.1 Chapter I? thus

,-.cricial in cruiltaminc,-, the
software sN, stems.

The dat.,7: tease approach
I flt(.:7C,Iti'd ":,y,:tpiris in %';M the

Administrator (DP,A),
14.e non- redundancy of

data, better standards,
t most of all , data indepen-
.-.H, out implied in the above dis-m a software system called a
tistem t hat helps accomplish the

the data approach. The term
unet lines used as a synonym for Data

.,tern
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:

The pbs
# 1 t.,

n, t''T',t',1 !Ht ;,,, . ;1' .1nd Tili
t!! ,1 .T ! /it...1., t THq/111/;,. ,1

: tT T, 1,,t ,11`, 11 11'.,f It n..! '.111,;11 tt.'111 t/It prt,),;rdrri is per-
,: .!r, t .'it datd 111J! ii far eatrli
-'s ,H`,. Ti ! FT!,,f1 Sit the data that it needs to use.

it even exist fur the p hog ram.
ii umnin.leal br, the data sulairadel

.2;.; I ti' thi- Harm ft"(i1J(;tS
: I r i i t s v nw of t h e data its r iif,rnodel lire

ret the recitnred .fats. It first translates the
...a that is based on the subincalerl to an equivalent

it H. ad. on the data r:1 ,;p1. Using the data model it
(;tma.,.;., the treg;irsted lata and places it in the work

0 ;r,,,jr,lititilis to liTr.f. ire process IS reversed
.1. 1., t.1 11;,:.1t111,j The jr,!jr,IIII pidCeS the data in

sit rre,i and requerfts the DBt1H to
the d .1.1 H. 1 Ire data is processed through the

P' " # ',1. fr. 1:11! i111,111` the 11.1:t11!. for
it iii

ht pr,_-;r,OninOr Ii 11St-r) no more than the work
dr,.1 :ink the data DBA has a broader view

ii terols t rum t1;;_- physica! storage to the data sub-
in -h-i fn;i, re shows H tbe DBMS has seven tasks to

ing!r numb. rs ri 'te figure correspond with the
nrinitrec;. "le follor.xind list of tasks

..1.1nagini; the .; str,rage c data.

Accort-T.lis I; ''n. phy.cal stor
aqn ;:ad the Atm!

in; th, detinition of the conceptual model.

t-1) A.--..complish:ng the mapping between the conceptual
mcdel and the submodel.

ka milting the definition of the submodel.

1) 1 ransformng data between the submudel and the
T7Tro9 rim work area.

fi,n(.n,;n1rinq the definition of the work area in the
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Figure 27
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),ta Base .,itif %%tit', ,f11

if otiliNas .rapiart rt of these
!hr. 111,It " ' and ro-.,cov

I h.' ( a se of a system
ttt'tirt data Itti'a- :ft I 1 T

the ii.,e ,,f Ht. La(.1- up and the
'de' I I 1,`11 ',MCI. 'Ile I 't

P, have u ihty that
f recr'rd of the updates

.1rir! 1. t'at(le to the dat - base. 1 Ins
t ha records created By It are

' I,. t .,rd; to the backup, recovery
ha", ',tilde-, for'

Hrlt c.,r)trol ;Ind re';,--)iirce
,ernent

Models of DBMS

I ar f ffl!,o ,ni.epttl,-,1 models for data orcianiza-
r, th.+t p-,p,d arid are in use at this time.

Ia,ratt.ha and r',I,itional The
data in t structure.

.del Is straHhtforward. Conceptually,
h h,",t.,trt-1 'it a hwrarchic data ,,r'L;anization looks like a

iirgarnzation chart. ) tree structure with the
)1 tio tree it the very top. The record itself consists

that are arranged like people in an organization
I here is a rather rigid pa rentiichild relationship
the various segments. This organization is very

l',.,tl'ILtIVO in that each segment can have only one supe-
iii-ir In some hierarchic organizations the rigid parent/
()aid ridationships amongst segments can be supplemented
(but not circumvented) by techniques like logical relation
hlps and secondary indexing. These techniques allow mul-

tipl access paths to a single segment at the cost of
complexity. The network model is more general

in that ri ''cord can have more than one immediate supe-
I lie relational of crones closest to the natural way

d,.ta in the form of tables. '7 These tables are
'relations.- The rows in the tables are called
are! the columns are called "attributes." All possi-

. ;Ho,. ) online' form the "domain" for that attribute.
An impcirtaro ci icteristic of the relational model is that

t . f (.odd, "A relational model for large shared
data bariL,- Communications of the ACM, 6 June 1970, pp,
37/-387.

Q
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rep! solely by data
ti f rc,IT1 a contrition (.1,01111in

011. f..t 11 the ITIOSt.
I lei relational the easi-

oid .rrir! the 11.rt,;,-,t to implement. 1 ill very
rrl.,lek. Implemented we e very ineffr

'Loa tames ta r 1.,,I11p,III`.f; have recently
mei! oil the relational nieJl. here is,

,17 t 1-'1 t (Leta to 111(!;Ct if the iniplamentations
1%, ,II. tor' very large systems.

e either in, hid, or has the ability'
bon tire- related softv.iire. -fife

,11,tt; ITI!;t commonly used to supplement
I)P.M`..s. are a query facilityi'report gen-

t ,a ter-min.-II contrail software (this is required
trrrin.rls I drid a i,ata dictionary. The query
,;erier.rtor IrseH directly by the end user.

aoritrol facility is a programming aid for the
staff. fire DBA ci the major user of tire data

H Co Management 'Lw is «';'11(Ily poV,'-
: In the 11,11(!!; t the developer-. It pro--

erir,rro'.irs (..rp.thrIcties; use is essential in the
integrated information systems. Sev

'al Hata Has. systems are available thriiiagh computer ven-
ire! ittvoire houses. Itic.kanci the right cliatil
Burnt \,-_,t0111 rs an iri,irartartt responsibility of data
.oe; rri,e,,Irreelrit. It is a subject matter that would

tost (A..'fi re .!(seas

Data +dmonstrator

11,-- to tell the Diaii.1S what
Ile tasks include the definition of file content of

data storage st ruct ore, the access method, the author-
procedure, tire Hit checks arid the backup and

procdures. The Df3A has several tools to accom-
ash these tasks. The foremost amongst these tools is the

tint, Crir tionary. Tee data dm _,nary contains macro data
.r ,!,it.1 data. The diction try allows for definitions of

data items, cross-references of e use of data items,
(.;sti references of programs using the data and validation
coides for data items. Other tools available to the DBA are
data iletinition languages that define the model and sub-

of data; mapping and di ..play tools used in the
(tab) ha- es; simulation tools to test concepts in

monitoring nd tuning tools to ensure PrbPel.

7
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.r

t111,11 It is Lle,11' that 11-iff

Hata Adrinnist- ti finical one. i he
Li-H,rati te,- finical flirt ikf.f' of data.

ration that. top management
the ing and r.leizelni ;I,

Inc mati-ii .,,,t.tortis. If ,110 truly to be
r' ,,,r; rtfttt,ttilr, tt than all ! ,t,t, Loth cumput

,,1.r.,1 1,1,1 f f,,AII; flit,' rliff'/, should be i imaged by the top
f rt the administration. Deterrninin,j who should have

to what Mita, determining the relative priorities of
the 11,i,,r 111,Iti,f1 tern development process, determining
new the tiri:i.immity are tied together by the

fic-fa.01,,ri . are ,ill iristitutiori,11 hecisions of some
impor' ince. I he highest ranking adinuustratcii responsible
t,,,- tine data resource and precipatino. these decisions is

'ace. the title of data ad---mistator." Instatu-
hiiiwr education prefer to ,se the title of Vice

eii,rit of Information Systems or 'sscciate Provost of
;toms. In managing the information resource,

we are ying two organizational needs. A need to
,c1driiss the hit,, L ise management responsibilities at the

hilical hive; and the nerd for information resource [min-
a-am-et at 'Il u, F'T ,,111111,i1 level. (feminization struc-
tures to f ihrate dual needs the stages of
eiiperimenation arid discusses this sub-
ject matt!- SnIlle greater detail.

have discussed the various components of a

Hato Paso Management System. It, arid the related soft-
ware, hum the molor iool in the development of information
-o,stems. we look at the Systems Development Life
Hyhe f11, velopment Life Cycle iii ! the related
strw to t

the techniques used in creating an
informot he,e tee-hrugues are discussed next,

Systems Lite Cycle

1 hi.' systems development hi cycle is normally defined
-insisting of six stages:

1. PriH t I nitiiitc,ri
tin 'lona' Analysis

Liysterris Design
Construction
Installation
Maintenance and Erik L emorit
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t -f the
!m em, drk, kkim uf the N., I' \,

I' kf 1, eiliter,tto%,
..t the litt
the Iit,or should

ih.i til V. tiler to
.thtit it it ll.ly vihitii the

11,'111ft tildt the
t. .r i Vle I; .nil not futlf("l di;..trtrutiet trio sy:;terret

:eittittritl

f aitsvor:
(lot hill h !irittqt..

\.+'r). I not/flank that the
f.:th the t He UtSt.1

f.t 1,11.t... (r-st, -stems ,;<,+r .:ppr'o\feci
.1:111 r lltif'r odd reChit. periodic

the exi,tirehture i)stsiot r ed with
t tune the stile -. of tht-

tititithiti, the otlertitt,ics tit the new

t..f f.t. f.thfff 1..tt .itit'itote! anti
loth! in lit :a lure.

thie ;rtit , t.titt<1 mum,: alit! t.ornpl-te

:he f uric ti hal trite if it aliens, of tl istern.
ictit.tt t,,e it,t-ittett in r'Or

)1(1 HO the first ;hit,e .otie hi 11 thud. H
It ,ifie.ti t'hg.irtl.lthj ti-e.. "1, t its

ttl-ft It erect ,11\1,,I\ s tie f opt 'Wt.]
f ludictitc what the

tic : it must ,t. ,o ,ithrittle what the Sy tPrn
s \,:;tern hit , hided ti sure the user

the '.0.1! rmthing it was Hly
r to tis,tir :,i. It is, thterefore. truperi-ita

-.(rVf` ut t ',tem Very
hff ft.tilt"flt Iff

thit tilt:, user interfaces to the system
pla ,1 ireftr mtant t.luk.h thought must be given to

, wr, 'l:7 user he required to do in order to
the Also rtret.it 'report, tit:e is finding

imer will be required to know in order torIk stern wurk F ur instance, I, is not uncommon to
r- c --tes m.rrictilurns in which degrees are

' If tit,- s kr, -,,nines that the Hegis code be put
rdu systm iced ilCrricullim abbreviation
h. I, the ,tuthirtt ;ut 0 the form), then the ,pc.rator has



t ht, erwre

efg. L. 1, in the is the
I la', r, ;,,.1 hap., the singlo

tiwre
,; ; tii it . 1,, I 111, '; t1.111

1 1'0 lists throe
iii ;. iii ,1,-,quo,. of dif f ILuity that t:w 1){.;NIS

H in '1 are at,:e ti handle (Hi inges ii

. .
factor's, adding

. r in rec,,,IH, ar-tding
r, : b.iso fir'

airy impar.t .,r1 the application progromi. din, tHargh tHrt r ri additionally handle
of a data item, use.' relationships

; re nits, access methods, space
ri mvertr-",d keys for access without

t application ;,!-,-flarams. How
ale r 'hanger.; that onriot handle

the pplic ation programs. Examples
In.; ,fat,, itin tr". f1''V. record,

, r. net .a and tIdO(J1119

H. ..s, ..t .,rd I his le:t is r\,. means Sour
de. It sh the re1,-Itn., importance

jr1 . It not only determines
.errrtls, to do now, it also influences

.,{ (L) in the future. It is for
. tl,t! ,!1t,1 ',tern project should be

1;r,!'!'.01 ,;1 iii, atter t thought and planning Iras

(HO tHdi I ,1 the data base desigr, ,
t.. r,dve the Errsign reviewed by peers.

I, forces the demaner to articulate the
,' the de-,iran and allows the reviewers tc, suggest

i...1-11,ips I t. ter ,Ippr,),1CileS to tr,e design pro-
, nperienca. iiirlwates that it is useful to allow tic

age for sumotirmi. rsrrally the designer is able to
think up something th,-it overlooked or is able to find a

go-cign.

ri tin!, ef the drfsic,ii should be ri parts. These
(..ire".H.Oos In partial implementation. An

aspect in f!,r pro,Hr ,,mmirva of the system is its
,rrOl" . F f-h time an error occurs in the

stern it is impor tant thdt the program completely specify
f wing
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111 III t11 ,I.1111.1(1(1

1 11.! 1,1 (

,(11 1111t!,1,1 (1111111(J the

, '1.'1 t11, ,!.14111 11.1-, (.1i (III I (11';'1(f 1111y iiiipleineritcd,
rri .1 th.

1,!!!(111'. t.( 1,0 (1

I 11,1t1 111 111(111\ 1111!t(111(1t1P1111S, /0.,
.,11111,11 '1'1,11t 11 (1(t1( t!( National

hot to, iriur.11 lower. I here, ,,ro two partial
t pr-H urw rol (jarui.,,t,orial solution

II 1r, c,,t,r- 6. i lor is relat,d to the
P i l ,il tt 11111(111,!, d11(t,LISS(1(_1( Liter 11111)110\,(C!

111.II'i .(III,I:, Il1ty 1)1 fit, t(11(/(1/1' (1111s. S11111p1-

1J11,1-' (11(1(0,10 111,,(11110S, It(If(11 111(11(11111C'll!

1,1!,111!11 I 11(, ,111

if!III:".(111.!!!!! ,,f/1111t(!fi.1(1(,,
(1 (`.111 `, (111(1 ,!,1/(1111.,(15(1' l'11(11,11fle!

f"!`ilt '.111(1,1,111(111t ( ,'111111t111(1111 t,. 11('W (.1(111,;(11(Jp-

111(.11t (I 11 (I"; rint away horn
111 t!! 111(!(!t 111e (111,!(1119 donna oils for-

pro(;rainc, r)11,1ric.ed and
Polycr ti-oality v.111 (..00tintif the ri(;11t priori

tht -11,;11 1'.1[,11s I is to develop,
IfItl, 111! I! t111.:( 111(.0'1' sh old He

aro! Lod 11.

nl

111(1 lit ,1111111

Structu, ed Techniques

\,..
Sr view that

,to 11t,11,r11(.11t11 ,,!7'11 11,11'111f /1. t his was the beginning of a
new rri,th,,dology called structured techniques.

,,,-:tared programming was (he first of these techniques to
rile ,r.to the :nainstrearn of the profe!-,'.-,ion. The last three

oar'. His seen the rapid dovelopment and use (. f

t like structured analysis, structurec
and stru(.ture

Str ' p,(1111',1/71111111115 Is '..nod of pro,,:p-arnmirig
at f,s110,..,. outlined
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three 1r,r.lc .t1 Ilt

t It

iii I It 1,0

,1 .irrrit tbr transfer' into thriittructure
irr.ile ....t t control but of the structure

.) t.r .rrrt,,te,n

i ' hi-ram:11y rit Ire ,rc

',mall es (5(t lines)

I ,e

!gill -five r if .truittured prortiriimming is to compose
;ram ( r eat I) rat her than ciebta(j than ir ((.,) correct-

11111. the relative error rates founci in
r and opet'atioms. It clearly

I. ate , tll, nr atatit0,1 part of the
(!evol..pmeht Desiftn (,rrors found in operations

to, Pp. thr tliest. Intrirmation systems management
sh,ruld ',brills its atten'irrin to this area and should try to
odur. e the orr.ar. io this c.0te(Jory.

t,t1 ri;,,tured analysis rs based on two 'Key elements.
he f a s t 0101110/It 1'; the burbling of a graphical model (also
iihit 1-111-1 mddel) of t he system to he burls. i he second

Ki-ment rs ri erbal description of tiitcr system objectives and
itraints. l'he riraphical model is an excellent way of

Sil_..y.ing the titter exactly what the system is supposed to
This albor:j with th-_, verbal description of constraints

.11(.es ic.r a concise description of requirements. Ths
th,11 sod to determine what pertions of the system

are t,, he :eft Immlial and what portions will have develop-
ment i-rrioriticit, over others.

Structured design is a mechanism which permits the
draphicial diricparn of the system to be converted into small
mbdules. Lich nodule should have the property of commu-
nicating with a minimum number of other modules. This is
achieved by iirranging the modules in a hierarchy such that
each module c ommunicates either with its immediate superior

its 'aimed', to r rdinate and with no other module.
1 his hierarchy can achieved by studying the flow b;
-!ate through the so, ',trim. An example of hierarchic break-
down into modules down in Figure 29.
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,t r f ,, r.a I t ;in rogb .

V5.r. 1 p serdIr .. I the rii trr )..rui-

rrr r., I in ' ..1, i. . rirrrrrI in that It
It I.., Ilrr\VI

frr (III. sot frry It irr.rr
rrIrr I r r:r

metlr r I pr

.1.; .r t,ir

Problem .1 rea ,

r awn, pt tr 21,C. \-diat \\/.. ie. I
it ',Hirt os es the of rein sottApire
t,'r )t Il), or IN) ,).), logir

I he technique Ilierf in the
;r1 I, Hir;rr, rr.r.r1 .-,\,(101 proLlc. , It assumes

rt kr il. I Irr.V.-; the needs and therefore is able to
, t ham I 111., Hat true. Nlarly users do not know

r eguirm!. I Ins Is particularly true of first time
-,I,r1-111,1tirrfr sySterriS riOrir!ly through three
,lopniekt. i he first stage is a stain, I sub-

itntior .trr; rr rr,nIVIr 11, -111pliten being most useful
iranial .rr born, irrrsontly

11,' tire stage of Backfill.
he r.r Birk rt. 111 appho,gion area, more and l'n,1 e

atiame; !,,,r.onic obvious arid the computer is used in a

natural .--,rise. I he third stage is one ru which not pro-
, ass, but the task itself, is analyzed to deter-mine how best
tfer aompu ter bt iii. Most organizations are in the backfill

and the ter.h:rigues described previously are all
struatur,,r1 to analyze and automate existing processes.

f,! to recognize too often is that many of the
roosting ra( esses were designed for an entirely different
tee Hrel: c-p, id broom, computers were available. Automa-
tion Is ,:re, t, lert, ,, hat we need is innovation with automa-
ta-. ,n ce.pati applications will only be possible if we can
tr,ir oursolvi,s a.a from the existing processes and exam-
ine the broad o:a)er.tives that we need to achieve arid then
as Ise roar,- esses that more fully utilize the tremendous cern-

at laalS and prrri..r....,sincj capabilities of tre computer.

TI. System Development life Cycle as defined has too
man,- -.1eirs It takes entirely coo long between the discus-
sr a, or objeatise-, and the de:ivery of the product. In light

the 1nel-easing personnel costs this large time frame will
;rive many system development groups out of business.
he present development process has too many "communica-

tion' steps in it writing progr ammine, s ,ocafications (aria-
st to programme), writing func'gona! specifications
oalyst to use), writing design specificot,ons (analyst to

9 '
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\lore recently, starting in the mid-seventies, a new
term has e (Dived in the vocabulary of information systems.
This term is decision support system (DSS) " Some con-
sider decision support systems as merely another name for
Marlagemen t Information Systems . However, there is an
Inplied difference between the two; the difference is pri-
marily of emphasis and of scope rather than content. Deci-
sion support systems try to address the needs of higher
management in making relatively unstructured decisions. In
addition to the data generated in operational systems, typi-
cally they require the use of data external to the normal
processes of the or9ankiation (like the state of the econ-
omy, ora growth f actors, the cost of power) and
the use of simulation, modeling arid other' analytical tools.
When the analytical tools are built into the information
system and can be used in a flexible and unstructured
fashion we have decision suppert system. Because of the
complexity of the decisions to be made and the unpredicta-
1ilf requirements for external and internal data, systems
with decision support capability are extremely difficult to
bin

Any system can be defined in terms of input, process
and output. riot, re 31 shows the differences amongst a
data processing system, a management information system
arid a decision support system using the input-process-out-
put model. " A data processing system takes data on single
entities as input and uses processes like select, change,
sort, etc. to produce information on single entities (like
grade reports) as output. The management information
system begins where a DPS ends, taking as input informa-
bon on entities. The process is usually aggregation along
and across systems. The output of an MIS is integrated
statistics I generally called fighting- statistics). Decision
support systems start with internal and external statistics
as input and use procr';Ses like modeling and forecasting to
pr.-Thice decisio alternatives as output.

The September 1982 issue of CAUSE/EFFECT is
dedicate d to the topic of decision support systems. Along
with several articles it contains a useful bibliography for
those wishing to explore the subject matter in greater

" The rest of this section is based on "Anatomy of
Decision Support Systems," by V. Chachra and R.C. Het
crick, CAUSE/EFFECT, September 1982.
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A DPS Is characterized by an operational perspective
ur winch the information is prestructured and reporting is
p rear heduled The decision process is generally rule
rh mven and subject to prior optimization. An MIS on the
ether hand takes a tactical perspective and strives to pro-
% irhe .1,11-- demi+ nd, hit predefined, information. Its use is
111,re interactive than I DOS. A DSS tries to address the
:rd hoe information need for strategic planning. The
regui rements are unstructured and generally undefined
ahead of time. The system therefore has to adopt to the
user and allow for a subjective decision process. Figure 32
sormmarizes these characteristics.

It is not necessary that the only users of decision
support systems be the top management of the instituiton.
The integration of analytical tools with information systems
makes a decision support system. Examples can be found
ni institution s where such systems exist for- all levels of
rn,H1,1<if-liwnt .and even for the benefit of students.

James Martin talks about yet another class of system,
d system that is highly specialized, like an operations
research system or a design system. It is not clear what
haraeteristic s make this type of system different from

decision support systems. Perhaps it is the capability of
advanced gra hics integrated with the analytical tools imbed-
ded in the information system that help create the opera-
tions research system.

How do institutions of higher education stack up in
rP1,-Iti,m to this progression of systems? Most institutions
have many of their normal processes see FICHE list ,in Fig-
(' 331 automated. Several have rather sophisticated
information systems. Modeling techniques have been in use
nn campuses for a long time. The most pc., 'filar of these
model s were the student Flow Model and Resource Require-
ments Prediction Model, both developed at NCHEMS. More
recently, there has been a growing interest in EDUCOM

financial Planning Model (EFPM) . However, most implemen-
tations of these models have been manual- in the sense
that the data to support the model were laboriously entered
into the model. Ira order to make effective use of rnodels
for institutional planning it is important that proper inter-
faces be built 'drat allow institutional operational data to
directly feed the models that use them.

9
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PLANNING, MANAGEMENT AND
1NS-1-11 UTIONAL RESEARCH

Budget Forecasting
1rngigger Preparation3r crparation

1 3 Budget Analysis
1- 4 Bridget Position Control
1 5 Institutional Cost Studies
i Faculty Salary Analysi,-.
1 Support Staff Salary Analysis
1 rarulty Activity Arnaivsis

Support Staf' Salary ArLnlysis
1 it) Induced Staff Activity Analysis
1 11 Resource Requirements Modeling
1 12 Student Flow Modeling
1 13 Long Range Planning
1 1.1 Enrollment Forecasting
1 lnr HEGIS Reporting

1r; eta Element Dictionary
1 1i Institutional Coding Structures

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT APPLICA 1 IONS

2- 1 General Fund Ledger
2- 2 General Fund Expenditure Accounting
2. 3 Departmental Expenditure Accounting
2- -1 General Accounts ReceivaLe
2- 5 Student Accounts Receivble
2- (3 Accounts Payable

i Payroll
Lmployee Benefit Accounting

9 Retirement System Accurniting
3 -1(1 Bank Account Recr.nrnciliation
9-11 rash Flow Projection
2 -12 Investment Records
2-13 Investment Evaluation
2-14 Grant and Contract Administration
9-15 Research Project Accounting
2-1G Research Proposal Monitoring
2-11 Financial Aid Accounting
2 -13 Tuition and Fee Accounting
2 19 Residence Hall Accounting

Stores Accounting
2-21 Telephone Accounting

Figure 33 FICHE Application List

10 :
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G[ii:AL AnmiNisT RAT IVE SER\'ICE APPLICATION5.

3 Facilities Inventory (Space)
3- 2 Hicilite)s Utilization - vnalysis (Sp e)
3- 3 Classroom Analysts
3- 4 Personnel Records
3- 5 Personnel Evaluation
3 Personnel Placement
3- i HLW Corrphance keportinc)' Stiff Ethnic Group Repot-1.1mi7

ail Son-vr r P,,situm 1-;ec:urds

SERVICE APPLILA (IONS

1 Eurulty Stuff Directory
1 .iroulty CluE)

-1- 3 Residence - Assignment
Student Direc;tury Preparation
Student Goosing Reports
1,r,ud Service %1eriu Planninq and Inventor y
P,,cdsstore Inventory and Operations

DC IsI ICS AtiD RILMED SERVICES

1 Purchase Order rolkm-up
2 Purch,-ISIF1(:) Information System
3 Vendor Informution System
-1 Stores Inventory

) 5 Office Machine Repair Control
Eyopment Inventory
Autorip-bile Registration

8 Parking Lot Space ssir:-Erm-,Elt
Trdf fic Violation Records
Crime Repot-1E1(E

1 1 Cdr P,01 Match
Motor Pcgd Records

riqur,. 33 (continued)
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P11' SICAl PI ANT OPERATIONS

1 Physical Hard Accounting
2 Physical Plant Jo!) Schm tiding
3 Poulding N1,-Iiriternince Ccrsts
-1 Equipment Preventativ Nlaintenance
5 Key Inventory

ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT

1 tindergradwite Admissions Procc,ssing
2 Graduate Admissions Processing

7- 3 High School Testing Records
1 Course Muster Records (Catalog)
`,-) Schedule of Classes Preparation

i- Strident Cass Scheduling
(idiot) and Fee Assessment

;- n Student Registration Processing
P Class Rosters

)() Term Student Records and Reports
7-11 Course Add:Drop Processing
r -12 Enrollment Reporting
i -13 Enrollment Statistics
i-1.1 Student Ethnic Group Reporting
i-15 Term Grade Reporting
7-12 Honors Program Records
7 -17 Student Transcript Master Records
7-18 Degree Regur:ements Evaluation
; 19 Correspondence Course Records

FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATION

3- 1 I manciol Aid Evaluation
8 2 Einancial Awards

3 Student Empinymont Records
Work Study Records

Figure 33 (continued)
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LIBRARY APPI ICA LIONS

9- 1 Acquisitions
9- 2 Cataloging
9 3 Card and Material Preparation and Control
9- 4 Circulation Control
9- 5 Serials Holdings
9- 6 Bibliographical Search Service
5- 7 Fugitive (Ephemeral) Material Indexing

Educationalo Ebucdooridi Services

(Thicp, Ar3i,,HNisRA-1 ivE AI PLICA i IONS

1H- 1 Alumni Records
10 2 Foundation and Gift Records
10- 3 1 est Scoring and Analysis
III- 4 Curriculum Planning
10- 5 fea(dier Evaluation
16- - 1 i ar.her' Flaccrnent
10- 7 H-aternity Sorority Rush Records
10- 8 Strident Counseling Records
10- 9 Student Psychological Testing
1(1-1(1 Athletic Event -picket System

HOSPITAL APPLICATIONS

11- 1 Patient Registration `Admissions
11- 2 Hospital Census
11- 3 Medical Records
11- 4 Appointments and Scheduling

I 5 Central Supply Inventory
11- 6 Communications and Order Entry
11- 7 Dietary, ( ood Service
11- 8 Honsekeeping
11 9 Laboratory Information System
11-10 Radiology Information System
11 11 Pharmacy Information System
11-12 Nursing Station Support System
11 13 Physician Support System
11-14 Patient Billing:Accounts Receivable
11-15 Eionital Financial Information System

Figure 33 (continued)
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Some Design Guidelines

There are some very important design principles which
if used in the design of information systems will result in a

more effective operation and insure greater success for the
system.

Source point data capture. Data should be captured
in machine readable form at the point of its origin. A
transaction eflecing a copying charge should be put into
machine re adable form in the copy center. A student wish-
ing to process a drop or add should be able to do so at the
departmental of fice per haps in the presence of the course
advisor. Accounting transactions should be in machine
readable form at the department originating the transaction.
This applies to pre- registration, wage cards, purchase ord-
ers or any other- presently used input form. Notice that
the objective not necessarily to place the data into the
data base at the point of origin but at least to capture it in
machine readable form. If it updates the data base fine;
if not, at least the data is in machine readable form.
Source point data c pture avoids duplication of work. It
tries to eliminate the data translation process (punching
cards from forms, entering into terminals from forms) and
the errors inherent in the duplicate handling of the data.
Combined with online updating, source point data capture
becomes a very powerful mechanism for getting accurate and
timely information into the computer system.

The idea expressed here is a simple one. If imple-
mented, its impact on the design of the system and the
operation of the institution will be fa -reaching. It breaks
down the traditional boundaries that now exist for the han-
dling and processing of institutional data. It also changes
the role of the administrative office pioneering this
approach. These new roles are important and are discussed
in Chapter G.

Value added data handling. Data should flow directly
from the source (origin) ) to the individual adding value to
the data. The last individual adding value to the data
should have the responsibility of updating the data base if
the data base does not al ready contain the information.
Thus a financial transaction that originates from a depart-
ment might have value added to it by the accounting
department that assigns an expenditure code to it. Notice
the emphasis is on adding value, not control. Controls can
be directly implemented in the data entry procedure par-
ticulaly if it is an online procedure.

Po 5
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The flow of transactions should be examined. This
can be done by examining -document flows. All the stops"
in the flow should be identified. The question to ask at
each stop is the following: assuming that the transaction is
within prespecified guidelines (does not require exceptional
handling), what value is added to the transaction (not con-
trol) at each stop? If no value is added then it is safe to
assume that the transaction flows through the particular
stop only for informational purposes. In such a case, the
stop should be a good candidate for elimination in thr fo-
ward flow of the transaction. Forward flow is '.he flow of
information prior to completion of the transaction. Informa-
tion requirements should be Met by the reverse flow i .e.
actions that are subsequent to transaction completion. For-
ward flow may be considered as the flow to the computer
before and during the transaction processing life. Reverse
flow is the flow of information from the computer after the
transaction processing is complete.

Destination point document generation. This is per-
haps the most important and counter- intuitive strategy for
system d e s i g n . I t has already been recommended that the
data should be captured at its source, and that only those
individuals who add value to it should handle it in its for-
ward flow. What about the paper documentation? the audi-
tors? Conventional wisdom is to generate the document that
supports the transaction at the source of the transaction.
The source of the transaction is very likely to be distri-
buted across campus or over a larger geographic area.
Generating the transaction at the source requires that the
forms and the required equipment (printers or other hard
copy devices ) also be distributed. The better approach is
to capture the transaction on a terminal at the source and
generate any required document or paper trail or confirma-
tion slip at the destination and return it to the source. In
this way the destination becomes the single point of docu
merit generation. This allows the destination to use high
speed printing and processing t-chniques to generate the
required document. This idea has been used very success-
fully by stockbrokers in transacting financial business for
their customers. Electronic fund transfer systems also
depend upon this method of transaction confirmation.

One important point about this approach is that signa-
tures can no longer be the method for controlling the valid-
ity of the transaction. Since the document is generated at
the destination t`.--.ere is no paper at the source to sign.
Other methods have to be used instead of tiro traditional
signature Midi v id ualized passwords, magnetic credit cards,
electronic signature verifications, post processing confirma-
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tions are amongst the techniques used for subsitution of
signatures. More options will su rely he developed as time
goes on. Meanwhile, the adoption of destination point docu-
ment generation can be a money saving and useful proce-
dure.

Online versus batch. The economics of computing are
such that online systems are more cost effective today.
Terminals are getting inexpensive as are data storage
devices. There is greater overall efficiency in using online
procedures even though the proponents of keypunch ing will
be quick to point out that keypunching takes less time than
direct online data entry. It is, of course, true that key-
punching takes less time. However, in online data entry,
validity checks can be m :de at the time of entry insuring
that data are handled once and only once. This is not true
of a batch operation where error handling procedu res are
themselves error prone and cumbersome at best. From an
overall system perspective, it is more cost effective to do
as much of the process online as possible even though the
data entry portion may appear to be cheaper by keypunch-
ing.

There is an ongoing belief amongst data processing
profes:ionals that some operations are inherently batch and
others inherently online. This is not true. ltihether a

function is better performed in an online mode or batch
mode depends entirely on how the operational system is
conceived. Grade reporting is generally considered a batch
operation, but several schemes can be devised in which this
function would be better performed online. Assume for the
moment that all students have terminals an assumption
that is not too far fetched considering that Carnegie Mellon
will soon be requiring all its students to have personal
computers. Given terminals, grade reporting does not need
to be a batch process. Students can simply review them
online without the need for the grades to be printed. As
we said earlier, the rapid changes in technology compel us
to examine and periodically re-examine the cu rrent proc-
esses to insure that we continue to make effective use of
the tools available to us.

Operational responsibility and control. The computer
is a tool, no more special than a telephone or a typewriter.
It is different but no more special. If it is to be viewed
as a tool, it should be used as one. Administrators should
integrate this tool into their operations just as they have
integrated other general purpose tools into their operations.
The day to day operating responsibility of the system
should rest with the office charged with carrying out the
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function. Thus, the registrars office should run the
registration system, the accounting office the accounting
system and so on. It is entirely too easy in most organiza-
tional structures in existence today to blame the computing
center for missing grades or !ate checks or other mishaps.
It is no longer necessary for the institution's service
departments to delegate computer related operational
responsibilities to the administrative data processing group.
With the increasing complexity of our information systems,
knowledge of the application area has become at least as
important, and perhaps more important, than knowledge of
the computer system. Thus centralizing the operations
function of administrative information systems is no longer a
satisfactory or- cost effective mode of operation.

The decentralization of computer talent into the opera-
tional areas can only be achieved if the systems are
designed .y:th this objective in mind. The systems have to
be designed on the assumption that those individuals havina
responsibility for their operation will have no knowledge
or at Ur:7A a very minimal knowledge of computers and
computing. i his assumption necessarily results in the
development of systems that have very clear man-machine
interfaces. Such systems will ultimately result in the total
decentralization of the administrative data processing group.

Simplicity. Simplicity is the key to the development of
successful MIS. Keep the data structures simple, keep the
displays uncluttered and simple, keep the process ,imple.
Build complex ity where needed through the use of numerous
interconnected simple components and concepts. One of the
major problems in this area has been the data base manage-
ment system itself. The DBMS in the market today vary in
degree of complexity but are all quite complex. IMS is the
most popular amongst DBMS and perhaps the most complex
to use. Data base systems currently in use are based on
either the hierarchical or the network models. There is a

simpler, easier to understand and more elegant model, due
to E. F. Codd, called the relational data model." The rela-
tional model consists of d: to represented in tables in nor-
malized form. Originally Cocd defined three normal forms
of data arid named them first (INF), second (2NF) and
third (3NF) normal forms. These normal forms help insure
that the tables are reduced to their smallest and simplest
components without any loss of data or associations amongst
the data items. Subsequently, Fagin defined the fourth

2° Codd, pp. 377-387.
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retil form (-1Ni= ) .2 ' The great advantage of the relational
in, !el is that data is represented in tabular form; it is
easih, understood and is very easy to manipulate. All data

FOP rf' sem t ed in the exact same form so that there is no
le -)d complexity' v.ith increases in size or volume.

here are at least two commemcally available DBMS
,,eL:,-;es that are based On the relational model. The first

package Oracle, ( Relational Software Inc. , Menlo Park,
ald-rnia 1, became publicly available in July of 198(1. A

b)w months later, in December 1980, Ingres ( Relational
Technologies, Inc. 1 became available. It appears that Ora-

is d f,pirlfff. of W..1 s relational project called System R
10 industry watchers. More recently, several hardware

endors have announced their own relational data base
s stems. The relational data base is an emerging technol-
ogy that has great potential if the associated performance

roblem), are worked out One major challenge facing the
;.rJf 13a the mig cation f rem existing systems to a

tin base system,

At present, relational data bases offer the only hope
of recovering from the losing battle of software develop-
ue-ht . Because they are easy and simple to visualize, they
carry the potential of user developed software. If this
does materialize, it will have a revolutionary impact on the
use and risers of computers.

The Data Digraph

The data digraph is a model for the design of online
(!)-) JI access systems, " The model is based on representing
all the data as an interconnected graph. Graphs are dia-
o mans consktire. of nodes and arcs. If the arcs have
directional orientation then the graphs are called digraphs,
1- he smallest unit of data in a data digraph is a screen, up
to lb lines of data that are logically linked together and
de=.blay ed as a unit. A node of the digraph consists of one

R, Fagin, "Multivalued Dependencies and a New
Normal Form for Relational Data Bases, IBM Research
Report RJ 1312 (July 1976) ,

" This section is based on some ideas used in design
of a library system described in Design Principles for a

CJ--)mprehensive Library System" by Tamer Uluakar, A.
Poarce and V. Chachra, Journal of Library Automation 14 (2
June 1081) 78-89.

ni
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or more screens. The arcs in thf IHraph are the online
commands t hat permit the user at one node to access data

node by moving to it .

1 he implementation of a data digraph reguires a set of
online commands . All online commands are either global or

Global commands may be entered at any tune for any
reason. A local C,-.Ft1111,1Fld IS 10C11 to the node or screen
currently being displayed.

Global commands are of two types: search commands
and proc,e,sing ccrnmands. Processing commands initiate
pr,,i,es!..es life drop curses, courses, delete name,
ch,-inge sect, it y. set H1'erroters, etc. Search commands
display a screen of information that satisfies the search
argnmelit.

oi f '11)111,111(1s an. of three types: traverse Corn-
;,-;1H A,isorne a global

IF' h ,;(1[1:11,] is W,<_] screen of
T In loual traverse C0111111d rids then take the user to

other related screens of data allowing the user to access a

network of screens lielonging to different nodes. Traverse
Lommands Hier,- take you from node to node. Paging com-
mands make up the temporary local filing system for the
user. There are three commands that are ,-ecommended,
Those are NS ( for nest screen ), PS ( for previous screen)
and show (for' displaying the present Each time
the amount of data to be displayed exceeds the space on a
sr Teen it is broken down into pages that are accessed by
using the NS command. The PS command acts as the local
memory and allows the user to go back along the search
path either to ref resh his memory or to choose alternate
sr -arch direction. The show command displays the current
screen and is very useful after the -help" command. It is
also useful after data entry when the present screen is no
longer in view. T ransact ions activate routines to, delete,
add or- modify t he data of the currently accessed screen.
Systems designed with this concept are as easy to use as a
highway map, which they were designed to simulate.



Scheduling

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

"Here's a good rule of thumb;
Too clever is dumb."

Ogden Nash

ery mitt s, siem Has -,es..eral levels of
nflPhcit sf.H-dollog trms Periphz-ral d,--,aces ono t-
nrs , (H;L e.tc. ) be -,Hiedulc.ci for access in mol-
ti prrxjrdmrnnq et, v r0Pruon ,>. y rrtual storage systems must
schedule real storage for occupancy by applications for dis-
crete time slices or establish some priority of interrupts.
there is alwaN, s an implicit scheduling of application to be
processed by the Central Processing Unit.

All these implicit schedules are quite explicit to the
designers of the control software. In fact, their construc-
tion is one of the primary concerns in the design of the
operating system. The overall processing efficiency of the
computer system is dependent on their "intelligence".
Poorly conceptualized scheduling algorithms can even create
lock-outs which will bring processing in the system to a

standstill. In virtual storage systems, poor dispatching or
swapping algorithms may lead to "thrashing" which so mag-
nifies the system overhead that productive work on applica-
tions drops almost to zero.

11
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1:1";...r ',on; H..1f1 t.c.[ Vnt.11 I

the

I 11' 11.,tur -r t, n hanlviri, is sm.') that we
e.,;u.11 en the r I, r,r applwati,01

t %,[i lob CcInI)C1'....I'S nt..ny tISI"
P n the printer-, ,i(Huirtrig real

,,r . , etc.. h i

1:. tH r,+,,,4it IS nit optimize
t t ;.,LS '...,1t11;it.101.1

f iritrd( offs. our first amid pi,-o,
, pri,)rity and (h

0-.r.(,111;,11c11.

),ils will I., install.iti,01 dependent and should reflect the
110.'1'111,0.1,C PHIS pill InSnplly and 111/InaglInlellt intentions

t tutu rr;anization. Ihat is, they probably should
;et by the Int co'n),Ity,r) .stems Iepartrnenl ,done,

!wt. by the 111.111.1I/P111('Ilt the university in con
m.ert with t he Irit,rinati,o) Systems Departliwnt.

If the Information Systems Department, or at least
of it is Seel' as a ;oh shop then

prs-hic.tion scheduling !iy.ef [11. In many cases the
prs..luctvoi schedule may be IlInSt usefully analyzed by

it as a pr,,iect network and using critical path
ter.hnimes. In any case. it will he necessary to identify
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the H'.,; .1,--t1\,ItleS) that MA(' up the production

Hebruiling upon the \.\.1-1. c,,.me in the I fOrilliit en
anti ht'j+111.111,'Ilt (and hi't h-1. It ,,pOri-ites on a ,even

, three ,heft d,,y basis I, the length of a priuect
s..hedul aril He established. I he schedule is typically

fir a week olthoudh some operations prefer a

m All if the activities to be operated upon
during the schedule twist be enumerated. This generally is
f,..,;"-,diteci by n.iniinq the generic aLtivities ( payroll,
accounts receebible, purchase orders, etc. ) and sub-num-
i,,r1/1H Ifi the rjt'TICrIC chair. The totality of

1-m:owe,: pro- the payroll might be PAY 101
through PA`i 123 23 discrete activities involved in process-
If1,-; the

t,e need next to establish the precedence requi:ements
1-1 .c to. Ines , , which activities must precede this

v.111..h t until it is completed, and
execute,: independently of the execution of

ties cases this analysis will expose all
manner c f fliv,s in the design of 'HIP system, or at least in
the in,,,b..watioi s tiara have keen nude since it was mitally

At the same tune wo need to identify those resources
lug ,111 sho;-,. Such resources might include

data ctrs, both input and verification), run control, CPU
Hruitind, breakdown, distribution, etc Each

schedule wrist be tagged is to the resources
It A'1,1111HtlAY, we must estimate the quantity of
c.,(11 available during the time period of our pro-
ductirai scliednle. Realistic estimates of resource availabil-
ity will Lie seri .,itive to equipment down time, operator
effectiveness (nobody actually works eight hours in a 9 to 5
day I. etc.

With both the activity precedences and the resource
quantities determined, we next proceed to estimate the
resources consumed by each activity as it is processed. If
this information is riot currently available it will need to be
developed by tracking the activities through several cycles
of the production schedule. We need to be careful not to
be overly optimistic as much as to avoid always planning for
the worst. Keen in mind the point that the schedule is a

plan, riot an observed fact. The schedule is not immune to
slippage, but should help pinpoint critical activities in the
processing chain and more clearly show the future impact of
current slippage.
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Critical Path

reguently, the result,: of the init,1 production sched-
hie aro quite per ile.Lover that to order to make
cur deadlin is we nerd to use [mire of particular resource

'liven day than is available. often \\O discover that
rs utilization ir, quite v,,ruble through the period of
the production schedule. I his leads to p(iak load staffing

sigm f want undorotil czat ion of resources in order to
111,(.'tIrl!)

What vpi need is a Strately fOr load balancing which
hai,e fe, Lir minimal; roil.ar t on disidlines. If we
coato as uniform roy.ourc.o nu; we must

be prepared to adjust the time when activities are pro-
, iHrbhict to not slipping the deadlines that establish
the hehile. I his is possible only if there exists slack
time ill erei or more of the activities makiiRJ up the sched-

on1rHo, c. o,. of life m-eivince us that there is
h"H (i V 11 H IrH the 0.,r,..11,11'y

nit :roo schor.111H toat uses infr of the

i he :o...1)1orn ,.an he ,,tt,-1(.1.ocl 1,, constructing a daily
s Ilt111/.1t1,01 pint or table for- the period of the

for ,iach resource. I his plot will typically show
pie Pa and %alleys no peak can be larger than 111(0 or the
si he,lule is riot feasible. A relative measure of the
-esource utilization Emlance is the SUill of the squares of the

resource 1111117,10,m for the period of the schedule.
:riStarn.0, suppose we have a three-day schedule with

:isrium.0 utilizations of 5, 11 arid 8 on the three days.
I lion Ha 5 llx 11 ;-:',x8 21111 is a measure of the
resource hhzati n bill.-111co, Any schedule with a lower
sum of ,guar-es is a superior schedule In terms of balancing
the rosr.,urcr, loadir.g. For instance, a schedule of G, 10
and 8 (Cod') Phi, It) 8x F; = 2001 is better and a schedule of

and 2 ( 192) is best of all. With the criteria of min-
11111/1inj the SUM of sciu,ir we could begin shifting activi-
ties around so as to achieve better load balancing.
However, we run the risk of balancing resource X at the
expense of greatly unbalancing resources Y arid Z. As the

tracteris become more ,:omplex , it probably behooves us
to fund mere forma! technique which can be written as a

r_, m:ei ter algorithm. 2'

" Joseph Moder and Cecil Phillips, Project Management
with CPM and PLIZT (New 'I (irk, N.Y.: Reinhold Publishing
Corporation, 1905).
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TAPACIT':

OS SC 75 ,Co

PEG 291 FUR '.04

FAY 104 PEG 291 :1 FUR :04 FUR :06 ALU

t 103:!HEG 2911

00 GPO 11e ?CM 20'3

ii FA v 312 r1,[PAY au I3rJ

REG :1711PUR 1041

PV.EFARE A RESaurECE UTIL:ZATIO:1 GRAPH
3AC.;1,1:10- VP FROM PROJECT DEADL:NES

Figure 34

RESOURCE FREOU:F.EMENTS

SCHEDULES REQUIRING MORE THAN 100 PCT. ARE NOT FEASIBLE

SHIFT ACTIVITIES SC AS 70 ACHEVE A FEASIBLE SCHEDULE

SHIFT ACTIVITIES SO AS 10 ACHIEVE A BETTER BALANCE

08

SS = 1:x:1 8x8 2:0

OS = iCx;10 8x8 2.00

= 8x8 8)( 8x8 :92
8 8 8

Figure 35
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\Lint `.c,1 1.#111'1 ,ire
II roprt"..1Itf'd I. is Prirt
'ct the t in it ',lrui [111.0 III;I[;lt.11L1[1,.',, ,,(11)';11111'([ in the

; . \tve will (,5tItt`ilt
sith cl 111,crl' it they relate tO

t f11,111,1,',1'111Ilt icrIcc( t 111,l he
1;1;1.;1. ail, ,it the slim which

the proiect, Might !)(' (A/Wild
project, is the business night be thought if is the

Hum iif projects. the division is arbitrary and
for the 1.;)(1V('111(`111-,( of the aririlyst. Sirrnl,irly, the

.1, be I mposed from tivities arid pri.
It our ,it only tv\.,-.

' .1 ti
\; (I\ 1[ Description

[We' SHOP( (lilt,'
keystroke roister dcr..ourit file updates

brod LcHits
[11(1. ':-,10;[

rant weekly (11,(,,..,11(1[
compensation rermrt.

(, ',11r1 (I1.1'-;[('I' file Update
II Nnn exception report .iii miister fits

Prepare new master Hie kir A k system
J kuri pip; roll cher..ks

the .1(.tivities milking up the project rimy be thought of
as graph \\Oh nodes, representing the end points (mile-
stones) of activities and directed, connecting lines repro-
serting the ar.tivities themselves. The resulting graph then
slows the precedence requirements of the network. Con-
sider the
ties shown

ctivit;

following description of a network for the activi-

Schedule keguirements
1 2 M;iy begin with the project
1 3 1:w9in with the project

1. ') 5 May begin after A completes
"2-4 \lay begin after A completes

E. May begin after C a D complete
F May begin sifter D completes

3 -6 Nr1,-ty begin sifter B completes
May L-igin after B completes
Alay begin after IA completes
May begin after G, F i, E complete
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r -7

?A' :0;

0 0 I

'

iJiI
213 ?A'' 300

AV 211

?A' 103

,...,
PA' .3''-'-'-' PA'' C.Y.
,---

j----.-

PA' -117 'c

ItCTIVITIES

KE7'SCROSF.:
TIME SHEETS

KE-YsCROKE.

MASTER UPDATES

RUN ACCOUNTS
9REAKOUTS

RUN TIME SHEET
EXCEPTIONS

PRINT WEEKL?
SUMMARIES

RUN OVERTIME
COIAPE.NSATICN

RUN MASTER
UPDATES

RUN MASTER
X.CF_PTIOIIS

PREPARE
NEW MASTER

?RINI
PAYROL: CHE1D:cS

eTT-1

TIME

;

5

10

a

16

6

TflT

SCHEDULE

AFTER F'Av101

AFTER PAY101

AFTER PA'211
AND PA"213

AFTER PAv213

AFTER ?AvIC:5

AF7'R PAy103

AFTER l'Av117

AFTER PAY301.

PAY302
2ID PAY4:6

NAME

PAYICI

PATan.

Pi:Y.213

P,A.Y."415

PA'117

PA\,',162

Figure 36
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IL! 1 ,t, 1..1t, H. V

,11, .1 1 1 t..rrit to 1 rt,ur: tile time

1 1 , .11 : 1 1 1 1 , t01 1 ,1 11

,i1, 11 .1 1.1 ,.!..11 'III 1.11.t1.'11'. .11 11111. 111.11 CO' cull.
t1 11 .11 I .10: those

1... 111.1', .11 !..` ..! 11.11,..! Ili 1H. .111,11 ,

If ruish
111.!, I'l." 1!1..1'.. tvo. 1,,11o151 t,( hirlyres of

orl,H .1 It th,, .11101 .1, 111,,t1h. t110 t,01,11 111(11.111

.1,11"1,111 11 ,..! .111,1. 1.110 ( 1'011 11 1,1..1.11,, (r:11%1 1. If
tht, .:r. 411.tr., r. 1,11oly C., 11,e the P1,0jr,1111 fv,rlu,1

111,! 1;0\ IP. 111111 1110 11 t IC pro..e-
.Hr.., 1.)11111 0 I mi.:tom, such as norurnirm
tlnlr ti.

1 he srrriple-f,t r .,sr, I, (:P.',1 Z h I II(' '..),,,,rilotry arid
Hr.1.1 nr; 1!,1110 tune (sdy 1 (1) as

the IIIItl,ll tune, deter-ft:1mo till .,Irltr-st times for
11 n11Ir''t rill t 11, rear.hed: the latest tve tvill call the

()11r Preu.e.lerrce rerrurres that
H.) ;101 \'Ity 1/1.)111 1111t11 .111 ItS pit'11.1,(CPSS...)t'S have 10(4111 111.0111-

plflted, 1.!11)(`St ;kith till' network beir19
the path. 1 he edrl, "-.t art of the nodes is easily

(.1yeir some tarriet r.ornidetiriri tim0, ve Could determine
the late f Hush times ior each .R.tryit y .1s to meet the tar
r-rc.t time. This could be ac.J.omplisherl ley creatinr:3 a -dual"
of our- arly start him:to-dr 1-)ackvarcis throu.gh
the rwtv,'*.

11 j
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1, 1111 h, trill ..1.1( I

ten,. iht . I he fl,..it r, 1111,i.
II' 1..li I\ '11,1!", (1 the Lit(' 4111(1

I il' to.r1,,- tlit.
i .1, tli.it

11,1 tlmt ar, j.,1111
tei

1.1ised t o (;I'N) lire; tee th
je.,-,11111e IS to

0 p!'ioe/ 11';1),111, in the term of e\porierice)
I 11 oinpoto:.

\%,11111 \je'rleie;,' riminiej the
.111,w !;t,Ite (..f,ilinine_.(' the Cl L.!

time requfro(I rum the nes,t p.e, the other
the ,11',;110 that ('1(111 of his j-,r,)jec.ts

.0,i1!,1,!:., its actis die's) represent uew, tit-Hutu,
auk I a probabilistic estimate is more

dH.tri!,iitron cuuM
e'jeS.led \ .1Ihe mill IS 111111 (.iltir;e.ter

I In nest estimates are made
pooph re,t familiar statistics, a simi)11-

te0. tlo, Om, a(.ter of the l'.eta distribti-ti.) ha-, !wen dos the ,tentor is asked to sil!:1(.jest
for po!;siruktic arid a most 1lkely

oxre--,ted time arid its standard deviation are
then is the sum ,-)1 the outinlistic, pessmustic and
1,ur thee most all divided by six, and the f)(,s
simi..;tic minus the co -stitni-,tic divided by six.

lnne anal \/...;is of the network is then performed with
11,,,T,c1 I lie oxp..,00d times computed as above. If we

,ssume that path is a chain of independent activities,
tie irmly L,ke the' variance of the path to be the sum of the
ariances of individual acti\Hties m,ekinej up the path, the

moan time for the path to be the Slim of the activity
,,,,pected tunes, ind the distribution of the path tune to be

We may now deal with questions such as What is the
probability the project will take more than N time units?".
One must remember that we have considered only the Grit-
NA path, We could also investigate alternate paths through
the network.

I p. 135.
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Pro11,i in t r si l o, I ',o111.( e
tool lndille is time I lie Hine ,

itly working
I %%aid I to the i Ii, i .

I nr, 11IP 11,, 1" MI111'10,11 1110 `,111,1(11110 11' tr, !illort(111
Irk 11101'. I 111 1'1111..11 bath ill tem r. acti 'ties

ainei I Hat tai kjner.illy think I wry to
,my Ii'. i t y i t e t o f iii t p i s . I n f,rcl, this

iimerallty u the underlying reason we ,''squire a larger
,Lila rite. I lie pis iihti; c)1

,i,irteiling the e lit ILA H111-1 I', (..1111,1 (

.[ 1111,r.. tlu. oiH 1 I111 1Pf trail
I Hi 1111'1111 if .1I1 ,ii tivity

1.1.11Il 11 is t.11,1T111..1 th.it . 1 lw; ionm if
111) never how thin particular-

t.. the ,it the vdiele proteit.t. rAn altf,rna-
t ie method of proatep-ang an activity imiy allow It to he

111011'ht1 !Hit at 111'0,11.01' We C0111(1 IISe ibis
PII-olt1 '11.` IlHt11, .11

r I I (.'.1 I ( tiltm 1Ip

,(11r 111.111.11,111\re.,, for (,, p/(11111111 1.11(1 1,C11011111(1 (arid their'
1(111.111111(1 the 1-111,11111V1' inipl'uve, the

I Ile Mori' dif built (,f tirco r,mit °Lanes
when the rm.' f ixod size. Multiple activities con
tiinding for thp rf111t,I1r-r.r. 111.1y 1-111111re that some

it list he (10f frric1 for proLossinq, which drags
it Hie schedule. I here exist rindtllern.-itiG,:il algorithms

v.htt..h will .1s!;ist in ilevelupind the Borst out schect
nil,. 1 hey ,ire si)inewhrit liey,)nd our golif,ral level of cis-
( as-ri T1 1,11t are irtibediled in most Cf)f,1 algorithms
implemented on computers .

Service Charging

ceiisiderateans and organizational dynamics have
led many nunrors!tios to conclude that there are significant
economies of scale In computing installations as well as
desirable organizational efficiencies experienced by centrali-
zation of responsibility for the total computationalf unction.

I or reasons previously discussed, this centralizing
move hardly ever results m a single large scale computer
for the satisfaction of the total university information
systems needs. Far more likely is the development of a

central authority controlling a local network featuring multi-
ple CPUs, multiple I/O devices and generally an array of
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,f f.1fff,f;fff. f.flf 1,1'11111,11 tiff \ i, 1 If I 111.iIIN ,If11111111'.
1I ,.if, fr ff;f ,fiffilf ff1111.11l/fff 11111\,f1''.1111..., lot- for

fililif ff r, q, I ,Ill;' t II .111,' 1..1'111 1'1'111.11f' lid,'
illIffIlt, r fill, if. tf f lll, I. ff f11.

i

.,rinani...itiote. tine tor ed v.1111 the ...line plethora of
m wag-merit pi-Hems

. are many ra their ie.tomers. Not
ileiaue 01'1 I iff'ilf dr, fltfIff'. phyur and

entore-, La.:nine; riigoi and the rie«- say of
.ir ff1ly 151' ne.t ye,,. HII1)1,t ;u tificainnr
1',f1,0 i 11,,,,J,H I,, ..11( Ir r,nn;,u'.0r Illthtfl'Itli'S is ,1 111,111,1,11'
Ifff'fft frl hHi

r, the data elements inlieront to the ilecasion pine
are Icy r lame the service purveyed,

.111,1 f lh, If. ice purveying the hulk of the service
dem. li., . a memory rind is constantly monitoring itself, anI,\ i,an r- air suggests itself. Why riot cost the items

fIffC ,StIllyf 111\ iIllf_fl'Ii`f; 011f.,1 rttltilt Lauds of services
Ff1',0; If if fd. 111 scheduling techniques and
direr tls addressing the rin.countrilelity information problem?

Many would argue that the overhead and complexity of
operation ris a cost center is too high 101' smaller- centers
and consernuantly an 1111VOW and uneconomic decision. Oth-
ers v.,onld rebut that a system so configured must then be
iniif (wield nand uneconomic) from the standpoint of econom
IS in our purp.pses here, suffice it to say that

computer services chars-ilia:1 is generally efficient and desir-
aide for medium to large installations and smaller installa-tions could lie so accounted if they subscribed to a network

at least one larger installation.

any site 1(1'.;t.,11(dt1f-M, if service (in the computer-
sense) is not the primary motivation for the computer

opt-in-Anon, computer services charging will have less desir-
. I he typical comparisons drawn between computingcenters and production lines, libraries, or power utilities

might make a strong case for stipulating that all central
computer operations should be in the utility or job shop
Illef(k` and single user minis in the library mode.

This section is adopted from R. C. Heterick,
"Sxrsterns Management and Allocation of Resources -Techni-
que," Economic Considerations in Managing the Computer
Irl.tallation, A s socki t ion for Computing Machinery Proceed
ings, 1971.

1 2,
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computing system configured somewhat as
h :mist computer services charging accorn-

h- I his (in is probably Nest viewed in terms of
Irivok.C.1.1 constituencies: the university

hierarchy, the users of the computing center
;,rn,-mt .1 the c,.htr itself.

servh:es charging scheme implies a money
-mil distribution system an economy. Other

of computer credit- systems have been devised, but
use of dollar system remains prevalent probably

:use it is more comprehensible to administrators who may
rot iiiiif,rstand Lempuler systems jargon. No one in

,tin:; user communities will be without an under-
of a (fcllar charge, as this form of money manage-

ment is. exactly .hat they a -e accustomed to in their
rdriit,11 outlay, and .''they budgets. In fact, for

.-me rh,partinerits in the organization, the computer budget
may e coed time total of all otner budgets. Consistent with
unisera policy in managi.ig other budgetary items, corn-

sliould be seen as liquid assets, exchangeable
other than computing on a dollar for dollar

Pa'as.

This is, of course, one of the major rationales for
tt, (-JJhsid.-- computer services charging. To

managers in the administrative hier-
archy, the distribution and control of computer- services
funds, should conform as nearly as possible to the adminis-
trative hierarchy itself. The implication is that he who
gives C,.11-1 also take away.

In such a budgetary system, all accounts point to a
funding account with no particular hierarchy assumed.
Consequently, the funding and accounting structure embod-
ied in time job accounting system parallels exactly the
organizational management structure. Embedded within this
administrative accounting structure should be some proyi-
skam for extracting program related accounting data. As
higher levels of management aggregation are reached, pro-
gram rather than administrative budgeting may become more
attractive c- rational, Only end users may actually pur-
chase computer services with their funds. All other
accounts exist solely for the purpose of money management
and accounting. Competition for credit allotments to pur-
chase the limited computer resource is monitored by the
various levels of administrators within the university.
Administrators are able to control the allocation of funds in
all accounts directly funded by them (shifting, adding to,
or reducing funds) and indirectly influence all accounts in
their chain of authority.

1
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mpti tor sere. pae charging t be successful must be
realpitw. equitalale. arc! imposed to recover costs (and
prow,. I rather than artatrarily discriminate service classes.
h'ealpit(i (Thaws pricing to ov or both direct and indirect
,perriting costs. Hipital(lo pp. olvos appropriately defining
'pts in terms ot differential system resources.
I he ,Jsr is much oncerned with equity but only slightly

th roalism. I tinter management, on the other hand,
s grfailv ciapier nod with recovering total operating costs.

Lh'ir!_ntL; to re.C.,VE.,r costs satisfies auditors and, generally,
rntr rn,ll operatIng divisions within the university structure.
Arlutrarilv discriminating services classes will likely create
pHihans ,;ph (;11% t ci [Hi rid possibly with inter-
nal ,ItHrtmr; staffs.

We are often bemused by the information systems man-
ager who Hants to his low rates as justification for service
levels achieved. Frequently, indirect costs such as floor
space, custodial services, air conditioning arid electric ser-
vice, etc. are not figured into the rate structure. In fact,
if most universities appropriately evaluated the cost of floor
space (particularly on urban campuses) we would expect to
see the computing center somewhere r he far environs of
the Cdrrlr-US rather than in the main ac. (1st ration building.
It is not uncommon to see equipment costs amortized over a
fifteen-year period wher the economic lite of the CPU is
hardly aver (Imre than three years and most peripherals
seldom more than six.

Given typical budgeting procedures rollowed in compu-
tational intensive organizations (universities, research and
development firms, financial enterprises etc.), it is likely
that the data processing budget is little related to the
potential demand for computing. Where there exists some
external demand for services, an arbitrary multiplier
(greater than 1.0) of the internal rate might be applied.

The user wishes to have a technique whereby he can
influence the allocation of computer resources to his jobs.
Computer services charging admits of this influence within
the constraints of total funds available to the user.
Charging removes the arbitrary constraints of job classes,
time limits, storage constraints, and the like. It imposes
the alterniitive burden of money management on the user.

xperience indicates the user prefers the money management
problem as it focuses his selling job on his administrative
superior rather than on those -unknowledgeables- in the
computing center. This shifting of managerial responsibility
back to the administrative structure is regarded somewhat
ambivalently by administrators. Strong administrators wel-
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come it; many regard it as a mixed blessing. The ability to
influence turnaround time is a necessary prerequisite for
115:1' acceptance, It additionally contributes to improved

ft,t1oficincf.

the 5tJimrfp,,ftt of the ,quputing renter itself,

computer ser\ime, charging presents d confusing dichotomy.
While grfiti lied to be relies ed of scheduling and resource
allocation problems ( which they are probably not well quali-
fied to make) , efficiency of utilization of the computer
resource is also removed from their direct control. A high
level of understanding and commuriication between center
management arid top manager-limit of the university is essen-
tial. -1 op management must be convinced that something
approaching luai, efficiency of computer resource usage does
not imply maximum resource allocation to optimizing the uni-
versity i)biective functions ( whatever they are) . Parallels
between the use of the motor pool, office space, etc. must
be drawn arid understood. The mystique of 100, utilization
must dispelled, or center management is confronted by
tin resoivabie conflicts that will obviate the advantages of
cost center operation.

Job Accounting

I ire cost center concept is most easily implemented by
a service utility oriented computing organization. This ser-
vice orientation implies a management that seems to be

increasingly typical of installation managers in the large
corporate arid institutional computing complexes. An instal-
lation management that views itself as providing information
systems services arid considers the internal design of soft-
ware and operation of hardware as secondary readily
accepts the cost center concept. Centralized "make or buy"
decisions immediately raise the questions of in-house vs.
external costs in the satisfaction of organizational computing
needs.

These cost trade-offs are meaningful only if the center
is aware of its "real" costs of operation. For those centers
not operated as a separate corporation, the overhead (elec-
tricity, physical plant, external administration, etc.) attri-
butable to the center must be distributed to it and made an
integral part of its pricing and "make or buy" decision pro-
cess. Those organizations that encourage the dispersal of
data preparation, program submittal, and output checking
back to the operating departments should be capable of
developing more realistic and equitable charge rates. For
highly decentralized organizations such as universities, this

12
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distrtl.)ution may be 12W, of the actual hardware
buid;or For cent ralized organizations, these overhead

\, 1)- hill", or more of the hardware budget. In
r o t , tor high k, iiit computir-ir) operations, the
,i,,Lert,i111111Pflt of -1,--,;11- May lead to strong
i.(fflo1111(. in ,1 type of

11.

he fiirHire3 of a ii,.Jst renter operation can present
ihf f multi problems to C1,111plItOC crater management. It is
Hrrhtrul whether a cost center approach will work if make

or Hi',' ,iocision?, ore not vested solely in the installation
manager iir informal ion systems (ion !mat, ir. the additional
Has tir of dear -arid Lind its ancillary cash flow problems )
generated by permitting non- information systems administra-
tors carte blanche to decide whether to buy inside or out,
is a riiindible problem accompanied by an absence of
ptdlLit.`,1 I-111CCOSSeS. Since the computing capability is

stieit ( at least in the 90 to 18() day short run) in the
tare of a variable demand, probably the best funding
proreini re .+11 -off the top- rninimuni pledge by all operat-
ing dl Itilr,11; of fiirids which will he transferred to the cen-
ter, irrespective of lesser demand. The elasticity of sales
and ha riivipi re trine p r , _ ) 1 ( T 1 1 S : are thereby alleviated. I n

t heir place is substituted the necessity for the center to
predict accurately the number of units of chargeable icems

Ii! to insure p irld adequate cost
recoveries. Under or over recoveries of Ifr, should present
nininril problems. Deviations of more than 11r, can create
serious dislocations. In order to avoid the problem of
under or over recovery, suggestions have been made to
engage in retrospective charging based on service units
actin-illy supplied during a weer. or month, This would of
course be totally impractical for commercial time sharing
services arid seems an unfair abdication of center manage-
ment responsibility in noncompetitive situations. The user
should riot be faced with variable costs, totally beyond his
control, simply to relieve management of its planning
responsibility. A technique of anticipatory rather than
retrospective rate setting seems more reasonable.

In a cost recovery, service charging environment,
user liability is or can be a serious concern. The most
effective way to limit user liability for unauthorized use of
his account is multiple levels of account protection. These
levels of protection can range from routing output through
locked boxes to typical account password protection.

Additionally, the account structure may be established
on a credit balance principle. The user is liable only for
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t 11 tr11,111It of money ur his OCC01111t arid any itteinpts to
a job generating charges in PXCeSS of his account
III he ,111L,111,1tICi-Illy flushed from the system.

It is voirth mentioning that charges must be roproduc-
ible t., user equity. As in the case of

e the user should not be Subjected to
r cussing C.,';ts beyond his control. Sufficient

difftu-entiatian of tier \ 1(11_' charges should negate most of the
arguments dd defraying varni[cle system overhead

user

ha .t r, ider h d for-m.111,2,m for lidn-
dling ,Ind SV`Ae!TIS ,-111,11ySIS t hit many uni-
versities do not currently follow. As charges are made for
these services allocation of the programming resource
1)Or 4,111er, KIj111,, affected by user demand. The technique
that seems to have [-wen universally accepted to minimize
this impact is the RFP ( Request for Proposal) procedure.

in trivial requests for prOcjrZirll changes or systems
rpaiordW d proposal f rom the center- to the

roguestur with tune, personnel, arid cost constraints indi-
cated. This proposal is negotiated until such time as there
is mutual agreement upon a statement of effort.

Many of the currently extant accounting packages do
prolect rather th.m aLL,aintin!j. 1 his is particularly,
true of the batch packages. Project accounting represents
on aggregation or accumulation of job accounting information
but in practice cannot substitute for job accounting. If the
user is to assume the burden of money (machine resource)
inanagement, he needs a real time bill for services associ-
ated with each job processed. This is particularly the case
in highly decentralized programming environments.

Once an installation has embar-1,:c.H upon a course of
computer services charging to facilitate better resource
allocation , it is confronted with the question of how much
and for what to charge. Given the architecture of most
current hard \Nare and typical system usage, the following
categories of charge sire generally settled upon:

Central Processor
Unit Record Devices
Se:up Devices
Storage Media
Priority
Personnel Time
Communication Support

k 12
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fb...ara%
kental f ipmerit
%.1airiteriarwo

In general, (vomiting overhead is distributed to these
ate,, .re,s in !;.,111t. re.i.onabb, equitable bnthion Operating

,echead ..nter administrative salaries, dis-
tributed orlanizataaaial oVIsrhOild , arid rill center services
vylikth pr,,vided at no ,Direct charge to the user. Such
f'fl.,01' services frequently include in-house consulting,

general user puHlications, and contributed staff time to
extra- center organizational committees and tasks. For the

!rink' pro.; stern, central processor charges
are generally rir,rie In three catm:awies (i.e. execution time,
I 0 events, and core time). Unit record charges are gen-
erally made for cards read, cards punched, lines printed,
ami plot linos or time. Setup device charges are usually
iiiipw,ed for tete of demountable tape and disk units, special
trans and print trains, special plotter setups, etc. Storage
char,-;es are imposed on tape and disk files (generally to
include b.r,o.r.ry of library mainter,ance cost)

Some form of a priority of service charge needs to be
implemented to develop user acceptance of the cost center'
technique. For most users, turnaround time will be the
most important resource they can purchase. Several alter-
natives are available. Cost differentials can be associated
v.ith prime or non-prime shifts, or a hierarchy of first in-
first out ( FIFO) job queues may be supported. The FIFO
job queues is by far the simplest method to implement and
easiest to support. Turnaround time itself is not sold, but
rather relative position in the job queue is purchased.
Personnel charges for programming and systems analysis are
generally straightforward and easily arrived at. It seems
generally preferable to build operations personnel costs into
appropriate hardware service categories. It is generally
necessary to recover communications control device costs
through a line connect time charge. Remote batch comput-
ing charges can be computed in the same manner as local
hatch. Timesharing users should probably be charged for
the same categories as batch users, but at a relatively
higher (or the highest) priority rate. Software charging
presents a new dimension to computer services charging.
Many installations recognize proprietary software costs of
from NY:, to 25`;, of hardware costs. The simplest approach
to software charging is on a per access basis. For many
installations growing slowly into online management informa-
tion systems such a charging scheme may need to be aug-
mented by me form of subsidy until a sufficient number of
users are online, to create more reasonable charge rates.

129
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Auditing

he actual determination of unit prices can be quite
complex in practice. A general is to determine a
unit price Erased upon annual service c liarje (ASC) divided

poiJted annual demand (i.AH). Tire annual service
charge is Liimputeif the sum reLt h irdw;re (lease or
aim)rtiied value) plus indirect hardware software plus direct
prsonnel phis percentage of total overhead.

Un the baxitt of past data and SOME' extrapolation of
demand, the EAD is determined. rhe unit charge

is then i'-terainra_.d and rounded it iisired. Rates are gen-
erally not adjuster mere frequently than every twelve
months to provide t.omo stability f or users in their money

n.i

lvhde the operating .5 yS tern is reading. a job submitted
to the st, stern, certain job accounting routines verify that
the job's account number is eligible to use the system and
that tint; am omit has funds to pay for the requested pro-
cessing his information is available from a job
accounting disk file containing records for each account
holder. If funds are not available the job will be flushed
and riot processed. If the jot) passes all initial tests, it
will enter the appropriate job queue or go immediately to
i.roLessirl; if it is a bineF.naring Joh. After the job has
been proceslaftl, other job iCCOLl 11 tlflE1 routines collect all
billing information frcm the operating system, calculate the
associated charges, and update the proper account record.
I-he final page of printed output can be a detail bill show-
ing the current balance before processing, all costs for
computer resources, including a surcharge or rebate for the
selected priority, and the current balance after processing.
A bill for each job run is a necessity if the user is to man-
age wisely those computer funds allocated to him.

Each account record might have several hundred fields
of information. The job accounting routines update the
data in all appropriate fields. All of these fields of infor-
mation can be available for immediate access by a terminal
(a typewriter or CRT terminal in the center administrative
offices ) and for any report generating programs in batch
mode. f he terminal, with its own command language, can
be used to open, close, refund, adjust, and query accounts
as well as handle fund transfers from funding accounts to
user accounts and vice-versa. The report generating pro-
grams are principally used to create end-of-month reports
for the university management structu re, computing center
administration and individual account holders.
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RATE DETERMINATION
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Lolliir11101' (.11.11',111111 1/1.11.,'S dt1(11t11/11,11

l','Sj'ollSt1/111t1,'S upon the compir brig i furter. turecif
the center must prsivide danly t t rails and reasonably
rat, risive !,er irrity provi!-;1IS 1111111'1' '-;111 la a system, when
a utter washes to operi an account with the center, he SUL/-

11111s fcirin indicating the f 'rods he allocated he mini signed
H y trodtio; m writ holder. stating the amount
of fonds allocated, the user establishes an upper limit of

Tir whir II he may he lulled. Upon opening 01 the
ar omit, the user is a>, sinned an acc.ount number- and a post
or tea, box 11111111,1'1'. 1111' hov C.,111 be a typical post off ice
!rm. ,.ith a 1.0) 1.'1J.. Post off ice boxes can be located at
tni f enter ani! to r ,111, '11,1t1UnS SCdttet'Qd throughout the
1.,1111;11;r; r he user summits 111'.; 101:1 With 0 job name that
dOS1(111,1teS the station and box number that his output
should be routed to. This eliminates the need for operators
to m Mate input with output prior to returning it to the
user. I he riser may protect his account by referencing his
ara,ount 111111111er to his station -box number. While this does
riot preilude other-s front using his account number, it does
prohibit t111.111 from receiving the job output, thereby elimi-
nating any ady antage of using another account number.
Additionally, the user may create and change at his discre-

oi passwords for his account number. Failure to use the
correct account number station-box numbe:passwod combi-
nation will flush the job from the system. Numerous other

tv:ar' hardware (-1-,1L,11,1111tS may be imposed by the riser-
,rn hr ,ere,- ,writ. Jogs r .1(1 fee trine, storage, total cost, or
hardware resource limited at the users discretion.

Extracted summary data from the job accounting file
may be kept in in online installation management system

ailable for query from a terminal. Typically, summaries
of accounting information by remote site, program budgeted
categories, total cost recoveries, etc. , may be maintained.
The job accounting file may be used to monitor continuously
recovery rates and to review macroscopically the adequacy
of the rate structure.

The primary variable being optimized by the priority
feature of a job accounting system is turnaround time. By
selecting his own priority, the user can control turnaround
time to the extent he feels he can afford to pay. However,
designing strictly for turnaround time can greatly affect
throughput and system utilization. Some techniques can be
used to ameliorate this conflict. In order to accomplish a

better balance of user turnaround time and system utiliza-
tion, Hie priority scheduler could perform two auxiliary
functions called job aging and pass-ove. Jobs in lower
queues can be aged, or bumped up, to a hioher job queue
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n to ,tattIt, atter tile; flu., turn,trourHt hrilior priority Jobs
twitiq pdtp_ted In 01'(1,01' tI) pl'/vIdl! an audit of Job
,icaouriting transactions, particularly for reconcilhig user

,H1,111:;, a II,111, report is produced 1.0 lust ail detail trans
lions hare !led Py the system. 'I hose transactions include

rt-t ttrik lire online transactions, but those handled by
tir ,(!minv,t1,,tivt? fry Lr,)(fdlirrii of misc,..d-
1,111(,,ii!. .;,,t,,,ort,1 arid pre;),ir.itiori (.11,-tr(jcs.

Ououcting and Simulation

Perhaps the most direct vv,k, to attack the scheduling
prehlem is through theory. At every point in the system

H (Thome must be made as to winch tasf_ occurs
next, a yucuo develops. (-rile could then view the sched-

Problitm tt`st fin _ling the optimal strategy for servict,ig
toleites. In order to subject a waiting line or queueing
prot,lem to formal analysis we will need to know, find uut,
or make realistic assumptions about the parameter-; of the
C,I1P1.1e.

We must identify the population of potential castomers
for service. Correspondingly, we must identif, the one or
more server's who will provide the service. If all the se-
,.trs are busy then queues will begin to develop. We must
know the arrival pattern of customers desiring service in
the system and tie distribution of times required to service
customers. We expect that from this information and the
mathematics of queueing theory we will be able to estimate
F110ii 11 wailing tune in the queue or system, mean number of
customers waiting for any particular service and the mean
number of customers in the system.

This is hardly the place for an exposition of queueing
theory, bill we could investigate some simplistic applications
to provide a flavor for how queueing models might help us
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111 ,1 \, 11 ; ..t no., II the .)y'.ta-in ha). an
\ pd.,, per minute entering, and if thin inter

arl 11, 11111,". ire le.H11111111ally ,1111t [11;11(1111 (a r)11111111)

11 .1J1111, v,ilIlf ,11,..111111;( h.11 I (liar is a .1(1 , 1,11.1111.11 that 111111'11

(io, 1,1,111 eater (101 11 1.t1111 ,I1 any minute. If the
l'1 11\, 11t111,'.1,1, ;1.1y ,;1,1101' (11,111 (11)11 we col;

1'11 (11,11 1,1,1,1 \1,111 1,1,1,111 (.1 1111.011.p ,11'\, 111111 1111,11,1 01111

1111 (,1111.1;1111, 111, 111/1,1t1 t111.11,1hellIld time for all Jobs.

(?lieu, nei theiu-y will also tell us interesting lacy,
in, efii)ct.f of scale. If we double the mean arrival

11,1t, ,rid the mean ,,eric.ft time we halve the riloan
tan- but e (11;1 Illf,111 ,;11011,"11:(1 1111111;11He,1,\;,p1\,;;(ri
hi 1/r/11 t he;11:11111;e; (1 '2.110(111i; (,1Jh \.1.1;111.11.1.;;;;1 t,; t cc

L,1111111terS (11;1C11 11;11f the speed of the hiuger system) the
mean wailing V.111 1'111141111 t.11( same, hut the mean
ii trim, will di)nble one r1101.1.1 weapon in the arsenal of
tlr ,se vvi, taint lanier machines

e,,ults of queueing theory problems, and some
that are noi capable of q1111110M9 analysis, may also be
obtained through simulation. Simulation carries with it the
penalty of increased problem setup time and frequently
extensive utilization of a computatirmal resource to effect
tire solution. i here are several excellent simulation lan-
e,11;cies, GPSS (I bf\ks General Purpose System Simulator)
tieing -irif) ot the easiest to learn and 11Se.

In the terminology of GPSS a transaction (in our
example, a job) must be GENERATEd, pass through the
system OULUEing for facilities (in our example, the ser-
ver), SEIZEing and ADVANCEing through the facilities,
RELEASEing the facility, and finally, TERMINATEing or
leaving the system.

The system is structured around a clock. A time for
the next transaction to enter the system is set by the
GE NCRATE command. The current transaction is moved
forward until it is required to wait, either for a busy facil-
ity or the necessity to be serviced. The status of each
transaction is kept in a table showing its next time to
move, where to move to, and its current location. Upon
encountering the TERMINATE command the transaction is

removed from the table. Each transaction may be assigned
a priority and queueing disciplines are effected by the pri-
ority. We could similarly create FIFO (first in-first out),
LIFO (last in-first out) or any other discipline we wish.

Perhaps the best way to gain insight in predicting
system performance and attempting a priori analysis of the

1
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Itestart arid recovery
Hardware and softw,Ire protection.

once a regimen of statistics gathering has been estab-
lished one can begin to seriously consider simulation of the
system. The input to the simulation model can be drawn

ru,r11 ddt,i ht'r(0 for pi! of porfur'marice ev ti
(Ion. In many instances, the data needed for model verifi-
cation will also be found amongst the statistics developed
for performance evaluation.

Security and Privacy

One of the best ways to improve communication with
both users and managers is to provide them meaningful
information on the workload and the response of the
computer system. Such information is of little value if not
presented in terms its intended audience can understand
and deal with. Like most managers, the information
systems manager is somewhat dubious of an open policy
regarding performance information. This potentially damag-
ing information may, in fact, not even be available to the
information systems manager.

As to the latter, it is difficult to sympathize with the
manager who attempts to control and direct his operations
(often with annual budget in the hundreds of thousands, or
millions) by intuition and visceral reaction. Charging,
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I , but :et. ly not least, an effective tracking
syy, tom should address security issues. We might categorize
security in two ways ; physical and software. Of the two,
the latter is directly the province of the Information

,opArtffit'fit , the HUNIr rHHIrtiii < dial of
cooperation throughout the whole organization.

Physical security is somewhat easier to implement once
top management gets over the feeling that it must display,
usually behind glass walls, its computer operation. That
may not Seern like much of a concern for- those of us who
have never gotten out of the basement, but the -1 tt it ude is
more harmful than the physical exposure. Access to the
machine room should be limited to operations staff and those
members of the systems programming staff who are specifi-
cally needed to correct problems which have been identified
by the operations staff. Tours, if one must have them,
should be scheduled well in advance and carefully planned
for. Even better, tours should be conducted via video
tape. Entrance to the machine room can be controlled by
inexpensive badge reading and combination lock devices.

ncreased usage of remote batch and teleprocessing
should help to strengthen the real security soft spots of
input and output. In a teleprocessing environment, sensi-
tive input forms and output reports never exist as physical
items in the information systems department. Once users

I- I'
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:airolcirize themselves with the ubiquity of online update arid
u. ,Wiry, the need for so many input and output forms isdr,,itk. reduced. For the user office, much of this data

its t rtner (B. C. before computer's) sensitivity and
much more carefully in their own office.

t%.,1r security- is complex and expensive, but under
he tetal control of the Information Systems Department.
acre -used usage of teleprocessing substantially raises theflti'J for software security. As noted by 012 vendor

to sti the issue, this is one of the weakest
rfeir,ido points in most oiperating systems . Password control,

I the eiistest forms of security to implement, is one of
least effective SeCIlf ity measu -es unless treated quite

seriously by all users Sensitive data in large files should
hi protected by the data base management system as well as
!h operating system. In many cases it may be worthwhile

erifnr, security not only by password, but by physical
fey Ir. address. The physical devices can be further con-
tr . requiring a key or special magnetic card to be

turning on the device. One can think of other
r.urity features, such as data encryptation, but in the

absence of real security concerns on the part of all users
0W aki, i; circumvented. A good security

-c)ucation arid through with
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ME INN
"If a man is willing to go as far

The User

as he can see, he will be able to
see farther when he gets there."

I n the section dealing with Software Development a

"user' was defined as the individual who paid the bill for
the systems development process. That definition is correct
but inadequate. Developing a system like the registration
system affects not only the registrar's office but the entire
community students, faculty, staff at the institution.
We, therefore, have to broaden our definition of the user.
A user must not only pay the bill but also must be an
individual with sufficient management responsibility and
management perspective to insure that new systems do not
change institutional policy without proper review and
approval. That is not to say that on occasion institutional
policy does not merit change it does, but such changes in
policy should be properly considered and approved and not
be implemented by system default. Notice that so far we
have said nothing about procedures. Innovative systems
design will indeed require that, from time to time, operating
procedures be revised or changed altogether. The user
must have sufficient administrative clout to approve and
implement new procedu res if and when it is considered

1 3 S
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desirable to do so. The definition of our "user" becomes
an indiIdual who pays the bill, has sufficient management
responsibility to insure that institutional policy is not
changed without proper review and has sufficient clout to
implement new procedures if such new procedures are justi-
fied by the new method of operation.

How much computing background does a user have to
hdve? Clearly familiarity with computers and computing will
not be a handicap to the user; however, the user does not
necessarily have to have any computer background. Man-
agement of information handling may require a different
perspective but does not require exotic or complex tech-
niques . Time and time again, it has been demonstrated
that simple and sensible management techniques are suffi-
cient. Some of the perspectives important to information
systems management are discussed in the following sections.

The System Perspective

Information systems are "a complex interacting network
of people, procedures and machines. "2' No amount ot auto-
mition is going to come I etel y rernovo the human part of the
system equation. Thus, in dealing with systems we must
deal both with the automated pa rts and the manual parts of
the system. Subsequent to successful implementation, most
system failures occur because the manual portion of the
system was found to be operating below the level required
for system success.

A system perspective also comes about by understand-
ing the interdependencies amongst the various systems. A
purchasing system must examine the accounting data base to
see if funds are available before a purchase order is sent
to the vendor and the purchase encumbered. The account-
ing system must depend upon the purchasing modules to
provide the proper encumbrances so that the accounting
statoments are accurate. Similar relationships can be shown
to exist between student records and housing, personnel
and budgeting and position control and so on. If these
associations and interrelationships did not exist, it would
have been unnecessary to design them as integrated
systems. An excellent visual demonstration of the interre-
lationships was presented in a recent issue of

" Jeff rey S. Lazarus , "On Executive Involvement in
Administrative Computing, CAUSE /EFFECT, November
1981, inside back cover.

13J
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CAUSE EFFECT .2 Thus it is the responsibility of each
administrative office to insure that there is substantial
understanding of the big picture and their role and
responsibility in it. Failure to do so will result in periodic
finger pointing betiAren the administrative departments,
each am-up-Tie] the other for its woes.

It is the responsibility of top management to insure
that each of the department heads has a larger perspective,

perspective based on institutional priorities and needs
which most likely are different from the local priorities of
each department. This problem becomes particularly acute
if a ,riven department is considuced the owner of a certain
data item thciugh it is not the only user of that particular
data :tern. Unless top management clearly outlines its
expectations of the various data owners and excercises the
necessary authority to carry out these expectations, the
Ss,;t0111 is decried to failure. Integrated systems require a
level of cooperation and coordination. If local politics are
characterized by confrontations, the chances for a success-
ful iritt.,;rdtpd system will be greatly reduced.

Data Ownership

The manager who is closest to the origination point of
the data item is generally considered the owner of the data.
Ownership of data comes with an implied responsibility the
responsibility to insure that it is available in a timely fash-
ion arid that it is accurate. In most cases the owner of the
data is also its heaviest user and has the best grasp of its
significance. Because of integrated data base management
systems, the routine access of all data increases tremen-
dously. Greater use insures better quality of data.
Greater access also brings to surface many of the discon-
tinuities in information gathering and information handling.
Hence it is impossible to clearly define ownership. The
ownership of data will necessarily be dispersed throughout
the organization; failure to define the responsibility for the
data can only result in what will later appear to be lack of
coordination.

27 Jack Steingraber and Douglas Kunkel, An Inte-
grated University Online/Data Base System: A Reality,-
CAUSEIEFFECT, May 1982, pp. 12 -13.
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Control

Any system can be represented by a model consisting
of input, process and output. l he three stajes of system
sophistication, DI'S, MIS, and 055, were shown as a black
box model in Figure The input consists of the raw
material used, the output defines the objective of the
system and the process is some transformation that converts
the input to the output. This model is very simple and
very general. It can be applied to a component, to a sub-
system or to the entire system. Models of subsystems used
recursively define the model of the system.

In Chapter -1 we Saw that the black box model can be
applied to the three levels of systems we discussed. In a

data processing system the input is data about a single
entity, the output is information about a single entity and
the process consists of selecting, sorting and otherwise
handling records dealing with single entities. At the infor-
mation system level, the input is information on entities,
the output is integrated statistics and the process consists
of aggregation along and across subsystems. In the case of
decision support systems, the input is both internal and
external statistics, the process is ones of analysis and
modeling and the output is decision alternatives.

Control systems vary only slightly from the black box
model previously shown. Control is a three-part process:

Setting of standards of performance

Measuring deviations from the standards

Correcting deviations.

In the control cycle the first responsibility of manage
merit is the setting of standards for the output of the
system. It should clearly identify the expected outcomes.
Next, a set of management reports must be designed to
point out the deviations from the stated stan''..frds. The
measurement of deviation varies from system to system and
depends largely on what is perceived to be the output of
the system. Two important methods of measuring deviation
are through the use of error reports or exception reports.
Correcting deviations is a management role. In fact, cor-
recting deviations is management. A key element in the
control process is feedback. Feedback is the recycling of
information, new or old, so that inputs and processes may
be adjusted to better, or more closely, meet the desired
outputs or objectives.
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In dynamic organizations, external influences like
market conditions or government regulations might require
that the outputs be changed from those previously defined.

thou the S, Stt'Ill 111,1y be (,pf'1',1t1119 as designed,
1Utjaltti tald hence 1110(1111'1C-a

ti,m, of the s \stem. A colTrCtive action would be
needed through the control process.

As stated prev iously, deviations from expected results
are, or should be, reported to management at the appropri-
ate levels of the organization. Corrective action can only

taken if someone reads the reports, understands that a

ieyiation has t,4 en plirr.e and initiates the corrective action
by proper feedback Into the input process. If the reports
are not read, the process can never be controlled.

In sever. al cases it is possible to measure the deviation
of the ortput take some predetermined corrective
action, f hose casas are candidates for automatic feedback
aHitrol much as a home thermostat provides automatic

Liao c l Automatically blocking a student from
t-tiler i ',ration when the OCI drops below a satisfac-

1". tomattc control. Dropping a student's
rari rig npio, rcerg f f--, us automatic control. If, err
ri nand. Palo,: that. say, rJU . of the students

have' been dr-aped from their classes for nonpayment of
fees, then poi-haps there bug in the program or the
procesi-, that aoiniiletes this task.

Control is a function for all levels of management at all
stages of the priaLess. -11rere are usually three types of
Lontrols:

PrriventivP controls

Ala rtms or' controls for detection

Corrective controls.

The objective of preventive controls is to reduce the
frequency of error and hence reduce the exposure due to
these errors. The frequency of error is reduced by
reducing the opportunity for error and by proper training
of the staff. In the development stages of the information
system, preventive controls come from project management
techniques. The user's major responsibility is to insure
that the system being designed will fulfill all the agreed
upon needs. This is done by close and continuous interac-
tion with the development team.
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Preventive controls are i,c;ily applied to the input.
1 his is done by edit checks err formats and ranges and by
contLilled values of data. 1 here are certain errors that
carincit he contrialed Nv the ,n instance, assume
that a data record contaips the odes F arid Ni for the sex
of the student. Further suppo,,ii that the admissions office
finds that they have no immediate need for the data on sex.

er they have a pressing need to distinguish
between students who apply for freshmen admission and
those who apply for admissions to the masters program.
r-)uitr arbitrarily they decide to use F for- freshmen and M
for masters. 'Fire edit routines will riot catch this change,

E- ard NI are both valid codes for the sy stern. Clearly
the integrity the data has been completely compromised
for another user (say the housing office) unaware of this
local change. It is therefore essential that each user use
the :,ystem as designed. This is the most important pre-
\ iintive control. Changes to the system or to its intended
use should go through normal change processes.

Preventive controls in the output stage relate to mat-
ters of security arid exposures therefrom. In a batch mode
where results, reports, checks and other sensitive docu-
ments are rrinted, it rimy reguire that special handling
procedures be implemented and documented. Controlled
distribution procedures should be used. In online systems,
various security, procedures can be built. Access to the
data :-equires that proper DBMS conventions and procedures
be followed. This knowledge, or lack thereof. forms the
first level of security. The second level of security comes
from the data submodel. The applicaton program or pro-
grammer knows about and works with only that subset of
data that is needed to fulfill the job requirements. The
third level of security comes about by controlling the termi-
nal access to data. This type of sacurity is at a function
level. The Registrar's terminal for instance, can see stu-
dent data but not payroll data. The fourth level of secur-
ity is at the data level. Data level security comes in two
forms: individual security and group security. It might
be desirable to permit only one or two individuals in the
payroll office to change salaries. For individual security
the restriction is not on the value of the data but rather on
the individual that wishes to access it. In the case of
group security, the restriction is on the value of the data
that might be displayed. For example it might be appropri-
ate to allow all departments to look at accounting data.
Terminals in the departments would accordingly be author-
ized to look at accounting data. But a further restriction
might he that Mechanical Engineering can look only at
Mechanical Engineering data and Electrical Engineering at
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flor.t ipore-,erioe, ckita and the [foam of f can
loot it all I reniu,erinr; dat,t Hot not Arts and Sciences data,
I his tyre rr-triLtPul is en the of data being dis-
plar, 1. ri t tie- type ,,t rrata on display.

.\ t ;it tIttiq In the 101'111 of
ormr rIIrt; .1f1(1 1,(.t.H.1"11 I hey ,ilso come from
re,.erdrig the contorts rn r,liort Ide f Iles like suspense files

rle.irinc; dcrolints. It the rontents of suspense files
(..Intinne to !rise.,,, it is a 511re Indtration of trouble. If

non; arr000ts threaten not to clear, then we have a

aomais ar.comitirig problem. It is the managers
r,,,p-1,..110111, to H.-6 tier a ,ilarinstrid r;orrec.trve

ri.

\ controls LI-ritrels that are built into the
..\,.tin to help identify t.ie problem, riot correct it In
ombuter pr.,;raile: an error statement that specifies the

n,Itnro of tiro error, where in the program the error occur-
ank the error occurred is all example of a correc-

tiso tr Lorreclive armtrois anticipate the occurrence
,a the err and preplan the dathering of data for its rose-
lotr

I lit er,.t orrortis,o, control is the audit
trad. Aridrt trails are records that contain enough informa-
tion ti permit the 1.,-.0r)st ruction of past events. Audit
trails ;)r.,vid. th, ability to follow a given transaction
thr.mrgh the 71 v,.tem at ,.'Jfferent points in time or to examine
Bali transar terns in the system at a given point in time.
Most application systems maintain an audit trail of their
own. 1 his is most helpful for error correction or for
detecting system IIIISUSP. In addition to the application
audit trail, the data base management system has a system
log that acts as an audit trail even though it is primarily
designed for recovery (i.e. reconstruction) purposes.

In summary, then, a data base system should be
secure. Furs security comes from its ability to prevent
improper and unauthorized use; its ability to maintain a

comprehensive audit trail; and its ability to recover from an
inadvertent or intentional damage. These characteristics
ar-e possible if management exercises the proper controls
anti the users of the system are identifiable and the system
monitors their activities through audit trails.
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Planning for Change

,;oftv,,irrt technology changes radically in the
t ear, the ,te\, elopmeut ot information sy sterns %%ill

ntunit, r.. fry dov,. and expeie.ivf` to
;,,Ik of the Institut pdy, over dr) (,..torided period

d 1:1,1.;ter pldn int ormidton systems should be
hi' plan ShoOld be based On a desired

orating Iii it environment. 1 he aspirations for
au ;'rating environment in the future must be based on

perspective whit tie future will look like. If tire
ma,,ter plan is prised concepts, equipment arid technology
ttiat terta , the to, the time the F,`, stems ,ire imple-
timctort ttre will be out of dote and relatively speaking
wet ficiont because of the rapidly changing technology,
the 'mister plan has to lie an anticipatory plan based on the

of the future, riot the conditions and require-
nects of the past. f urther, the plan should be reviewed

and rev periodically to reflect the changes in the erivi
r,mrcent trint..e the planning horizon for such a plan is
toOl. yndiS, it is important that the plan be an evo-
lutionary plan that specifies not only where the institution
Of'elIS to be in the future but also how the future compo-
nent-, dr.r. Ps1',i. 0>il!-Alt1,; systems and
irro«-.dure,. I his pldn will be extremely useful to the
system designers and the user's alike.

The next step in the planning process is to identify
the areas that play a critical role in the success of the
plan or have the most immediate benefits. These areas
should be outlined foir initial implementation. Most institu-
tions proceed sequentially through the implementation plans,
tiling one system as a pilot and scheduling the other
sequentially behind the first. This process has many
hazards. Requirements of other systems are not easily
available and therefore cannot be planned for' in the pilot
project. More importantly, however, if it seems appropriate
to buy a software system (such as a student records
system; then this procurement will proceed in isolation. A
vendor supplied system that may be very re. sable from a
single application viewpoint might be totally noidequate from
a total systems viewpoint.

It is recommended that three or four areas of develop-
ment be chosen as critical applications. The functional
requirements of these areas should be completely defined.
Armed with these functional requirements one may now pro-
ceed with the implementation of a pilot project in one of the
areas. Should it be considered appropriate to acquire the
software from outside, then at least the proper questions
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(:,in Ho is Led about interfaces with related systems and
rlidde Sul the rosn(0 n;rti,

h tr: f.lr Voe c;,1141 t hat a imn-der plan should he
r!,e. eloped. I his master plan anticipate future tech-
tdogN, aril br !;i1HJOut review's. A core group of
fonctional areas should he identified for implementation.
I he functional requirements of these areas should be speci-
fied. ,\ rieed with this information we should proceed with
the 111,11-,n A ('I'S HS buy deCi s ion .

1 he JecIshri to develop the software in-house or to
Iep, It e, an important one. I here is no clearcut answer.

ooliticc of the local environment will be
the rigor determinants in tins decision. The alternatives to
In house developmentare:

Iittwore exchange, either directly with another institution

joint ,inent with another institution

Purchase from a vendor.

All the'c' alternatives should be examined. In- house
development promises to be time consuming and expensive.
Outside software generally cannot address all the require-
ments or peculiarities of the institution. Each institution is
distinctive and should be. We do not need a monolithic
education system. Whereas institutions are indeed differ-

some of the administrative processes are common.
I has there is a great potential for acquiring very satisfac-
tory software form the outside. Regretably most, though
not all of the vendor supplied application software for
institutions is based on outmoded technology and operating
procedures. It would be fair to say that if someone gave
away a completely batch student record or accounting
system, it would not be worth taking, for its price in the
long run would equal its value. This statement should not
be construed as a complete denunciation of batch systems.
Some applications work very well in the batch environment
like automobile registration or food service menu planning.
They work better in the online environment but the benefits
are Hot as dramatic, as in the case of libraries, student
records or accounting.

28 CAUSE is the professional association for those
engaged in the development, use and management of infor-
mation systems in higher education.
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In Chapter -I we pointed out the deficiency in the pre-
sent development prices. The major deficiency is related
to the level of involvement of the user in the entire pro-

f he !mil guestion is to find an optimal rnix of
individuals in the project consisting of both users and
Lompu ter professionals that will together achieve the project
objectives in a reasonable taineframe at affordable costs. An
attempt was made to model software manpower costs" asso-
amted with the development of software. The model took
several variables into consideration including overtime
mists, costs of interaction with users and others, adminis-
trative and other nondirect costs, average duration of work
interruptions, average time to regain the train of thought
after an interruption and so on. Whereas we do not neces-
sarily agree with the methodology used in the paper, its
conclusions are far more acceptable and agree with some of
our own management experiences. The paper concludes
that the cost of a project increases exponentially with the
number of programmers assigned to it. 30 Indeed, one of the
challenges of systems design and project management is to
keep costs linear, both with the size of the project and
with its complexity.

The paper also concludes that in all cases project costs
are minimized by a project team of one. This conclusion
says nothing about the completion time of the project. Our
experience indicates teat for complex projects a very small
and very competent team gives the best overall results.

in light of the previous discussions a project team
Id be organized as follows:

One user representative assigned exclusively to the proj-
ect

One or two computer professionals assigned exclusively to
the project

One individual from data administration assigned only
when needed to the project.

2° See Bob Esterling, -Software Manpower Costs: A
Datamation, March 1980.

° The reader is referred to the now classical book by
Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., The Mythical Man-Month (Read-
ing, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1975).
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1 he resporisilitlity the user representative is to art
sjicTesimin for the ir;or needs. It is the responsibility

ot the; individual to tall, to the various groups to determine
their reguii and I.eep them informed about the direc-
tion in ot the pros r t. In .1 ,aur.o, this individ-
u.al n. the interface to the -outside world." Complete
r.-,porc.ihility for Duna tional spar dications, 11501' HI,C11111011L1

Sflo, 101)111,,ir, user training should he with this
Moreos er, the 111(11% 1(111.11 should he very hued-

,,%ith the area 1111E101' consideration for aiitortkithin.

1 he computer professionals should work to rapidly
implement the osseritial operating components of the system

reports and fell:, rune! whistles for later. 1- hey
should be working directly with the user without any writ-
ten design or programming specifications. Written material
Hrk; he used only when it is deemed necessary to clarify

situation that verbal and pictorial (hand drawn) means
could riot. Fhese individuals should also act as channels
through which additional resources are funneled to the
p term Cd hoc basis.

I he data administration group should he involved dur-
ing the data h,I, design ',td!IPS 1-hey should also be
no...1,.ed it new data It erns are introduced into existing data
bases and if the values and the uses of existing data items
are to he changed. Considerations of security and author-
ized use of data are also items in which the data adminis-
tration grr.,,, should be involved with the development
team. Finally, it should be the responsibility of data
administration to see that the auditors are appropriately
involved. .The system should meet the auditability require-
ments. However, under no circumstances should the audi-
tors be designing the system. They should be evaluating
the proposed design for possible exposures and potential
risks. The decision to take the risks is a decision of man-
agement: a decision properly made by the user and the
uoveloper.

Periodic project reviews should be held with the mem-
ors of the users group and with other members of the

system development group. These reviews should provide
previews of the system whenever possible. The overall
strategy is to reduce the cost and increase the

It is only fair to point out that the opinion
expressed herein is not universally subscribed to. For
example, see Tobey L. Miller, -Applications Development: A
Wholistic Approach,- CAUSE IEFFECT , July 1982, p. 13, 25.

s
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ti t I \ ,`riewe et the des elobinepi f ,( 0.'. by Hi\ nnr ,r very
tl) Hine) parte"; InViiiVi'd with the

iir Alto( hid It all lilt reioient Hit regular: basis
;.hire y.itlI them Hie prmire .d the proim t; j,ip

; Hit laila I ra.eu ree. only when iieeded t design and
qui( implement .1 'turn

rime t he I ..Jerii in ,iwr.itl()11
pit to the report', and other

(ndt hoods and tvithouf whii.1) it
not he a prii(ileitIVO system.

ire e mariplete. the o:aralloilal responsibility for the
t t r the In.ori. I he user should do

everything that is required an a day-to-day basis to make
the system work. 1 his includes data entry, updates and
he rinining of scheduled and ad hoc reports. The user

of Imo should have one or two computer professionals on
their staff to help coordinate the operations of the system.

orgarrirai ewally Hun], the information system activities
should be s rippor tli -fie units:

I lie im.er mpleto or-rational restiinrsihility arid with
111111,/r

The systems development staff with responsibilities for
new systems development and major system modifications
but with no day-to-day operational responsibility.

The Computing Center which provides the raw compute
pawn:- and acts like a computer utility.

In addition to these three groups there is a need for a
fourth group called the Data Base Administration group.
This latter group should be responsibile for all the data
within the organization for its availability, it security and
its integrity. They should also act as technical consultants
for the user groups that are managing their own systems.
The individuals assigned to the user offices should be
responsible for that portion of the data that they "own."
The Data Base Administrator should have global
responsibility for the entire data resource. Notice that the
Data Base Administrator is a support group and at the same
time a control group for the decentralized operations group.

User developed applications are written into the future
of computing. It is the only way software can keep up
with hardware. Hardware is moving too rapidly for present
software techniques and practices to remain viable. The
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He( iultralirat the operational rt".iiiirealiility Jr o
adminr.t rat' \ r y,f elm, prop.irimi
the tutnre

software Piro( tient.

M.ct he langliages in es, 'sten( e today, it least
thicw langiragr, That are used ,+ttli data base maim( iimiruit

st ems , are peiii idii re oriented languages in th,rt thf'y
y 1;tf'r, by paint ill -atop what the computer needs ,r)

(1,), it 1,, the rigor l,t tlrr, priii,edure that makes writing
set t-o..ire Olt lir lilt arid I bore I!, a fie\vei. gen-
er,iti'in (,I 1,111H11,1,1,-, ni-,ed with data b,r,r, systems rallrr1
iiiinproredural 01

I hrtie languages do hd\'' procedure lIdt "I)IY in d macro or
Ior,.11 '.en sr'. 1 hey lick the detail of specificity
reghired in languages lila- VC)RTRAN and CL)tl()1_.

1 lie nonprocedural languages, also called fourth gen-
rdl d'(` popular. x,inrples of !;01110

of the tc,,Irth qyrwr,,ti,,ri languages are FOCUS, NOMAD,
I;A 115 arid INQUIRE.. We hive already said that the direc-
t ien D,It l'ero- %lame i.-ment krldti,didl

(.,fict'plAiril ity rind ease of use can easily
make it a ;)civ,,erful too! in the hands of the computer pro-
fessional and the user. A combination of a powerful fourth
generation language with relational data base will go a long
way toward:, addressing some of our software r)roblems.

The literature reports truly dramatic performance
improvements that are possible by the use of these lan-
guages. The Rank of America has 500 NOMAD applications
running, all of thorn user developed with the help of a few
consultants. 12 FOCUS, too, has shown that cinch improve
merit is possiLle with fourth generation languages. FOCUS
has a language that contains a wide range of English verbs
and Friglish syntax . " FOCUS also supports an "integrated"
relational data base. Integrated is defined to mean "that
every single relation in the data bank can communicate with
every other relation via any like key field or data field. "

" Daniel D. McCracken, 'Software in the 80's: Perils
and Promises,- ComputerWorld, 17 September 1980.

" We are not sure if that is a good idea.

" N. S. Read and D. L. Harmon, -Assuring MIS suc-
cess," Datamation, February 1981.

1 5 g
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It

I rl I

'rifled to be used directly by the user. It has an
gra;rhons par!, age that alle,ws results to be plot-

h 'ermo ease as prrnting them.

,orr.tir tir-Aron lanr; j are inefficient in their
,mprit; r resr hAy may take anywhere

r11,-/ri` lifpOnd on how
;tre request ,rnd the slip;-)urtinu data match up. But
mplifer costs dropping this sheuld not he a concern

tin c_lkira-:tor manipulations are not easily per-
Prk 1.u.,prage,s, Application,, that require this

e to depend on the CDHOL, PL/1 or For-
he rnost important feature of these newer languages

t permit interactive development- or prototyp-
1;.er spells out a requirement and can see it in

couple of (Jays or less and decide if it meets
lent. If it does not, it is simple to go through
du err and another till a satisfactory result is

result la ay.iriarue the goes-
fast: to

ler, ,)r r al
trr ;,inert net pistil, tine

with these tor.ris is, as vet. %, cry !un-
rrkr'ral results arc cirmnatus, night sa.-,r.,n have

de,, erring ourselves ogr-
a,riler to techn,,rlogv. A

art thf-.11 a-,



INTRA-INSTITUTION COMMUNICATION

"... That society can only be understood
through the messages and communications

facilities which belong to it."
Norbert Weiner

Communications is an important aspect of institutionaladministration. The ultimate product of an institution ofhigher education is knowledge knowledge that it createsand knowledge that it imparts to others. The written andthe spoken word remain as the prima ry means of communi-
cating this knowledge. The cost of creating, storing,retrieving, transmitting and reading the words and textgenerated on campus is reaching frightening levels. Stan-ford University reports a 535 million a year cost in text
processing and communication alone. This does not includethe cost of the author's time to create the material and thereader s tune to digest it. The cost of photocopying alone
at Virginia Tech exceeds $1 million a year. Nationwide, thecost figures on information transfer are even more stagger-ing: 5129 billion a re spent annually on communications of
which 5.1. billion are for typing alone.

What has this to do with university data processing?
Everything! The issue is one of productivity and of effec-tiveness. A student recruitment program that can send outhigh quality personalized letters to prospective studentsstands a better chance at recruitment than one that mails
out an uppercase only computer printed letter or, worse, aform that checks the applicable options. A fund- raising

/ 5
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r n would be relatively ineffective without
rtulings. There are similar ainpk,

n he in The faculty spend numerous hour:
r ,,,Htry; o-,r1- of their secretaries. During each

a! in tha unmet preparation process they have to
.!!! u,,ittng clian ;,is to improve the

Hidil,i0S to additional retyp-
; or the secretary. r.,orrtaries spend numerous hours

red,ing thc. versions of the same document till it is

mad -id Out. These are only e few examples of the

how.; am: the unnecessary and duplicate work that now
on in our institutions. Experience indicates that auto-

e! harilluai ,,sistorris have ail Important place in our
r' nmant ....here used in an effective manner they

reduce the tune fur document preparation, reduce the work
i.lated !,inth it, and produce a better quality document.

',II the; to result in better productivity.

,hose automated systems cost-effective? There are
no.ols.ed here. The first issue is one of @co-

1 i!.t average letter is more than six
littl thro,o less than

chanci the way
Hie our [nail, the i..osts ,ire sure to continue to

qe tile,, are tii,d i!irer.tly to personnel costs.
ornPrit in productivity is the only hope

Lontalinng these rising costs. The second issue is an

dt necessity. Most institutions are facing hard times.
are [united and pc,sitions, even more so. Improve-

thr-i qu-ility of our programs will come only if we
anal t, mi,re productive use of all our human resources. This
applies equally to faculty, professionals and clerical staff.

tpilt an institution is measured by the output of
naLulty. At present, based on a very small sample, the

personnel distribution in an institution is about one third
ta,.,,Ity, one third professional and one third clerical staff.

ap;au.',Itton of text processing tools has the potential of
ether chancung the ratio of this distribution or increasing
he e ordll faculty output. and productivity keeping the

same ratio.

The growth in farm productivity has been a direct
of technology. An average farm worker is backed by

ii1),(,(i) in capital equipment and machinery. An average
factory V r e r has an investment varying between S25,000

and S10,000 (depending upon the industry) backing his
In the case of the white collar worker, the average

c..1; Imi is reported as being only S2,000.
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Nayrn..-atd i-se o sham argues that if err investment is made
atutal ecolitauont needed in the oftrce environment, this

w produce a greater return than the same
,e...e..tmerit in the farm or in the factory. '5 A 55,000

V.111 increase the capital investment for a factory
..r1 er but the, t1k additional investment is not

lt, i ret,ult 21r, increase in productivity. On the
.ther hand a investment in an office environment will
not rik, deuble the present investment but will also change

ent,re approach to the work done in the office. We will
ban, inat only how we do things but also what we do.
i he, can he trill. -tiThificarit as large number-s of people are
ripiot, ,! ui t f envircriment. Already 50':, of the

nerated to,' the white collar labor force. In excess
of 13 '. of the total labor force is white collar-. Clearly 'at-9e
Hstential for significant improvement exists. The percent-ag even more attractive in the academic world. Their
ppahn I v.( a-ds certainly lends itself to this technology.
Planning for off we automation may indeed be the most cru-
taal area in trl ;tit tl tinildi planning.

I Ii remainder of this chapter examines the various
f ,nni f ,--nnormition and the

sical mtns of tr.Aw-muttnnl the text and messages gen-
erated r.ross the institution.

Office Systems in Perspective

the fiiiii.tions performed in an office environment may
be ,p.oup,tal into five bread catagories:

I ext process,ws)

1 ext dintril,uticn

Text reprodUCt 10(1

ki`CrLIS

Administrative support.

15 Raymond Kens han President, Management Assis-
tance Inc. New York, N.Y.

.15. I
)
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A text system will be construed to consist of the first
ate,Hrtes' text processing and text distribution, 'c

ax.t prcic.',1f1,1 is the function of reading, writing, revis-
t Him; retre, ing text. In Order for a system to

It MOS to HP '.Atli available and easy to use.
that the caimnuters supporting the pro-

bo and that enough terminals be available so that a
u-;er- has riaa:ess to the computer system. The writing of
text involves the entry of new text, merging of new text
with iad text or merging of old text with old text to form a
new text. I he ability to write in mathematical notations or
foreign languages implies the existence of special fonts and
( Hata- tar "f revising of the text depends
birgeb, or the editing capabilities of the system. The ease
with which a given line, page or word can be found deter-
eurie-. the pcwyer of the editor. Once found, the ease with
wire in new tex t can be added and old altered determines the
produc..tivitv of the user. The reading of text is facilitated
by nistification, hyphenation, spacing, etc. of the text.
T he uditIld proC.eSS is helped by automatic aids like checking
spHimq, niiin!,orirvj tables and figures, and automatic foot
ri mg arid generating a table of contents. Filing

le. t two parts of retrieval and security.
I HIS d filing system should easy to use for the author-
ized user and difficult to use for an unauthorized user.

Text distribution may be accomplished in two ways:
online and offline distribution. Offline distribution deals
with copying, printing arid mailing. It requires computer
support for maintaining mailing lists and producing mailing
labels. These are functions that we are all too familiar
with. Online distribution deserves some careful analysis.
There are two types of systems dealing with online distri-
bution electronic mail systems and electronic message
systems.

Electronic mail systems are point-to-point communica-
tion systems. They transmit info: ration from a source to a
destination where it is printed. At present electronic mail
is a 52 billion industry dominated by Western Union and
ITT. There are two basic types of systems for electronic
mail: teletypewriter systems and facsimile systems. Tele-
ty systems can only transmit characters of informa-
tion. facsimile systems, on the other hand, can transmit
graphics information thus letterheads, signatures and

harts of the next two sections have appeared previ-
ously in various consulting reports prepared by the
authors.
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f Hures can be insulated a I,ng with the tetit. Naturally,
facsimile sN, stems require much larger bandwidths and
theret,,re trIC,re i pPrISI e to use.

1,:tronic message systeirr, deal with all aspects of text
pr, 4.0.,';111,L In a,idition di;t rihn tile.) the rint-age, they
are prw.Hding tnimit headr information, time
stamps, distribution hots arid acknowledgements when the
message is received and read; of redirecting the messages
after additions or alterations; and of browsing, including

and reining. The size or the text in the message is
d fl important factc,r n determining the kind of system

!;11;.;,:rt the ac.ti If Ow of the text is
strall. rt is d M!". (Me HT, t re files.

Since the messages are small, the computer configura-
tion ii-,H,rt mg a message distribution facility is not asritual I fl a Hie distribution facilit\ . Online file distri-
bution can be a problem creating large bottlenecks in the
netwot k ,J111,ss adequate plans are mi-rie for it. The problem

relateE n, the ii111011f1 t of data to be transferred arid the
capacity of the network to support 'he data. Let us analyse
He, poiiilom.

1here ,ire three component:; in a text system: the
co :nrputer, the storage disk and toe terminal. Examine for a
moment the data transfer amongst these components. The
human interface to the systera is through the terminal.
Compared to the computer's ability to transfer data, the
ability of the human to read is very limited. The data
transfer requirements are constrained by the reader and
hence pose no significant load on the system. The link
between the computer and the terminal does not have to be
a very high speed link; up to 2400 baud for character
information and up to 19,200 baud for graphics data seem to
be quite sufficient. Half these speeds are also adequate.
Thus the link between the computer and the terminal poses
no problems at all. The transfer of data between computer
and disk is a high speed transfer. Disk drives are typically
located near the computer and hence pose no new or signi-
ficant problems for high speed transfer between them. Now
consider transferring a file from one user to another. This
implies that the data will be transferred from the disk of
the sender to the disk of the recipient. This disk-to-disk
transfer will take place at high speed if either both the
users have their disks (not necessarily their terminals)
located at close proximity to each other (i.e., centralized)
or if the network that connects the two disks allows for
high speed data transmission. Unless the files are central-
ized, file transfer assumes the existence of a high speed

.1".3
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data ttansinmsion P("PS
of d a c t r i t o t t e d \ v o r r ! processing equip-

ment i t t,-J great ; a i n t I t - f t an t h e network i f f re-
Hie (ran .ter ifestred. `.--,111t70 we are moving 11101'n

mere ti.w,trii; 011,, meat, network
JP limitations odd be a prIfIl- fri

th, iitt eriviriitimerit. i he require-
ment a.,_.11 Id triN,',0' )1"(1 prru.e;s.ing.

I here are several commercially available electrenic
11,,"..,,P1P systems. i are Tymnet'S untyme, Telenet's

,!rtrir,f1 and f),itapat. s f rioy100. Message systems are also
3 in the gereration i f cemmrcial networks:

vi:;trtr: r.-i!;!-;), XPrOX Jelecu,rnmunications
Network ( ten 1 and AT J s ACS. The development of mes-
.ett, systems have been quite rapid and, as is generally the

Any new product area, there are no standards.
`-uveral standards are needed if message systems are to
gain in b,.pularity and use. First, there are no standards
for mes..agt structure. The problem of standards in this
area oriplimited by the potential use of multi-media mes-
,:,,,,jes, mixing) text with voice, video and graphics.

,,,id, there ne standard way of handling the undehv
ered message. An undelivered telephone call (busy signal)
er an undelivered letter gives an indication to the sender,
but this is not true, at present, in the case of an undeliv-
ered message. Third, unlike the telephone directory, there
is no universal directory for identifying the individuals to
o hom the message is sent.

flyer) though there are no standards today, standards
work is underway. In fact, there are several groups
working on it: the teletex group of CCITT (Comite Con-
sultatif Internationale), the working Group 6.5 of I FIPS
( Intonational Federation of Information Processing Societies)
and ANSI .\1Al2 working group 4 are all addressing this
subject matter.

Reproduction concerns itself with the copying and
printing function. In keeping with the philosophy of
source point data capture, many institutions are acquiring
typesetting equipment that is driven either online or offline
from tIvJ.r word processing operations. This connection
eliminates the work, delays and expenses associated with
manual typesetting. There is also a trend to use the high
speed printers connected to computers as copiers. It is
easier to have the line printer or page printer print the
required number of copies rather than producing one copy
from the computer and xeroxing the rest. Budgetary con-
siderations and charging algorithms might, however, be the
final determinant of how the document is produced.

1
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in, ,..11,,le area ,H1111111StrAlVe data processing
aildr,i..s t'iolt t,, recurds management. Records criariagct-
men( includes Puth io-qmpirter records and paper records

e lot ter", ot re flellelei,lt.1 rrs, plirt,IlaSe orders, etc. ).
It also in( hides the permanent archiving of the computer

ematek i Iii iise of (11e ciiiiiputer opens the pos-
sibility for automatic arch' \-11 and retrieval of archived

Akrniel stra t opt support deals with things like calendars
herhilesi t.n dit y scheduling (conference rooms), travel

remitidiu.it and related office chores. Whereas
all t done with the help of a computerized

tliecc ot, a matter /-i( privacy and control that must
Po addressed. By placing the calcmdar on a computer
os stem one in\ es up the liberty of determining which meet
rig to schedule; .e. , it allows someone else to control

ij I t his unknown assault on the calendar'
liciliavior, this particular' application is not

Iif ely to Pe very popular. The privacy question, of
situ the tact that the calendar is available for

.theris se, Whereas -a. berries can be devisek to limit the
I r j ;,re i,ruptInc; .I,j,,rithrns to

Ma) or may riot se,' your calendar, it is not
clear that the (unction will become popular anytime soon,
However', these functions will indeed be indispensable if and
when the w Hite collar labor force becomes a cottage indus-
try . Chapter 9 describes an interesting scenario associated
with thi-, possibile migration.

In this section we have tried to outline the various
unctions that would be necessary in a properly automated

office. .1 he key point to note is that office automation is
mure than word processing. We also made a distinction
between electronic 'nail and electronic message systems.
The rest of this chapter will deal with different aspects of
word processing and with the facilitating network to trans-
fer the data around campus.

Word Processing Attitudes

Virginia Tech recently conducted a study on the
nature arid use of word processing on campus." The study
was directed at department heads and secretaries and was

17 This section is adopted from Virginia Tech Systems
Development Technical Report Number 80-004-001, May 15,
1930.
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cimdurted by a structured interview process in which the
d,;,.11-tirent head was interviewed. This was followed by an
inter % iew with the departmental secretary.

he study pointed out !-0 alle very interesting facts.
1T5', of the department heads ir.licated that their

sfmretaris knew ions to use the centralized word processing
facility f CMS S(_IM) ), tiet only 11.-V:, of the secretaries
indicated that they had ever used the facility. This clearly
points out that many department heads like to think that
they are using all the available tools, though in reality,
they may \, MA be. Several disciplines in an institution do
not ha e any need for direct or obvious application of
computers . It is generally in these disciplines that the
chief administrator has no exposure to computers or to
computing. Fhey depend entirely upon their assistants or'
se/ retaries to use the data processing capabilities. It is,
therefore, riot surprising that equipment procurement
requests caming from these departments are based largely
on the e,,periences of the secretaries or administrative
as,adant . in the departments. It is, therefore, in the
inter',t co the lie.titution to expose the department heads to
the apafokte)s of the s.oirious alternatives in word p'OCeSS-
ir,(1 and outline the tradeoffs involved in choosing one
system ox er the others.

)- he department heads were also asked if they would
pre tinier own stand-alone system rather than using the
ur ita a central facility. Over 871, indicated a prefer-
cum, to using their own equipment because the central
facility was "unwieldy and unreliable" for their purposes.
I-he remaining 13`:, preferred the central facility because of
-downtime" of their own equipment, This observation must
be viewed in light of the fact that only 417`: of the depart-
ments were even aware of the existence of centralized facil-
ities, 35':, thought their secretaries used it, 17`l, of the
secretaries actually used it and only 9'1, of the department
heads had first hand experience with word processing.
Further analysis of the results of the survey showed that,
by and large, the department heads that did not have
stand-alone systems preferred stand-alone systems because
"they would be more reliable" and those that did have
stand-alone systems preferred the centralized system
becau Se it "worn Id be more reliable." Clearly good service
and not equipment location is the chief factor influencing
preference.

Various output samples were also presented to depart-
ment heads. They were asked to choose the samples they
liked best. From the samples chosen, the results suggest
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tlidt tin ty tie of ,,,per is a ne titipert.int di`t(-II1111,11It of
;girt ;,retorem Hint the tt, ,,f printer..

A ,tendr tmerit sent ett the aver,ejin
,h (Jett ee \',t' r, r;, hilit ded I tr, d mid X11111.1M of 5311,(iilit
i hi. that tAi.ri. tr, linertly 111011t1,)(10(1, in

imitertdm t.t, ere ds tellewte

I sill s rem) text editor

odpatelity t,r itdridlii special symbols

nierced ith loll r;

Heil) fiist :.rioter

%tire 1110111, iry

j ;,ranter tcrrninal

lists for tiiostitiircis.

Amen, Ht. the einiTIeH,Weits ef the Vinftnia 1 itch
suety was one that said that stand -alone or shared logic WP
systems should acquied only after it has been demons-
trtited that centralized facilities were used and found inade-
quate. 1 his rec,ommeridatior; is particularly interesting in
Hutt of the fact that Sr:, of the department heads indicated
a personal preference to acquire their own equipment.

A study A. Stanford arrived at similar conclusions.
An excellent report on text processing was published by
the Committee on Office Systems and Technology (COST) at
Stanford University. The report is entitled, -A Network-
based Text System for Stanford.- According to the report,
Stanford consumes throe tons of paper a day. It spends an
estimated 535 million in preparing and communicating mes:
sages and text. About 52 million a year ore spent on the
ii.buisition of stand-alone word processing equipment.

Stanford's study indicated that none of the presently
available commercial systems would meet their defined
needs. They also concluded that building their own cus-
tom made system or having a system built to their specifi-
cations was not a feasible alternative. As a result, their
present recommendation is to expand the campus-wide cen-
tralized system and, using it as a base, provide a set of
integrated services to their faculty, staff and students.
They also recommend that the number of different vendors
for stand-alone systems be limited to a very few. A diver-

n S
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1, ,f for din tribute': nee,led
,111 f11.11 t. th of into,;ratl,,11 pri,11 lEnt I \'P. I hey

es et ouragim; tho 1)T-, Ilt stand-alone
.t ,ii, are! eta eura ;mg people to thf' centralizer] fatal-

I hex belie\ e that the rev 'let ion ill (MI' wrurk fsrl
not noire; ';,p111';t1C,Ittql

Mut rather train the large hedv of trulivrIduals
'1 ,H,.; 1/1.1'.)10 ,1\ 1(.1", .11Id 1,1(.111hes urn rld

;1'; . AM, MT-,t the staled objectives of the Stan-
! 't is to ,tisertimatr, their report and seek 'list' tu-

ar, i ,11`.111`,`,- that aught work cooperatively with
'anton to f urt het the object' yes outlined in their r.rron.io-

! in recognition ef the present state of the art in word
pro, essing technology and tire stated requirement, for Gon-
ne, tn, itx outs t the \ users in an innditu tional set

nu. we re( ommend that with a few exceptions, institutions
invest in ceritc dized and not stand-alone word pro-

, v.' apabilit,es for the following reasons. First, the
t jor'111,;. ,I\ ,ti1,1!)h` in start(' -alone word processing equipment

not ad,nres'. the total of r ice automation concept described, pertonal computer; ire becoming extremely
1.,,e believe that the enhanced capabilities of the

parsonal computers including text processing will lead
these computers and not word processors be an integral
part of the office work station of the future. We are likely

, !ref- machines that exclusively address word processing
teraorne extinct. The more general and versatile personal
omputers will indeed replace them. Third, stand-alone

sx stems mean that word processing would only be available
to departments able to afford/acqui re the equipment; on the
other hand a centralized system would be available to all
tacul tyadministration, staff and students. Fourth, a cen-
tralized system would be in less danger of obsolescence as
,t is supported primarily by software. Fifth, any upgrades
to the sv stern would be simultaneously available to all users.

I he strategy of the computing center should be to
provide a very high quality of service to the user commu-
nity. This service should be the standard against which the
offerings of stand-alone and other s. .terns should be
pidgod. This requirement implies that the centralized
sy,,tein would provide full screen editor's that drive high
quality printers that can print on cut sheet stationery and
even use letterhead stationery. Further, an interface to
the printing plant would be desirable. Direct terminal to
terminal connections amongst users is considered essential.
Capabilities to invoke a variety of functions like mail, mes-
s,ige, data, calendar', reminders, spread sheets, etc. would
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mike the system's [wire valuable to the user corm-nullity.
I he need kir po,sible local printing should not 1,1r1(Ared,

It iii(1.e(1. that the centralized system
an not e, address oil requirements of all LISE!I'S

I ri ri'0 (.10,1 rly dinr,nr,tr,ited rrITIOlitS that are 1111d
1.tIl !;)'('111, like the need for some

,p, i 'al touts or cicirocter sets or the necessity for
t(,rif 1, if Iti,i1 \ as in the (_.i-..e of the President's

oince a stand ,Ilene system may indeed be very justif
HI(

.soo, t, u,r and p(0,,, o. furl contralizod word process-
i with hi ;11 'itiality print cpability and a connect
u1,; f CeATIIIIIIIII(IdtlurIS IS clearly the recommended
,,troteg it this point in time. the network that can pro-

the WaS 'roil .,4,1!1 be the subject matter of
the t ,eation.

Local Networks

,1[111111n1(..i t are two rapidly mergingi,,a,;e(s. I he ( hstinction between them is all but
ord.:oil. I Ito recent antitrust rulings open the doors for

one ery (AIM) opportunities 111 this field. The intro-
duction of satellite communications has [node it very simple
to send int oranotcon clear across the country. However, the
+iff!cult', still hes in distributing the information locally

w hen it is received. It is 110 exaggeration to say that it is
easier p 'make data flow from San Francisco to New York
using satellites than it is to get it to flow from First
AN mum to Fifth Avenue in New York. A new technology
called local area networking is emerging as a solution to
this dilemma. The technology has immediate application in
our institutions.

Institutions of higher education are, at present, likely
t'' have at least three different networks in operation. The
most common network is the telephone network. Several
institutions have a cable television network to broadcast
educational materials to the
rooms. Institutions with
network that supports tern

s rooms and the conference
mputing capacity have a

remote job entry stations
and computer-to-computer kiications. In addition to
these three networks some institutions have a security net-
work and others have or are working towards a network for
energy management in its facilities. This section deals pri-
marily, though not exclusively, with communication networks
that may be used to address all the above application areas.
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0,'" I ,Ite licit hir the
Hi;,; t pit computing.

I Her are iaiviiral iiiisideratcl" that lead to a need
ilatwort.. I irst, a terminal ally not in con-

tant use dfld hence ft/Or,' P, fa) ,) )f)Ipllti`
irt earIr terminal A port aim getieriil support

two arid three terminals. this nrafe, it advaritii-
.j,,,,1`; to [WI/v[11' pest contending capabilities on the

intaiter systems, Second, it makes exceedingly good
to create an environment in which any terminal can
oily of the machines liar,atricl in the computing center,

liettcr Lc atfid ,,nowhere on the campus. this
t Ind i.I's -,r! Of till' terminals and precludes the

(wed for an individual doing a variety of computing on
Hatt eiorit machines to have more than one terminal.

In the past, port contention and generalized access
have tioeri provided through the use of dial-up ports on the
omputcuis and acoustic couplers on the terminals. The

.idscatitaifii of this approach was that the existing telephone
nis,,orit could fie tapped for this purpose. N I-up sup-
ort, Clough eery for very remote access, is gener-

ally inadequate for terminals located on campus, The
sign err 1'c''e,citi re for dial-up terminals is cumbersome at
best. the terminals generally run at low speeds of 3(10

lord 12111 baud. Transmission at higher speed over
voice grade lures is neither cost effective nor reliable,

rther-icoustically coupled modems running at higher
speeds tend to cost more than the terminal itself. Most
users like to run their terminals at higher- speeds due to
the efficiency that results from it; some users particularly
those using graphics have to run their terminals at
higher speeds in order to get any work done. Thus, along
with port contention and generalized access, higher speed
transmission becomes the third requirement for computer
networks.

wo widely differing techniques may be used for
addressing the requirements. The first method employs a
data switch to provide the capabilities of automatic speed
detect, port contention and access to multiple machines, A
communication system using the data switch requires the
data switch itself, a modem at each end, arid a telephone
circuit which may either be a leased line or a switched line.
The telephone line begins at the terminal and terminates at
the data switch. The data switch is connected to the vari-
ouc ports on the computers and connects the terminal to the
desired service if it is available.

L' ' )
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not rim Ii ,;t than
Ito

. ; ir; Ili Pio!

poi ! f;;[ ;;;I;-t I I,"
1!!;.r; 111,. ,111,1 ;.vtit'h 111 ii ;ire.iul.

)11 ;r1 11 t-riiiii;;!1 in .1.,11,111
li ii; tik.dion tolo;
t' \ .1111 t; ;;II Llt ;;;iiiot

I f!.

I lie of f; fim
.1 I ;( af;,o,i rif.t,;\;o1;1- .

I ; u!l-i II.1111/\%1Ilth
IIHI ;At-- ,it r,1[1;; (;,,,;,,i; qty i .111,1

,:1111`' ;;i ;t.\, ,,,nit (1(\
1.;;11111,111; 1,11 (,,if)1,.,

'on; I -I-

trail ,riti ion iriohom I he ti-i f
I! fa;; ,i; o I IA1 I `or tre
oop.iii.

I f Fl;!(' of the network nriy
tho at certain times

ijoyi riloi! to, tho iiitorfari-. I he metwori. interface
11,1;., iMt ;;;;mo that permits lilt- supervised and
, s 1 1 0 1 1 , . 1 1 t ransmirsicin moilitim. One of three

generallv used to supervise access to the
"e-;rr;%;,itiori or contention. In polling

si 1),171.-.-, the network Lontroller is constantly checking the
rety.ork for roulinsts anci then allocates chanhel
tires to the Rs-,2t-vat depend upon
the flO,!('!c. to /II (loss the t ion s medium only at pre-

!-0-.11e',Iilos Contention !,chernes require the nodes
in the fliql`I(.,rk to compete for the network riled I llr11. Ping
networks operating under the contontien scheme use either
the slotted ring or the token passing scheme for competing
for the medium. fins net,,vorks, on the other hand, use a
ti' lu ri;ne called t.S%1,1 C.h) I for carrier- sense multiple access
with dlision detect) to fnit11,11' contention on the transrms-
S'OT1

The whole point of the above description is to point
nut tl;.it networks that operate under the TDMA scheme
allow one,. one user- on the network at a time. Different
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,fit dos H" t,J Li"
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' 1. [11.1\ ,11 ir tIj: 111(114,1;,10,,ItH I P11. 4.)..1 II, 1E0[14,1-

4I.11(0) Ill SSmnI.ii III. ,2,,Itc1

r. .-re 01 [n4404'0114. ririjea on the, r HIS
4!,, .it iii. t Tho, Pr,

/11,H4II

I n be used i ,,th 1,,r,..0.1.1.Jcirid and
aPI.' lised for inudf, differs

!r In 4,41' rHo I/1-,.!,1 7-or 1.,ro,d1.),ird trarISIIIISS1041.
,!!!!.' HIS 47,011tr,41 001'1104' V.Ire S 4 4-r.ounded by

0.1,1i- iie ,ET a Cam ler `,11'('
d 1' .1H111,1:11:111 ,1,11,0 1

H.-a( 1-; 1,,(( flallf(41 hitt, 4''1 iii ii
.ipacat than the 1.01 P-

l.)roadbancl I,,:\1.11 calule is certainly not a
te cables ha e been used for several

.. ,H ble ties isvm riitonrks, the gi-eat potential of
E , calalca, in local networks is that it

: .: 4.01I114141411G14,1,-)11 of telephone, video and data
sin,j1(, rCIíi, I his is possible due to

.,an,;,..,dth rarismission is done on channels
irnuitipiexinq. Some channels

'',em' for TV transmission arid others fo, voice
(.)ver krA( terminals at 0(:)1111 baud

nri sir.:i1,, -1" r, limber l even
,,11"I'

,,arlier, there are three possible media that
Le 11!-,ed for. Irir.,11 netv.,..mLing. Of the three, coaxial

'optics are the most suited for transmission
!Her optic- cables have extrerTmly -4_

140 'peril at data rates up to C IF) 01111

ril If 0,jJ0 the ride of t ruin SIM Sc 101) IS 0

uneson Cm) .1. J. Picato, -Broadband
I -Lal l\rtworhrig Capability." Data

rucut , tmebruary 1900.
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elec.tb_.triagnetu interferon, t' din.r noise.
ch.al signals are passed through the cable itttr from ill-Hal wire tapping, thus providing much

I h, mai-r draw Haat,. of fiber- optical
'Hit. it V. t'It\ ,tIffit nit to tap the signal. Cables,c ant; ,11, tr

. So far
Her It., he-n hinged to hitth '-',pot'd Paint to -point

dr-sigris are based on coaxial cable
let s Ethernet was developed in

.trtd the ba,,,barid [node of transmission. Network
c , t a l r al Hes operating in ,1 Uroac.'b.,nd

. .1;11,,m;st. rlidax Corporation
Corporation.

tir 11,,t is a serial-bus local network that uses fixed
i.oe;t eti, that contain data and header information
ilantit tire location. -T he network can have

; ,,assoits each with a network interface module
t rat,..mits th. Iota on the network. Eth

t , he (7.S%1A CD scheme.
I trre is no rantral L41IplltOr managing the traffic on the

aLh iiide monitors t he signal on the network
.111:; tr,tm;rnit,. H..0.0 only when rl finds a free time period.
It two nn-',es start to transmit at the same time they both
st.,p for a interval of time. Retransmission is
P,';nn attar that interval if no one eL..,e is on the network.

ii-,perchannel is also a comuter-to-computer network
, r! on the ._ r,,xial cable that can be multidropped at up
6.1 locations along a 111110 of caftle. Contention on the

in port hannel is handled differently from the Ethernet tech-
rie.nio. In it bercharinel data is transmitted in frames that
nary in size (up to -1K bytes) . Each transmitted frame
requires a response frame from the receiver. If two nodes
transmit at the same time.. there is 110 response frame gen-
erated due to the error in transmission. Detecting no

the node with a higher priority retransmits the
data. 1 ne lower priority node waits its turn.

The LocalNet network offered by Network Resources
C. irpr, ration (Sytek, Inc. ) is based on broadband mode of

coaxial cable. '' It supports video, voice
and data aommari icattons at varying speeds on a single

xial cable in a 25-mile radius. Digital data is

LOC, A I. NE 1, Network Resources Corporation,
Mountain View, CA for technical details

f:7;
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tr . -.nutted urrrrimg itdrirei ter_iiiiirities. I he lidret
wirtth r-rt the coaxial cable varies between 3(T) and 44)) N1Fiz.

I uses PO contiguous 300 kHz channels for its
nety, r f ierrritiritrs. All units c,;(inecrted to the network
tr.nrerniit rit the 1/iwt.iriii(I ros and receive at the

ir-(iiierir ices. Hie tirruirriiirtted ddtd first gOeS to a
,rter t I'd11';Idtr,r Hint where the lowband is converted

to trighband f 1..,,;tiert(.ws rid r,,t,urstilitteci. 1 his arrange-
tri,rit is called a mid-split. I he retransmitted data is cap-
tured by the appropriate section of the network intelligence
and mit to tie-. connected device. The ease of system
r!ormit ion its in-eat flexibility are major advantages to
the, appr..,,, h net wort 1 his networking scheme can

ore-,11\ b.. intograted with cable IV netyprks providing
a riy,i (t I ill P F1S !,_11 in connectivity

iiiversity has recently completed a study on
Hi al rietiworl he study recommends that the Uni-
versity shanild implement local network based on the
Haraiftrand \Gil cable technology Their design consists

stem for greater reliability. They
trunk cilbles be used to connect

Ine facilities 'Al campus. One cable would carry the "core
sen, ices, and the ether would carry "special or scheduled
servwes." xamples of special services were high resolu-
tion graphics and high speed computer to computer connec-
tions. Both cables would carry network control,
Mdlliti'FI,IFIi` arid security services. The idea is that failure
m the normal services cable could be recovered from by
tmporarily using the other cable for normal services. The
special services would be interrupted till such time as the
arilo rrm,alned unavail,r sin

dirplirdtions of the network would consist of the

:rrr,or.iurritr, rrtild safety"

Auti.Wo rry f ire sin-if alarms

Intrusion /arms

Romirrte 1W surveillance

,t(. ess ffaut rid

W. Shipp and Fi. Webber, "Final Report: Study
Group On rdecommunications and Networks, Brown Uni-
versity, 1930.
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-%1,1r-'7, ItL1:-. 111.1M rIfij
i f?1,r, !t 161,1tit sy ~tern

ihrtn .t

i 4it.1 iini11111111(171tionS

rind Illf,rtdIfIfT1Pflt lV

Is 1 health Noiti,si.r1

( cimunit Ices.

I 11 area netv:orks are goini:-1 to play Sr , increasingly
impertant ride iii our campus communication systems. The
use of breadband networks fur voice, video and data corn'

111.1'y be the norm in most institutions by
tio. leo ;Hies .

Terminals for Managers Program

The Stanford T erminals for Managers Program was
conceived as a one year experiment . The program

provided a terminal and supporting software tools to
selected administrators, with the primary mission of intro-
during new technology to the senior and executive of ficers
of the university.''' Initially, 55 terminals were located in
the v.orls areas of the individuals involved in the program.
lex t processing and electronic message system were the
funrtrens pros a led, along with a filing system and a
reminder sy st( cl The standard features of each of these
four functions ,,sere available to all users. In addition, a
,tirectory was provided which translated three character
Thiroe abbreviations ( initials) into computer accounts. A
feature for resolving duplications was built into the direc-
tory function. The directory also allowed the identification
of a commonly used subgroup of individuals receiving mes-
sages.

See Cedric, S. Bennett, "Stanford University's Ter-
minals for Nlanagers Program," CAUSE/EFFECT , May 1981,
pp. 22-25.
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"i he project team pro, Heil one to- one education to the
ITIM,PjerS in the program. Several levels of documentation

rrr pm'''.1(!(',f along with an online help feature. In order
IT,,;- t 11%01.S micro comfortable with the system, a

iricty rrf *IMO pidY1r19 software Star r rek, Adventure,
cht.,1 Hari lack, etc :vat., made available. The partici-
pation in playing 111Cpped off as work related activi-
bas increased "1'1 t he system. I he goals of the experiment
wore to improve the communication process, to provide the
prs.rnid use of computers for problem solving, to support a

a i r ot y ref (at it_ o arrangements and to create a friendly and
easy truce systorn that would sell itself. Of the four goals
I,,, .<! above. the per,ainal use of computers for problem

mg was not implemented initially due lir-ith to the diver-
of problems and the requirements for solution tools.

fie io.,p0r1111PrIt has met with tremendous success.
rom the mitial group of 55, the number of users with ter-

minals that ,are participating in the program is up to 350.
er of these users pay their own bills for the use of

tie p, .teem wiien the system was first implemented there
average of hair messages per person per day.

he number has since grown to ten messages per person
per day, testifying to the acceptance and success of the

Motivated by the success of this experiment, the proj-
ect team is planning several enhancements to the present
offering. 1 he software is scheduled for change to improve
is efficiency. The decision support tools that were
excluded from the first experiment are under consideration
for installation. Access to specialized data bases like the
Capital Budget file and the Legislative Bills file is now

The Stanford experiment is significant in that it
refutes the widely held belief that executives and managers
will never use the terminal. The key element for the suc-
L('SS of the program seems to be the fact that a very sim-
ple, easy to use, convenient and useful application was
provided to the managers. Its apparent success has
bridged the fear gap that many individuals have when it
(.01110S to computer systems. The real challenge will be to
mintinue to build on the base of knowledge and the behav-
ior pattern that this experiment has generated.
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Planning for the Automated Office

I he automated ,aff ice concept is still considered bytutiliast the rate at which technology has been
in hi, and the c,ntlnin,; blurring of the distinction

,iittputing oral i.,,M1111111', .ition pc,intl; inevitably to a
ininfig work en% I t Ol fief automation is one pro,'

:hat r amnia .,v0r1 11,0.(` a beginning without top manage-
ment y,I1;,, ,rt KeLdnso a nlinn component of office
anti mation is electronic message systems, a critical mass of

tiecessiiry to begin the program. It also needs a
th,-,,,ght out tar tlitating network. Both these require-

tor to i,t end financial ii.uppitirt withoilt which the
t

Once top management ii,jj ['NM' t and support is avail-the leoid step is to put together a task force that
in involved in computing, administrative

ter% management, behavorial sciences andHalo, lug Because a properly implemented officeaunanati i, t has the potential of radically changing
. n irwiririt interact with it, the par-

t n iif the c,rr eius members in the task force is cmtr-f.iiii

twh, the; task force report to? Is this a func-tion that is properly located in computing or in admmistra-
to. e serylf.t'S or somewhere else? It does not really matter.
f he tas1. force should report to the university administrator
that has the best business sense and believes in the con-

strategu. plan then needs to be developed that con-
several aspects of the process. First, a conceptual

ilan is needed that describes the scenario ultimately to be
acinesied. This will help influence the day-to-day decisions
Hit will lead to the stated objective. Second, an organiza-
tional approach must be agreed upon. Should the machineintiahijemte dnd processing capability be centralized or
deLentralized? Or should a combination of the two be used?
Local realities, the size of the organization and its present
environment will define the best approach to be taken.Fhird, the functionality of the system should be defined.
f;,gjaili.liLiitted system functions can be planned for a staged
implementation is the user experience, understanding and
acceptance grows. if hought must be given to ease of use
and ease of learning characteristics. Richness of function
must be weighed against increased complexity of the
system. 1 he design should encourage the frequency of
use Fourth, the hardware approach should be defined. It
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.171; rtmt sLitidirdIZe ,:/r1 one or two (no more than
three) different types of equipment. This standardization
will tend to per-roe the investment in training time and
chow the user to use the system from multiple locations with
the .rino, (et tiverioss . evolutionary implementa-
tion 'Ian roast be fir. t'loped. It 1; ItTlp,rt.int that mernIfers

the t.e.d.. for«, (and some of their friendly peers) along
th tho memLiecs of the computing centr.r should make up a

pilot group to debug the hardware and the software. Next
1,,r(p enough grc.up from the university community should

pe chosen tor initial implementation. Interfaces to normal
emmurocation media should be provided so that the user

gces r,..1 11.1%1' to ,:11p1 iLdte the work. For example, assume
a user yvp.hes to send a 111"Stiagf' to a group of eight
IM!! idu,11s. Only five of the eight have terminals on their

os) ho user should be able to send the message once
fife uidn i tu,rfs would receive it on their terminals, the

other flu no would be printed in the mailroom for
haw; \

.inpact of this technology is likely to be

.ciderablo. -V, a y'ro,r1 rule, people do not resist tech-
.gy they resist social change. The person-to-person

orunturm.dtion will no longer he the same, The lack of

body language arid other nonverbal cues in electronic
sy sterns will somehow have to be compensated for.

Perhaps there will be an increased use of explicit ver-
bal clips in our language patterns. Or multimedia communi-
catins using voice with text and graphics will become
the norm. -Hie secretary/boss relationship will definitely
change it is not clear how. Because of these changes
that are 14 ely and other changes that we cannot predefine,
the participation of the behavorial scientists in the task
force for office automation is very important.



NETWORKS AND SHARING

"So, Nat'ralists observe, a Flea Hath
smaller Fleas that on him prey. And
these have smaller Fleas to bite 'ern.

And So proceed ad infinitum."
Jonathan Swift

The Economics of Computing

Fe the user the roost irni, Lint impact of the computer
system becomes the time it tcr.r_!s, from data entry to fin-
ished report circulation, to get his job done." To manage-
ment the most important consideration is that the work be
processed in order of value to the institution (and as effi-
ciently as therein possible). These are two conflicting
criteria and each group must be sensitive to the concern of
the other if the two concerns are to be brought into some
commodious arrangement. This suggests that the institution
might well establish an internal external marketplace for
data processing services. A marketplace analogy would also
suggest the desirability of decentralization and networking
as competitive tools.

" Material in this and the following section has been
adopted from R. C. Heterick, editor, Virginia Information
Systems Exchange Network Plan, November '974. We are
particularly indebted to Charles Goetz for his insights on
the economics of computing.

172
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111$.1,-, ICI n any ii(

Htit ,111ddiTIPTILli I'L.)r1(1,1111c

l'eS011r-CeS be put to more
i r,t le. 1.H. init.,. H nig become more
mit fi he notion iit tii whit- resource use is Con

p t . [ ; ' . 1 1 . . 1 . 1 e f 1 into . 1 1 1 , 1 'OR , 1 1 1 , 1 technologicl' cif f
imency is the nest

'ray ihtforiiiil. mem+, requiring that the simile output ins
fill, .1 HO pi',J1VeJ isith fever inputs; whatever is pru

I rinn;t in a technologically resouticf
ash 261iirative et ficiency asks a inore thorny

narte iiiit;iiit (nix should be chosen,
i;,1, ,,inn constella-

s r f t o.ith anv fixed resource
orideiwiticint7 In :aim, efficiency is desired both as to how

el' 5015 prHuced and also as to exactly
Hi prudijcjirj.

(.0[1H-in [zed man igement is rn t he best position to
i; uarantio iftn, e efficiency when the conditions for

11 sis are !-;;11.n.in,l in their pristine
t. aim !Is/ the iiffectiviiness of alternative output
noses must Ho susceptible to quantification. However, data
; tin sor \, es a wide spectrum of extremely disparate
uses which are relatively difficult to compare in a meaning-
, ul quantitative fashion. This non-comparability emerges

at least ton major reasons. The first, and most impor-
tant, is that the -effectiveness- of the uses will frequently
In' sidiject to widely divergent, although perfectly defensi-
Hle, sn!ipi.tivo evaluations, even by -expert- observers.
I he other is that, subjective factors apart, the very diver-
sity of the data processing applications makes it unlikely
that any centralized evaluating agency can realistically
amass and coordinate the human expertise necessary to
assess properly the consequences of alternative data pro-
cessing policies.

Upon reflection, it should be recognized that, this two-
fold economic optimization problem posed by data proce.,sing
systems is merely a special case of the technological and
allocative questions facing the general economy. This sug-
gests that an analogous allocative regulated market-type
network of competitive consumers and suppliers would have

advantages.

In a competitive economy, technological efficiency tends
to occur because users have unfettered freedom to gravitate
toward least-cost suppliers. Allocative efficiency emerges
when suppliers competitively seek the possible profit oppor-
tunities . ignalled by users monetary -bids- for different
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to

, e ; . 1 i n s t t h i s b,,,.1-.ciround, the economic advan-
tc.ie a l i t rilinted. network become appar

the divisional scheme and to a

contralize:l f rir ility. Indeed, the differences between
autarchic dIN,IF,Hsri,i1 scheme and the central-

"-,1,111 1 ,111 P. as principally differences of
thin H.itifrot,, , I- Ind.
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ef ,ective e.,icepreneurial behavior. The key,
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r or fuore CPUs) supports on
remote input output devices. Most typically these
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r-ril,tthn systems dto,.eloprmtit group. Interactive,
eip.tirolIMPrIts iii.' ' changed the fouls f rorn the

apple to Ow yenerir, processes common to all applica-
,, I he systems development group finds
;eat its rPsotirr.es /I re mere ttrofi (ably expended or the
,Te..loprrorit of goner-al query systems, data base interfaces,
JO re;, rt writer's, and the like. In fact, we frequently

the apple ation area spet.ialist moving to the adrninistra-
, unit and becoming the nucleus of its computer exper-

-1s the fo,:us :Jolts torn scheduled, fixed, batch
bug te Interactive, in/ hoc query the need for soft

.i! .upprt in these .1 cs.cmles extremely pronounced.
It is not utit.ornm.,r) to see rilllItiple data base management
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feelings igorous, competitive ,conomy
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;tor; by pttchiriq until there is more that is

!iffr''out thin is' the same between campuses. Batch
tory-. .ironed scheduled repc.rtini) have continued to

I..ri!; otter the ddy-tut,i'if' of interactive systems
nee ,-Jo\oth-trunolit groups have
pet thr Iet is do it jr o you , rttitr:de of the 19:Als

loos 111,7 rti,inr, admirustr,itive units feeling it was clone "to"
them wither thin -"or' them.
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Yu. t, hirrh micro and
r.tl.er r,orif;guritions for the computing
er-rb;icity and d,,t,A may both be dis

or, the .,cation where most efh-
bir.ilitate data interchange

1- tiit-'f, central switching
1- imr;lrt tdtnrf some form of Message

core. It does riot seem likely that the
,up:,I-,t tho Hu; nuy.hine, but r-ether complement it

1!,W111,flt -This scheme scorns to be the
:PV,1 Architr,ct ore arid is the
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.11 ,tt. ,11111 (apt', ti,.H,Ny
it ..1' t f..1r1 HS 5 H j:)f),(INH

'1 !.. I . !'1,t1( .1,1.;10 11;01' 1,th101
1111. t Iltf.r'`..Th t.1,11 Of HO
11, tI stern on large

te', Ian
: fll r ('`, I Into

.1'.,' ..1 h'y to--.; of the main memory to
t'-inrms line (_\..1.1e speeds,, v.ith medium sired Cl'Us of the IPM

tI)e some form of B;\SIC
s N.'filch places the

;1.e -gramming Current
eic.,pmerit is accelerated

fil ha1011
; ', pr1( I. of f111(

tI' , id.1111111Pt dr,\L'fiv.',It.(i while
It 111.; I,,!1 I .flt Intl(' to expand.

marketoid as a multi user
in tine S.1;)i), NM range, Typical

Hr, '10 r6T11 16 to 52 use, in most standard
f UOBOL and

; I \lost odt:I if' some Of supervisor
it task SWItC.Allft,j arid interrupt processing

helding s,istero everhead to a minimum. Cycle times
ai many f.ivordbly with machines in the IBM

1.5 class. 'searly all major manufacturers of minicom-
t,-,rs data !Jose management system and

ipability to attach a large rurirl '''tot high performance
type %lost sys!erns iri' designed as

Hti,,,itcti limo skit' rp.; Fri,ic.hiites with a background
'oatt-,his controlled by the supersoisor. At the hpoli end of the
min,c,:iroputer spectrum it is ii;asically only tinii.; design fea-
ton,., that separates them from other mainframes.

Software Sharing

Perhaps the most important impact of networks on
dd1.1 proc..--,s:,-,inq has been the realization that

sott,,,,1 dtVOI(prlit'llt 1; np,-.)rtant LHoension. For'
any .iiirlificarit level of software sharing to take place, it is
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; r : /11,T..re Is

1.' .15 a (1.11 0.,ill,`[1(
that

1,-. the s.epormtion of input,
t,, pr",\ IdC! the

' s.:0-tv.dre mcif:Ten
,.Hr..ndl 51.Hit,.(1<j

.11drifl.;
. .,t .. frtinf.r. 111-.dif ICd

.f f tv.are

. , ci uly, ii}rj t-,rce tire
t

inn' L.-. I q115 [illy,
',. .d s.,f ty.,-ire in

1`.0. H, ;in to r if t this ruco;e
n nt (!,\ d

I F, f, r a ITIrijor u in
I: n1:71 jnt nnf thou's.ire,1,, of dollars. f Ire

ii -stein is hardly even alone than
, of , irlr; tc. limp along with an ot)so-

- th.1,0 d.r.,.1(Jil Gwen these
it I., -1,, Ii Sly nicer the

;,ment f f roril its
isle, Ii 11,11Hly , if ever, change.

Iii'- 7. th,- technological obsolescence
p-oHem t c , l i e faced i s t h e programing lan

1 '+° in.,1,-,rity of acl,misustt-ative sift
I il,.-,doped 17, Idri,111,1731, developed in the

H t . t first 5;l.r10,; . m p l i t i r l ( j t e t , h n o l o c i y . The Ian
is otionted to Patch difficult to learn and

\, ,ffmient in execution. The prospect of
II, liiteldLtive, more powerful I.inguage is suf

lent to in l'nnjr.11111-11n1,; rnon,igers Into a state of

13 0
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ht r`iliinstornptitiir ur ts:etiwot

rm.:ogler(' that
; put to Hi,. to rr.

..t admirastratis f. Sy';t0ITIS itiill
Ji it, 11 1,1Hjt1,1(j(-_'1; on

I e Hist ear:. brought explosive growth
use of ;le in administrative systems.

',awl ' I . t h e I n t e r e s t i n min morinititars has been fostered
al iletworla . Obvious

t H r st, plarit rind
.;11,);,. In these 010.11.,,:1111entti t11('rt' 11,1,'r been signifi

ant firhipai ada antagos tor source ir,rint data capture or'
1.11, 1,1,1111 -III

both IIIirary arid bookstore have cost effective
%.,,,tfld readirej used in check out and inven-

e,irii raise there c.xists the need to comma
ate ,.entral facility to interface with

He master data base.
r raring itrrrist.nitis days the advantages of Sensor

(,,Irtr.)I and rnieirejernent of the heating and air condi
ulna) systems has large monetary payoffs. Linking the

t-xt editing systems with the printing plant
economics in re-drafting arid re-proofing

text

all cases, communicatic,--s link with the
ent 1..11 far.ility is necessary in order to update a master file

diritc,h rite to p,a)vide an archive or back up for local
files and trr,tueufly to facilitate loading the files of the
rillniccmput,-r A common operational mode is to "down load-
t he files or portions of the files from the campus facility to
the minicomputer. At night, the minicomputer spools its
transactions to the campus facility where the master data
base updated to reflect the day's transactions. This
process 1, ,.epeated on a daily basis. The minicomputer is
used in something approaching a real time control environ-
ment Scheduled F,pplications program, Are run. against the
mister data base on the campus facility

In these en; ihnnments the minicomputer is usually con-
trolled by an operating system, supp rting eight to 32 ter-
rain. Is, printers, wand readers, etc. The data base
managrment s \ stern on the minicomputer is likely to be
differ, fr that used for the master data base on the

ampus inunc, 'puter is riot used to solve the

14,E
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; hasp 1110 step from
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idors is r. hen will the

-smart terminal to the
n -nil the phenomenal

Apple, the time is now.

pi of sophistication
t ,t the exr.eerl ; tin it , rently re,lurrr'd of

' t mrriti Whether Hi, t!, -.,-,hold to t-PaLli
hir:11 rs r urrentl,, being debated.

dptItind ..he micro be 'down
rh.rinel arid supported v, a

Jilt ;Tian ;n:Ichmr, dialogue. In
r1,rrr,,, definition r)os,,ible the ml

if ,,nly Hbred in terms r.t the
trim the large r:PlItr.11 It has the

i.f not puttinr; systerri out of
,1111:"-.1 1ri Il..r it Lill
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drtuni:itmltivt, Entropy

THE FUTURE

only tool you have is a H miner,
J to see every problem as a nail."

Abraham N1Z11,i0W

ut the tom) at the century a ':1`-'ve1 English
suggo".ted i wa beat the sec-

ca! ot 1 hermo,; \r WS. he Secon : Iaw has to do
entropy the of the unavailability of useful

a increase With tune when the
.,11 -1 ta teno. for 0,-,e11. said in affect

H t , H,(rril pi miph rase) Imagine a Demen, ii
very intelligent creature who can seta molecules.

the bome,, as the custodian of a gate between
too containers of gas at equal temperature and pressure.
by careful ripening arid closing of the gate the Demon allows
Iii' aster molecules to Itiny' to one container, the slower

niclocul.o. t, the (.thrir. (-F, fir time, one container ci.As hot-
anel 'he other cooler, tliuio increasing the available

ioeon; m HIP as 111,', Hired by the temperature

hi r 'hi :1 11"P t"I. appeared in R. C. Heterick,
-Aciennistrativ(- aupport Services, CAUSEIL-.Vr ECT Novem-
ber 19S1. pp.

Q
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t 11e t \`,o ,.ont,urlrs. 1 Iii increase in
r, eiiirijy to the

smart Donlon) and we have r iri

that I t h , Si-i i \

ill 1.'0' 1.--ha..0 \',1 1.,111 nt,I,Je t,1.11-
Ee111,11 a Hi 1 [flor 1'1101 fdy ti;' the 1,11'10.

ii -I 1 t iti .11.11 syatern. It :-,f'efIlS t hat 11111

le" ,1'1' rip" Tor the intrercitiction of a 111T1011 of their
irit,i trieir in t(1.1,jt`IIIt'fit i")11110S11/1./11 \, and structure. It is

intent ot tem surrirest istint form such r1

111,1 11 it v.ould t admtnistratIrari in

ailments are predicated upon two major obscr-
ic;ar dim; thi climate fir higher education betve-en

are! the turn H the century First, we an observe a
of reduced Federal, State and perhaps

puie kriariciaI support for higher education. This
iation e\aa,rHited by continuing double

Ileires and universities will
orictrur lion will to 111Cru,ls-

in*, !Ire ;Try plant maintenance,
idarh, tor older- stric Tes, promises to he excirbitant.

f he Of institutions to react to now educational
ir.e opreirtenities will be significantly attenuated. Such

..e flexibility will ke particularly pronounced and
l ntialli. devastating for Many institutions. The dynamics

it iiiiication are moving inexoraiTy away from inten-
-ax a res i'ant instruction, partially due to He s ime eco-
lornii miler-ate-ars impacting our public as well as

As we irWrea.S11Thk vimix entire states and even larger
-;- araaS ,our constituency and perceive the need
to iii inir ed1:11,1t1o11.d 11\ pert/Se to the people, the cost of
', in oorns to Ho increasing exponentially. More and

mere the unix ru-sity will be, rightfully, viewed as a network
ofraograblhreilly dispersed and increasingly reliant upon

eiffer.tive administrative and public communications. This
briiii;s us to the i:ciand major observation. Institutions are

-mire; noticeably, More information intrusive. Our role
lieu always been to discover, develop and disseminate infor-
mation but our internal operations have ney, c been so
Tepondent upon effect " information purveying as they are
riw. nicreasinr-ie T' be. As the institution grows in
complicipty as it to reach out geographically, as

its inxiik ements in sponsored research and public service
reach Heiner levels of activity, the demand for prompt,
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support services have kept. pace
ar,d entrepreneurship of our

if many leading institutions is
flour tHs the time is propitious

7!, ros s this apparently corn-
:lifters that HMV(' guirkiy and suc-

!,rpi,i thou- support sot. vices to
.,t `,h, Ir ,111! stmt potential should be most

Itioned Is use these coining lean years as a
and f grerder ror. rjnition and service.

( tem is ,ity prdu. ,It °d upon the presumption
thrit have experienced increase in

irwre,iso ,;1 the under-utilization of their use
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t ,t1,z;, ever captures 100`:, of its
()ur 11,"'. he employed to release

!His lot,nt Lhdrinol It .,varu our institutional pur-
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lung . .ilystc II environment in which

rs, or making, at all Le.,eis, is
reathk, available. What follows are

t 1011S how such an information
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,%,t,Ittnnistrative Structure

I .!, I. . !r!!!,,inti.! ! ,11.11 !,tractor!' ends syjnals to
ind 'Her tdcilitates or filters infor

Milt! -.() :fut. He signals emanatinti from many
-,trotctltr,ts ..'ilimistr,,tive off ices are nr..od. On the
flit' f ,rt tilt's,' have regulatory or at least

, responsibilities tend to
fot.us Lore ,rn t.,Jonization. We have in
mind -ff,res 1,uch as Per t, Put-chasing, Accounting,

;,rid Safety. etc. where dominant concerns are
I I ederal regulations, internal and external audi-

t, her haw!, these ot-fices control llc-
!i turn of intormatuirt that is the very life blood of
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,t-,,,,,m1.,t(y s,,,,,are feet Of ;Icor space, then ,irmther
LIP) S(j,i.11. tot .-pat.;t, is available for expansion. We

Hit l'.11,11 \ c1111P11..-; , but t hf potential for imprc)v-
our rntrnl (ornimuimations, our- effective-

and r mfruirustrativo costs is truly
!want.

.would have to confess that the foregoing examples,
m! hterlk, hundreds of other, we 1111,j11 t mention, are

rather ila-,strian. let us consider several examples that
int, potential of changing significantly our operational

hdHlt,. Proper application of technology, as we said ear-
li chancy, Si' w ,, do things but also what

go. It is a tivaigh not inexpens ve) matter to
pb,icle library searches from a faculty member s desk or a

-.tuderiCs dormitory rocun. Combined with an effective
gelb.em, s st,rn the vehicular and pedestrian traffic pat-
terns and utiltintiOn aspects of the campus could be
I-idroticactIN, Lhanged. Even more radical changes are pos-
abl coroemplab the prospect of placing the contents

Po T., MriChl fie readable format, On many
HO t riLijitV have already b j rTld king their lec-

cr, not,-; atIable to the student via computer text files.

I very p rf -rn 9 around the library or the
,_enter) requires approximately bill square feet.

P,h °n users ran 1(:(1,S5 the services of the library, or what
without the necessity to physically travel to and

thou- s.hicle, tens to hundreds of thousands of prime,
r,11 ,trf of space on campus can easily be fried

r,,t ff1.11t101 rt capturing the personnel trine lost in
tran.gt.

rould fie LI er, directly f rUln
t ilf final shop production electronically.

Fir t'f,t,!jt 0;e. mg of c.,)mputer output prows (by,
it will ropre,.ont t7i)' of total copy-

mg/ rc vb11 h, necessary to connect thP k,opy center-, to the
center'. A large volume of the graphics cur-

produced on campus comes from the computer.
t is possible to produce slides directly from the computer.
n fact the bulk of commercial illustration (nearly all TV
.',Inmt-rn,ils for' instance) are produced by computer. DUr-
UP; the n\t ten years most illustrative work on campus will
svpb,h to b,,ir.cs computer generated. The integration of the

television and the learning resources center is at;
untanPed p,,tential on most campuses.

f he theme of this section is information technology and
admi ustrative support services. We feel, quite strongly,
that the future of higher education is intimately intertwined
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pr,wessinC; Hr.;I(:. If this is to be aciaamplished it means
that the en,.t (.1jeriorotion of administrative software systems
will need to be (.bfiCel,ttl,11!),' re- designed as well as re-pro-
gcarnmed. i he burden of this ef tort will need to be :hared
much more equally between tht Information Systems group
arid the hpartments than has been the case in the

Lontrolling this dynamic. environment will require
re -thud- mg the role of the central campus facility as well.

here will need to be significant charges in management
roctu re, operations procedures, network design and

intra -institutional communication processes. We intend to
prate this arbit ran, separation of topics for further discus-

It ',hook! be Porno In mind that they ;we
part and parcH comprehensive, integrated develop-

ment for the future.

`.f,e b.dieve the nest ten years will see a major restruc-
turing of the organizational chart of many institutions of
bigher education, As institutions begin to recognize their
increasing d,,periderlay on computer related activities for

da, to day operation, and as the identifiable comput-
ing related share of the budget exceeds ten percent, the

for a more cfiststent, global view of computing
Mill bef ;tile insistent. We see two possible scenarios as the
most pr,obable organizational response,

The first scenario, and we think least likely-, presumes
the widespread acceptance of microcomputer by users and

develop a reasonably strong capacity to
use and program them. it does not seem Unreasonable to
es pert lfinnl; and up main storages and cycle times of MO

in the next two generations of micros. Should
tip iJi-,er community deride to move III this direction It is
1;1,',11 tc. predict the reduced impact of the central facility

user proaesses and the copse guest attenuation of the
em,mt,,nce computin,-; centers in the general scheme of

institution management structures. In such an
rr, ironment we can expect to see the Information Systems

assume an operational role much on the lines of most
her administrative departments the campus print shop or

H el' plant might be ,r10,-)d Ca,M!paCISeeS. In this event we
0,,suld expect to see the computing operation under an
Administrative Vice President at a reporting level such as
baiildings and C,rounds, Central Stores, the Print Shop,
etc.

Far- more likely, at le.-ist for the next decade or two,
be the desire of top management to centralize, focus

on, arid attempt tr, capitalize on, information related activi-
ties ,mrc,ss the entire spectrum of the educational institu-

I.
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SW,{1 ,irl t'll \ iI '1!Ilt"flt 0,1 W(.1(11d (-, see the
item c.onsoli of information related activi-
ilting in a re- ahrirrinerit of vice presidencies and the

ti Prt";Ht'fICV feu Intern,.1tion SySteMS, l he
ri ill [anent -e.ei think most ITT ely nett ire iilve

I j t t'r
IL,C,11'',

ern rf1111L1 r Center
Ship

ciipy Lento,.

miter
Criaphic and %Imre graphics
(Sentraliiric!
Archival Records

group ,ounts for 10-20", of the institu-
tional maintenance and operations budget. With the expo-
non H,i1 gri.i,,th of the use of information technologies this

et ii.eurse, on accounting procedures)
can to (!oubie in the next 20-year period.

either scenario, we expect to see greater user
i-1,0',F),-)111y fl,t independence. The user will insist upon his
ri,rinputine, icing done in an environment paralleling the way
he uses the telephone network. lie will also insist upon the
same level of transparency as to how his processing is

i-ffectral. The demise of mass transit systems in
the ;,arsenal automobile was heralded by the advent

thr artwork. Computer communication networks
are ely to have the same impart on user preferences as
to the :sty le of ,ite! enyironment ,4,hich he does his pro-
re. in,;.

1 hia iinpaLt of either scenario on the computing opera-
tion is nrit likek, to be so pronounced. The need to oper-
ate ,t computu:, 'imality will continue, although we
expi-ii.t to see marry, if riot all, of the labor intensive
plit output operations move out of the central facility and

into user offices. Correspondingly, we expect to see a
much expanded role for the user services division of the
r,omputinc; operation. At the same time will come a much

ori maintenance and other field service oper-
ations. 11ur h of this new emphasis will be directed toward
the teleprocessing and network aspects of the computer
operation. The software development arm of the information
systems .;coup will become more involved in developing
broadly used software products as opposed to the current,
rnore specific, focus on devekiping a -total- system for a

M.;
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given user office. A such more ryntaHe bat coo
hardware and software talent can 'pe expe :ted to emerge in
all computer facility

Computer Operations

Trio future should bring iniiior changes in computer
operations. We expect to see the central ,mputing facility
move rapidly toward becoming the "916 SWITCH in the
campus information systems network. rViore and tnore the
ci.inputinq center will serve a facilitating role, less and less
1 computing resource ride. The predominant load on the
central sy stern i;art be expected to be network control, data
storage and switching.

The central facility will become only one node in net-
work of information processing facilities. It will feature
those very largo, highly shared resources which would not
Fe cost cTfc-Ltive if not shared among a large number of
users. I he central facility will contain large mass stores
(over one trillion bits) which will be used as medium term
(2 weeks to 2 years') archives and as backup for a whole
host of software and data distributed through the network.
In the near term, it will provide large scale (20,000 Iprn)
laser printing, although we would expect this activity to be
assumed by the campus print or copy shops over the longer
run. In the shorter run, we would also expect to see the
central facility deve'op some in -house micrographic capabil-
ity if it does not already have it.

'ilhe computer resource that will need to be supplied
by the central facility will be high speed -number crunch-
ing." Campuses without a heavy research orientation may
find it cost effective to acquire this service, on those occa-
sions when it is needed, from some external supplier. Even
when the campus facility supplies this service there will be
need for expanded linkages (corn the central system to out-
side computing sources. It should be possible for any on-
campus user to connect to the central system, and through
it to effect a high speed connection (50 KB or higher) to
some other computer system not located on the campus.

As the central facility moves into this -BIG SWI TCH'
mode it will be necessary to develop much higher volume
communication channels than are now the norm. This is

particularly evident if the central facility is to serve as a

repository for large data bases and 's a short to medium
term archive for decentralized data bases and software
systems. With presently foreseeable technology and costs

1:3 ,
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this wall riliiiire the campus with coaxial cab!es.
h an effort will be e\ pensive hit have maror payoffs to

tro, infoymaticrn toms network. It will permit
tole olei.tronic documents

ompriter :fat:"

he operation of the r-.entral facility' will become rnore
an...! more like the opration of a large ,:rower utility. 1 he

ricorn ric.t. !re with specific risers or specific tasks but
rather with total load and total demand. The Comv)titing
nectar will riot only run oser rops but, in fact, will not
rnv(11 %%lilt is r'll1;111f)(1 on the s \.,tern. Just as
tar p,w.r 1,111.' <IS ;1 1,011/(;t1Cti t,f dptt)II-

.x; dri,! th.,1! roth, .1:t Crfl;t11111P1' of amperes,
a alsir rcnoter of cycles, riremorN,, and storage.

omputer or,,ratio'ls will cl.mricp. from management of
111;liti r work t, nr.,nagement of f I w

..`Jrni to/r-. Systems

nrc,It I('S
t ril arid

ii,za bow;
i-.:

hi(svo-
,

IHI;11,1
r, lrr .fr

tHit si..trio elri;rocate oil
tr..w .i.lininco.1 rat Ivo proc.es,,er; thorni.ols, os are hi iy to
r.haiirre. \,..vo assume that there will be greater -connectiv-
ity the implementation of local networking and '.at
there bo C1111(1kr (,,)[1111111rlic.,Itica)s due to the curiae t
ity, , i he fit"-t impact, we believe, will come in the substi-
tution c.f paper flow by electronic document flow. Systems
will ha r to be deso:;ned that not only capture the contents
of the dor.timent presently in use but also capture its flow
through the organization. lust as nest offices time-stamp
all incomm9 mail, so also most electr-mic transactions will be
time-stamped in order to provide a better tracking mechan-
ism. Further, independent of the data contents, there will
01 necessity be a complete and independent audit trail so
that actions by the system can be verified, audited and
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r rcoris,tructed if necessary . It wall he necessary for soft
'.ari steins to be able to reconstruct a data picture" and
a transaction ,,ily point III the past. Complementing
thr dislity to go Hoint In the b:1`.1-., It Will be neces-

ary for ,-;oft.V011'e k.)(' pri'f!1( t IVO Si, aS tb be able
;'11e1 te f,,r any tiny in the future.

At the presont time, the major obstacle to a complete
replacement of paper' s.nrnents by electronic means is the
necessity presently placed on signatures. I he signature
v.as designed as d illedns for substantiating written docu-
ments. Its use in the electronic age is very limited. The
eloctircrin. VerItHlteal 1111,1011I10, we belle ye, is not
the cnt-rect approach to viirr. lilting electronic documents.

his simply taKes a method of verification from an older
technolodo, tpai.,r) and tries to force it to work in a newer
t,', fired rortunatoly, the signatur-e barrier is breaking
down. Stock rimi-Let orders are executed by telephone

Si.ilary checks have comssuter printed signatures and
lectron,. lord transfers have no signatures at all a seT-

ret pass...yard is that is used. Institutions will have, to
accept otter-nate Inedns of satisfying audit requirem(nts.
Signatures on documents can no longer survive as the
accepted means for serifn.ation as the originating documents
thernsok es are tieing eliminated

It r'; ObVIOUS that ;Imams of input into the computer
sy 1-'111 chmnin(j. gave ,,ray to optical forms

in turn are being replaced by terminals. The output
side is now ready for some dramatic change. As memory
de\ Ines ,et !MLA Or and smaller and as more and more
loth Hinds iv: quire personal computers it is very likely that
,,r h One of us will carry with us a memory bank, perhaps
the site of a (it-edit card which will plug into the various
computer outlets for the computing of data specific to us,

his meinc,ny k will token to Mb' hone devices
outputs .indlysis or rex low. i ;Ake a specific example,

I hi, iirliscirsit \, distributes V,IrIL,11ti Tor:wren ts such as class
tickets, grade reports, etc. by printing and mailing the
documents. We will call this an "active distribution- rnode.
As more and more individuals have their own devices and
can carry around small ruemory banks that plug into
computer outlets, the ;node of distribution will become pas
sive distribution. ,.fin a certain date the university will
make available the grades or class tickets. Students will
either use their credit card site memory banks with the
computer outlets to capture their data or simply dial into

compute system and get it online. A clear shift will
take place in the responsiHility for distribution. At present
the University sends out the documents, in the future the

1 ,9
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1,1 rma t he made available and the users (students,
faculty I v.. have ccess it if and when they need it

A wittie;pread use t.:t1 this concept of information chstri-
birt.vin v, ill require a rh,,nge in our' treatment ...of security.
1-,etkinty systerns v.ill hay,. to be modified drarm,tically. At
prer.r pit dti t( the fdGt that only a limited / number of
individuals live r.111,tct akcess to computerized data secur-

measures can be placed at a task level. That is,
individuals, for rosatiplo, [nay f,e permitted to work with
personnel data !tut riot, say, with student data. However,
as everybody b4.curis to hive access to the data bases it will

ner. essary to drovidre .otrarrity riot only on the tasks that
an Ind; m permitted to perform but also on the subset
of data that the individual rs permitted to review
modify. 1 Ions an individual may be permitted to accesssis

data and not student data implying task secur-
ity. I urther, the same individual may be limited to looking

rtersonnol data that belongs only to his department.
1- inn; the security is further subdivided within the task and
is determined not by the function being performed by
rather by the r.lata being accessed. 1 his level of security,
of course. is much harder- to implement thin the previous
level. Newer sy.,terns will have to 1-0 developed to handle
the new requirements for- security.

The concept of passive distribution of information can
be extended a little farther to suggest that we are heading
toyards a cottage industry of data processing professions.
Examine the libr'ar'y. In a research library and in most
institutional libraries over kW, of the collection is never
used. Another 2(r, is used only once. -1 his clearly leads
us to desire a system in Much a text is published only
when it is first required. f he term for this concept is
on demand printing. At least for modern publications we

are okt tort far away' from on demand publishing. ['rooks
arid maga,' He articles are wiltten on word processing equip-
ment and hence in machine readable form. There is
nothing that prevents us from simply keeping it in that
form till we realize the first request for that material. At
that time the user- can request the material either in
machine readable form or in printed form. If it is
requested in printed form the library simply prints a copy
arid gives it to the user. One nay even debate the merits
of requiring the user to bring the material. If the user is
not required to bring the material back, then the distinc-
tion between the library and the bookstore begins to get
very blurred. In any case such a distribution scheme
places the present role of the publisher in jeopardy. Per-
haps the publishers will become more like record companies.
We will just have to wait and see.

2 (vi
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In any ..,Ise, it v, ill be possible one way or another to
have document delivery systems that are based primarily on
ele,.tronic media. If documents can he delivered electroni-
calk' then yhy in instance, do typists ( not secretaries)
ata! data input opecats,rs have to co010 work at all. [rem
tIe cony enionce of their home they can do the desired
,Ye-k. I he horni- 11..-;0 1,0(10111eS the place of work, making
further use of the physical plant that is already there.
he same reasoning can be extended for systems program-

mers and application programmers and others who contribute
services that ultimately result in changing the contents of
r.omputer ,!ata banks. This cottage industry resulting from

e-rsue; in th, llome has an (int d,:je commuting
telecnirmiting, saving time and energy.

1 he concept of distributing work and fragmenting the
wo-1- eny ironmerit Ly, not only permitting but requiring Ger--
taw irid, to work from their homes fits well with the
idea of a geographically dispersed university. Once we
Hann ,I[trifoite the daily work through the use of tele-
proc, ssing. an important communications barrier is broken.
Prior to the inveritiqn of the telephone, instant (meaning
without delay ) communication was possible only when people
got together. the telephone very successfully broke the
spatial barrier. Howey er, as evidenced by ringing phones
and busy signals, the temporal barrier still exists. Tele-
cornmu ',Inc; or the use of computer and communications
pormiL, us to eliminate riot only the spatial but also the
temporal rrpuremont for instant communications. This

uP a new degree of freedom and its impact will soon
be felt

LHearly many things are possible. How desirable these
possibilities; are to hnalth and well being of our institutions
IS a matter that our administrators, will be mailed upon to
address arid . I he Coll I-Se they Chart will, in the
Haig run, determine the course of society itself. Higher
erlu, at ion must continuo ti, maintain the role of thinkers,
evperimenters and III nr, vdtoi s.
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